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Editorial
The notorious and rather empty words ‘Because they’re there' were probably
regretted the moment they were spoken, by George Mallory, a throw-away line to
get rid of tormentors. Or maybe not, because they have been so much discussed
and never forgotten since. And with little addition, they are not far from the truth.
This came to me looking at one of my photographs contemplating an article I
was about to write, many years ago, about a particularly harrowing experience.
The photo was of the north-north-west ridge of the Laliderer in the Karwendel
mountains of Austria and I thought, “I know what it’s like up there”. And that’s it.
We climb to find out what it’s like there - and whether we can get there (and back
again). It’s our natural curiosity about the environment and ourselves. We write
about it to share the experience with the like-minded and anyone else who cares
to read about it.
There has always been a mystery about mountains and for some there still is and fear. To go into the mountains and feel comfortable there, is a privilege that
is a product of experience. Survival in the mountains comes as a result of three
factors, luck, experience and skill. With luck we get experience and experience
allows us to improve our skills. The more we experience the more the balance
shifts in our favour. Reading the tales of others feeds into our own experience.
In this edition of the Journal we have a wide range of articles written by a wide
range of Members both of age and interests, which is just what we want. There
are different styles of writing and different ways of approaching the activities and
these are to be welcomed. By their nature, the articles are all retrospective,
some more so than others. Some describe recent events, while some lie
dormant for years waiting for the right moment to be told. Apart from the one
article from the Himalayas, all the others are from Europe. People are going to
other places and it would be good to hear about some of them in future journals.
So much of what members do is unknown to most others. The Journal is where
we can learn of each others’ exploits and keep a permanent record to be dipped
into at leisure.
If reading this Journal stimulates memories of your own untold tales and inspires
you to put pen to paper, so to speak, to share them more widely, do not think you
have missed your opportunity. Another Journal is planned for about 18 months
time and all contributions will be welcomed and considered for inclusion by the
Hon Editor.
I should like to thank particularly all those who have contributed, as well as the
editorial team of Shirley Durgan and John Allerton for reading through articles
and helping to achieve a semblance of consistency of style, whilst not interfering
too much with individuality.
For this edition we have found a new printer online. I hope the result is pleasing
and will give a new way forward. Read on and I hope you enjoy what you find as
much as I have.
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Alpine Meet Argentière 8/22 July 2017
Oliver Birkill

Lac Blanc and the Vallée Blanche mountains
from the Dru to the Chamonix Aiguilles

Day 1-3: As people trickle into the campsite the annual MAM Alpine outing
gathers its juggernaut momentum. The sensible group members have various
approaches to the first few days of indifferent forecasts: Ian Parkhouse and Tony
Hayward go mountain biking, cragging and do a few Tour de Mont Blanc stages.
The Stoats (John Luckett, Alex Dickinson-Lomas, Ed Lewis and Sam Hunt) bag
some well selected multi-pitch routes in the Aiguilles Rouges. Phil and Annette
Jardine socialise. I’d carelessly brought the biggest tent which everyone started
gathering at like it was the
h e a d q u a r t e r s .
Responsibility seemed
poised to fall upon me
before I could get out of
its way, so Tim Taylor and
I spend the time smokescreening ourselves with
an air of ineptitude. We
spend our first day
climbing the wrong route,
then the second day
trying to do the first day’s
route but right this time.
The Clocher-Clochetons
On the Brévent
Photo John Rye
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traverse finally succumbs to our
siege tactics. Rick Allen
generously invites all eight of us
round to his flat for tea where we
have a pleasant evening looking
through slides, planning plans
and being quietly horrified by his
concept of an easy afternoon jog.
Day 4: A good-weather window
arrives to wreck the peaceful
continuum. Tony, Ian and the
Stoats get the bus to Gaillands to
do some multi-pitch climbing,
after which the Stoats hike up to
the Albert Premier hut for a
bivouac and then an alpine start
on the Aiguille Purtscheller. Tim
and I attempt a direct route on the
Petite Verte because it’s my
birthday and I want to go ice
climbing. Crampons don’t fit
boots, the ropes get stuck and we
nearly miss the lift down.

Tim Taylor on Tyrolean traverse on the
Clocher Clochetons
Photo Oli Birkill

There are several other Petits
Epics by the group over the coming weeks, some lasting longer than others.

Géant Ice Fall and Tour Ronde

Photo Oli Birkill
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Day 5-6: The good weather won’t shift. Ian and Dave walk in to the Argentière
hut for some alpine rock climbing; Tony adds to his collection of Tour de Mont
Blanc stages; the Stoats return victorious. Tim and I head up to the Moine to do
the South West Ridge Intégrale/maybe just the South West Ridge/ok the Voie
Normale. Too stingy to buy water at hut prices we carry lots extra all the way
along the baking hot glacier and up the ladders, only to find it’s free at the
Couvercle hut.

N Face of Grandes Jorasses from Couvercle Hut

Photo Oli Birkill

Day 7: The irrepressible Stoats go for an ‘actually not too bad’ bivouac on the
Vallée Blanche which they follow with the Aiguille d’Entrèves and Petit Flambeau,
climbed in the dark. Ian, John Luckett, Dave and Susie Amann (our Eagle Ski
Club ambassador) do the Crochues traverse and have a swim in Lac Blanc. To
preserve the smoke-screen, Tim and I climb the Papillons Arête in only book time
+50%, botch the descent and only make the last lift by running all the way back.
Day 8: Tim Stephenson arrives and makes an ascent of the Cosmiques Arête
with Tony Hayward. John and Susie do Via Corda Alpina which is a great looking
multi-pitch route low down in the valley. Mike Reynolds and his gang of high
rollers check into their luxurious chalet - oddly they won’t let on where it is. The
Stoats, having activated their passes for the day coming down from the Midi, can
now use any lift in the valley for free. They go up to Montenvers for some
hardcore tourism. I sit in the sun and wonder why knees can’t get sunburnt.
Days 9-11: Tim and Tony do a route below the Charmoz; glacial retreat has
turned the approach into an horrendous moraine plod and it takes them a bit
longer than planned. Afternoon storms start to build up and these (along with
terribly sunburnt knees) keep the rest of us down in the valley or on easily
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escapable crags in the Aiguilles Rouges.
Day 12-13: John Rye arrives. He’s keen and fresh, but we’re all too broken to do
much. Even the Stoats look like they’re getting worn out, briefly, until they start
planning to do the three Ms. I point John in the direction of Mike and the high
rollers, hoping that with their Chamonix deluxe experience they’ll be feeling a bit
more energetic.
Day 14: Panic stations - tomorrow is home time but this morning there’s good
weather all the way up! John Luckett and I take the first Midi lift and climb the
Rébuffat-Pierre route. John kindly leads all the difficult bits: stylishly tackling the
famous overhang as well as a new and horrible section at the bottom which
glacial retreat has exposed. The snow arrives on the final pitch. We zoom down
an abseil line and scuttle back to the lift station grinning.

(L-R) Sam Hunt, David Jones, Tim
Taylor, Ian Parkhouse, Tim Stephenson
and Susie Amann at the campsite
looking forward to another supper of
egg mush
Photo Oli Birkill
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The Mazeno Ridge of Nanga Parbat
Rick Allen
An account of the first ascent of Nanga Parbat via the Mazeno Ridge in 2012 by
Sandy Allan and Rick Allen, previously published in the Alpine Journal 2013
Nanga Parbat was one of the first of the 8000m peaks to attract a serious
attempt when A F Mummery probed its flanks in 1895 and disappeared with his
two Sherpas. In the 1930s, when British mountaineers enjoyed unfettered
access to the northern side of Everest, climbers from Austria and Germany
focussed their attention on Nanga Parbat and tragic loss of life in 1934 only
served to etch the mountain in the consciousness of the german-speaking
mountain world. The mountain was first successfully climbed by Herman Buhl in
1953 and by the 1980s, the major faces of this most westerly of the Himalayan
giants had been ascended. The keen eye of Doug Scott was caught by the
unclimbed Mazeno Ridge, dividing the Rupal glacier from the Diamir flank and
running for nine km at around 7000m without any reasonable prospect of escape
to the north or south before rising to the summit at 8126m. Doug made a serious
attempt in 1992 with Sergei Efimov and Valeri Pershin but Valeri was seriously
injured acclimatising on the Schell route and the team did not get very far along
the ridge. Doug returned in 1993, again unsuccessfully and again in 1995 from
the Rupal side with Voytek Kurtyka, Sandy Allan, Andrew Lock and me. Voytek,
Andrew and I reached a point about one third along the ridge before capturing a
memorable image and retreating.
Sandy and I spent the next 17 years thinking about how we might return to this
most intimidating objective while six other teams, including some of the best of
our generation, made various attempts. In 2004 Doug Chabot and Steve
Swenson succeeded in reaching the col at the end of the ridge but were too
exhausted to continue to the summit and the German pair of Luis Stitzinger and
Joseph Lunger reached the same point in 2008. No one else got close and we
realised some new thinking would be needed to go further. In 2009 we joined
Gerfried Goschl’s team on an ascent from the Diamir side, reconnoitring the
potential descent and studying the ridge at every spare moment. Sandy invited
Lakhpa Rangdu, Lakhpa Zharok and Lakhpa Nuru to join us plus Cathy O’Dowd,
the talented South African alpinist and double Everest summiteer. It would clearly
be a very long and committing, alpine style push, highly dependent on good
weather so Cathy organised regular weather forecasts to be prepared and sent
by text from her adopted Andorra. In a few short months we had a team and
some funding and assembled in Islamabad in June 2012.
The tourism-starved hotel at Chilas on the KKH made us very welcome and we
were soon bumping along a jeep track to the village of Tarshing when the
evening light revealed the top of the Rakhiot face of our objective emerging from
the cloud. From here it is a three day walk up the Rupal glacier to our base camp
below the Mazeno pass, making Nanga Parbat one of the most accessible of the
great peaks and part of a fine trek encompassing the mountain massif.
Early days were spent pushing up soft snow ribs onto a subsidiary ridge to build
our acclimatisation and get food, cooking gas, climbing ropes and tents into a
position at the start of the ridge. Fine mornings often deteriorated into afternoon
cloud and evening snowfall. The Meteorological Office in Bracknell had already
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warned me that records for Nanga Parbat showed an almost complete absence
of long periods of stable weather but at least the forecasts coming in from
Andorra were proving to be fairly reliable. Acclimatisation for the Lakhpas was
not a problem, they had just come from working on major expeditions in Nepal
and they fitted in without any tensions with our Pakistani base camp staff.
Three separate sorties over ten days brought us to a point where we were
almost comfortable sleeping at 6400m. The forecast was looking reasonable for
a week ahead and on 2 July we embarked as a team of six on the route.
Day 2: Retracing our steps along the subsidiary ridge in fresh snow takes us
back to 6400m. Normally we would consider we could carry a week’s food and
gas and it lasts as long as we make it last. Crucially, the sherpas have changed
the arithmetic and we embark with food for perhaps 10 days and gas for 14.
Day 3: On the morning of 4 July we gain the ridge and peer down the other side
to the Diamir glacier 2500 metres below where we can see the tiny orange tents
of a base camp. We hope they will put in new fixed line on the Kinshofer wall and
break trail to the summit but within a few days the base camp vanishes.
From here on we are moving alpine style, carrying everything with us but huge
sacks and soft snow make progress slow. The Mazeno is like a high altitude
Cuillin Ridge under deep winter conditions, undulating over multiple crests. The
highest, Mazeno Peak, at 7100m lies about midway along but it is hard to make
out one from another.
Day 4: Lakhpa Nuru has traversed under a rock outcrop and is trying to climb a
steep, thigh-deep snow channel to regain the winding knife-edge ridge when the
unstable snow collapses under him and he falls some 40 metres. Re-ascent is
next to impossible in these conditions and we climb down to him and try to
traverse around the buttresses to get to the next col. Time slips away and as
evening approaches there is nowhere for three tents. We aim for a rock
overhang where I can excavate a semi-cave under the rock for Lakhpa Rangdu
and me, Sandy and Cathy can perch a single tent on half a platform and Nuru
and Zharok wrap themselves in tent fabric on a narrow ledge between us.
Day 5: Thankfully, the night is calm but no one feels good in the morning and we
cover just 150m of technical ground to a small col and the next bivouac.
Day 6: High winds predicted for today so we all sit tight through a blustery
morning but the wind dies and another day passes without progress. We are still
not halfway along the ridge.
Day 7: We are slightly refreshed and rested, there is a detectable decrease in
our packs and we know intuitively, even if we don’t feel it, that we are now really
acclimatising. The situation is breathtaking as we wind over peaks and cornices
with precipitous drops plunging away on both sides. A tricky diagonal abseil to
gain a col on the ridge defines a psychological point of no return. We are only
going forward now.
Day 8: We cross Mazeno Peak, the highest point on the traverse and the ridge
widens, but with the spaciousness comes crevasses and the going is as
treacherous as ever. For perhaps an hour there is an alarming static electrical
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charge in the air and I have vivid memories of a companion struck by lightning on
Mt Blanc.
Day 9: The Mazeno Gap seems close now but the Americans reported the
pinnacles ahead to be the toughest challenge on the ridge. They drop away,
each more convoluted and technically exhausting than the last and we climb to
nightfall. Only two other teams have ever got this far, none have gone further.
Day 10: Another pinnacle to circumvent before we are really on the central mass
of Nanga Parbat and we move slowly up to a series of rock ledges at 7200
metres. From here, we shall attempt the summit.
Day 11: We depart at one in the morning. The wind is strong and Nuru breaks
trail up steep snow and mixed ground close under the ridge. At first light we are
on a prominent shoulder with spectacular views, the shadow of Nanga Parbat

stretching to the western horizon. Cathy is climbing with Nuru for the first time
today and the partnership is not working well, she is deeply chilled and becoming
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exhausted and he does not make sufficient allowance for this. By 07.00 she has
lost belief in reaching the summit and they retreat.
I am climbing with Sandy, we are slow, moving carefully across mixed technical
ground, assuring one another with the rope wherever we can. We fall behind
Rangdu and Zharok who seem unstoppable, just visible at the base of the steep
mixed ground of the summit pyramid. They are clearly moving towards us, not
away from us and we wait for them with sinking spirits. It is 11 o’clock and they
have decided that it is now too late to reach the summit and return safely. I am
deeply frustrated but the logic is impeccable and Sandy and I agree to return
also, laboriously breaking trail up to our knees in the crusty slope. There is some
half-hearted talk of another push to the summit but I have serious doubts as to
whether any of us have enough left in us. Suddenly, Lakhpa Zharok misses a
footing and starts off down the slope, Rangdu tries to hold him but is catapulted
off his feet and they cascade down the face like a pair of rag dolls. From where
we are standing, the angle appears to run out before dropping off steeply and we
cannot believe they are not stopping. Finally, after tumbling about 300m they
come to rest metres above the steeply dropping seracs of the Diamir face. They
brush the snow off themselves, begin to move and slowly climb back up the face
to re-join our traverse. At the tents, we are re-united with Cathy and Nuru and the
mood to descend is strong. Everyone is extremely tired, there is very little food
and the sherpas are shaken by their ordeal.
Day 12: As I begin to brew up for Rangdu in the morning, the other tents are
stirring. Sandy pipes up ‘Come over when you are up and have a chat about our
options’. We have options? The sherpas and Cathy are decided upon descent
via the Schell route but Sandy is not ready to commit. The forecast is reasonable
for four days out. My hopes flicker, normally I am the one with the crazy ideas
and Sandy is the steady, safe, professional mountaineer that he is. For the first
time on the trip, I realise how committed Sandy is to succeeding. The others
pack their tents and generously leave us the remaining food - a packet of
biscuits, a single serving of porridge each and some boiled sweets. We hug and
they depart, leaving us to contemplate our options on a little stony platform.
I wander around the ledges a little, enjoying the solitude. This is where Hans
Schell and Robert Schauer emerged from the Rupal face. Below us lies the
descent line chosen by Messner after the disappearance of his brother. At a
snowy col above us, DDR labels on a tiny cache of food date it before the fall of
the Berlin Wall, making history palpable (and edible).
Far below, a drama is unfolding as Cathy and the Lakhpas miss a turning off the
ridge to the east in mist and abseil into a huge, west-facing bowl. By nightfall,
Cathy and Rangdu are separated from the faster moving Nuru and Zharok and
Rangdu takes a fall, injuring his ankle. Trapped between threatening seracs
above and a bergschrund below, they hack out a narrow tent platform beneath a
rock wall.
Day 13: At 5am the entire bowl avalanches above Cathy and Rangdu, pouring
over the cliff but leaving them unharmed. They descend warily to join Nuru and
Zharok on the moraines below and painfully continue down to the waiting crew
on the Rupal Glacier.
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At 7200m, Sandy is reluctantly convinced that we do not have enough left in us
to repeat the new, direct line of the day before yesterday and push it on to the
summit. We shall try a rising traverse across to the summit pyramid and turn it on
the left to join the Diamir face route somewhere above 7500m. We get radical,
leaving the tent standing with our mats inside and take just sleeping bags and a
stove. We can surely descend the Diamir face in a day?
A light breeze, a few flakes of snow and tiny sloughs have been enough to erase
the tracks on the face and we make slow work of the traverse. Rocky ribs finger
down the face, demanding precise footwork and whatever natural protection we
can find. Features I vaguely remember from the half light of dawn three years
ago materialise slowly as the tiny orange tent vanishes behind us and we
approach the upper part of the Diamir route. It is 5pm and we are nowhere near
the summit, we must find somewhere to dig a cave. Finally, at around 7700m we
dig into a snowbank, make a tiny cave and eat our last biscuits.
Day 14: It is the 15 July. We move out and up but visibility is poor in swirling
cloud. Up and left, we emerge on the summit ridge at 2pm but the ridge has
multiple summits and this is not the highest. The clouds finally clear and we
grasp where we are but Sandy is all in. I break trail slowly and we reach the
summit at 6.12pm in evening sunlight. 17 years after our first attempt on the
Mazeno Ridge and 28 years after we set out to follow in the footsteps of Pete
and Joe, we have realised half a lifetime of dreams. We take photos and linger
into the alpenglow before descending to our cave and another cramped night.
The lighter stops working and the spare matches are hopeless so the last half
gas cylinder is useless and we have neither food nor water now.
Day 15: Today, I have nothing left, my hands will not warm up and I fumble with
everything. Sandy breaks trail the entire day along a seemingly endless arc
towards the traditional Diamir top camp (four). No one has been there this
season and the Diamir route is unclimbed in two years. We call our agent, Ali, to
tell him we are descending the Diamir side. Sandy is worried enough about me
to start muttering about helicopters but I am having none of it. The satellite phone
battery fails at that point, resolving the matter. We dig another snow cave with
walls so thin I put my elbow through them in the early hours. My sleeping bag is
ultra light, not much more than an extended pied d’elephant and my feet are
really beginning to pay the price. I can wiggle the toes but they remain stubbornly
cold.
Day 16: I have never climbed at altitude without water or the means of melting
snow and I wonder, absent-mindedly, what is going to happen. I have an urge to
urinate and pass a surprising quantity of Beaujolais. The imperative to expel
toxins trumps dehydration. We can still move so we move, across and down a
slope, crusty in places. I teeter down a plaque which breaks away, triggering a
narrow avalanche. I roll out of the slide into snow that is not moving and Sandy
holds me on the rope. Below the site of camp three, we uncover occasional
anchors for fixed ropes and use them to abseil hard ice sections. The old ropes
are hopelessly frozen in. At dusk we arrive on a ridge above the site of Diamir
camp two. No snow bank here so we hack out a ledge, tie ourselves on and
begin a long vigil. Sitting on a few coils of rope in my lightweight bag, my toes get
cold and stay cold.
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Day 17: The weather continues to hold fair as dawn breaks and we move down
to the site of camp two. I finally change out of my down suit and fall asleep in the
sun before Sandy stirs me and we continue to descend steeply. Did I hear a
voice, am I dreaming? No, there it is again. Just above the Kinshofer Wall,
someone is arranging a belay. We descend to greet Czech climber Marek
Holecek who is soon joined by Zdenek Hruby. They share a flask of tea, energy
bars and a lighter. The only other climbers on the mountain are right here, right
now. Call it providence. Refreshed, we launch onto the decaying tangle of fixed
ropes on the wall and continue down the huge snow/ice couloir below. The
bottom of the couloir seems further away than ever as I descend into the night,
facing in, kicking steps and slumping over my axes every few minutes. At 11pm
we stumble over avalanche debris and small crevasses until an illuminated tent
appears on a ledge at the foot of the buttress. Three high altitude porters emerge
and embrace us. Incredibly, Ali has mobilised them from their beds in Skardu to
camp one on Nanga Parbat in less than 48 hours. They can scarcely have
stopped moving, let alone slept. We drink and eat and sleep.
Day 18: We descend the glacier to the Diamir base camp. We have climbed the
route of our lives and lived to drink a Czech beer in the sunshine.
Postscript.
Lakhpa Rangdu was subsequently diagnosed with a broken bone in his ankle
and Rick lost half a toe to frostbite.
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Dulyn, Eigiau and Cowlyd

Dave Roberts

While walking over the British hills one cannot help noting that one of the
characteristics of the uplands of the UK is the depopulation that has taken place
over the last couple of hundred years. In the Highlands of Scotland there are the
grassy oblongs of the old shielings now fading back into the grass and heather
and elsewhere one comes across crumbling remains of remote cottages and
farms. This is not peculiar to the UK of course; the hilly areas of France and
other countries have many abandoned dwellings and even whole villages. The
depopulation of the Highlands of Scotland was markedly different from elsewhere
due to the notorious clearances. The nature of life in these communities prior to
that is known to some extent from contemporary accounts but it was a long time
ago and no one now has any personal recollection of that time. Farming here
after the desperate attempts of the dispossessed to survive became largely
based on valley farms, often fairly large and run on an estate system sometimes
owned by the relatively well-to-do, often non-Scots who were often absentee
landlords. This is, of course, a generalisation, as is much of what follows.
The two other most obviously rugged and mountainous areas are the Lake
District and Wales, though there is no implication here that farming life in the
Southern Uplands or the Pennines has ever been any easier. There is a basic
difference in topography between Wales and the Lakes. In the Lakes long flat,
fairly wide and relatively fertile valleys at low altitude run in to the mass of the
hills and terminate rather suddenly; think of Borrowdale, Wasdale or the
Langdales. Snowdonia does have hints of similar valleys such as Gwynant and
Nant Ffrancon but they are smaller and fewer and tend to be less fertile. Valleys
are more likely to slope up into the hills, much of the valley floors being at higher
altitude and are of much poorer land or are proper cwms whose bottom ends
hang high above a low valley such as all those cwms in the Carneddau above
the Conwy Valley.
A result of this is that there have been some differences in farms between the
two areas. In the Lakes farms, even old ones, are generally of moderate size
with substantial ranges of outbuildings; some Welsh ones are much like this, of
course, but there has been a definite subset of Welsh farms which have been
somewhat different. These have been smaller and often much more primitive
with restricted outbuildings and poor or even only marginal facilities,
communications and access. Such is typical of farmsteads lying at the upper
reaches of the relatively high altitude Welsh valleys with many being at over
1000 feet above sea level and some at least 1300 feet. Bearing in mind the
prevailing weather one would never expect it to have been an easy existence. It
wasn’t, of course, and over the first half of the 20th century this way of farming
largely vanished due to the abandonment of the farms. Obviously this was due to
the sheer difficulty of the life and the changing expectations of the farming
families but there were other factors as well. Usually the land was owned by
absentee landlords and the farmers were tenants who tended to depend on the
quality of attention that the owners gave to their estate; non-farming land use
could be extremely disruptive and even the great depression of the 1920s played
a part.
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Man has been around this area for a long time. There are prehistoric remains
and the Romans had quite a presence in the Conwy area; a Roman road ran
over Bwlch y Ddeufaen in the north-east corner of the Carneddau and there was
a Roman fort at Caerhun in the Conwy Valley. Upland farming in the way that we
would recognise centred on farm buildings developed through the centuries and
we are here concerned with the demise of its practice from the upland
farmsteads, the actual land management now continuing from valley homes by
means of the ubiquitous Land Rover and more recently, the quadbike.
Specifically we will look at the three valleys mentioned in the title as a group.
They lie parallel to each other, their heads to the southwest and their feet to the
north east. Eigiau and Cowlyd are quite long and flat with the valley floors at
about 1000 feet above sea level, each containing a substantial lake. Dulyn, the
most northerly is higher, shorter and steeper with a small lake. From the lips of
the cwms the land drops steeply to the floor of the Conwy Valley, from about 900
feet almost to sea level in about half a mile. Small lanes zigzag up into lower
Eigiau and Dulyn but the access to the upper part of Cowlyd was always trickier.
The lower part of the cwm is very marshy and there was never a roadway up it
(only a rail track, see later) and access was and is by a track, later metalled, from
Trefriw over the ridge of Cefn Cyfarwydd reaching a height of about 1400 feet,
obviously a potential problem in winter. Low down on this road a branch sneaks
off to the right to the lip of the cwm to reach the farm of Tyddyn-Wilym, still in
use. I do not know just how many farms there were in the middle and upper parts
of these three valleys; 30 or more in about 1920 supporting about 120 people,
over half being in families named Williams. Upper Cwm Cowlyd was the least
densely populated, no doubt due to the difficulties of access. As they were
abandoned some farms just vanished and their presence has become no longer
noted on the OS maps. A few were deliberately demolished and a few in Cwm
Eigiau suffered major damage in World War II during military exercises. The
older the OS map editions you look at the more farms there seem to be. In upper
Cowlyd the current 1:50,000 OS map shows five farms marked, three of them
named. Two of those named are just marks on the ground, whereas one not
named still has part of a roof on; one not marked still has walls up to a few feet in
height. The 1:25,000 map has more farm names more accurately sited but only
in Cwm Cowlyd. I have seen a rough sketch map drawn by a former resident of
the cwm showing another named farm, Brwynog Uchaf, which is not marked on
the OS map and appears to have entirely vanished and how access was made
to it seems quite unclear.
Except for a few farms at the lips of the cwms, readily accessible, all were
abandoned by the 1930s bar one. This exception is Siglan in upper Cwm Cowlyd
not far from the Cowlyd dam which was lived in and farmed until 1953.
Descriptions of life in this area are largely based on Siglan, partly as it is one of
the remotest farms and partly because it was occupied later than any other. I do
not know when it was built, but it features on the 1840 OS map and is probably
quite a bit older than that. The OS named it Siglen and has done ever since.
However the family which lived there has always called it Siglan. Siglen means
"marshy place" whereas Siglan means "wagtail". Each is as likely as the other.
Perhaps there is no real way of knowing and it doesn’t really matter so I will stick
to Siglan.
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Abandoned Siglan Farm

Photo Dave Roberts

Nowadays these cwms are quiet and peaceful and one could be forgiven for
thinking if so minded that this could be a remote rural idyll even when the farms
were in operation. But there was also industry here, slate quarrying and the
gathering of water resources. There were two small slate quarries in upper Cwm
Eigiau, not producing much but notable for the fact that a tramway was built to
take the slate down to the River Conwy, ascending the steep climb from the
valley in three zigzags. Some of the trackbed is still there. This seems like an
oddly big undertaking for two poor quarries but perhaps there were high hopes
for them. Perhaps also this was intended to be part of a projected railway to the
top of Carnedd Llewellyn inspired by the Snowdon Railway. In common with
many schemes resulting from Victorian optimism this got nowhere. What looks
like an old slate quarry in Cwm Dulyn is an old hone quarry. Another grandiose
scheme at the time was to access Carnedd Llewelyn via a chairlift by the Aber
Falls with a golf course at a height of 2500 feet. Just imagine it; holding the
Ryder Cup there would have sorted out the American team!
In 1919 Thomas and Annie Roberts and their four children moved up to Cwm
Cowlyd having been tenant farmers near Betws y Coed. It appears that they
lived briefly in Brwynog in Cowlyd and Ty’n Rhos in Eigiau before finally settling
in Siglan later in 1919. There is now no trace of Ty’n Rhos and it is unmarked on
the OS map. A few readers may remember Annie’s sister, Jane Williams, who ran
Ogwen Cottage in the 1950s and 1960s as a guest house before it became an
outdoor pursuits centre. Jane was helped by her daughter Sarah and her
granddaughter Buddug. Jane’s sons farmed the two Gwern y Gof farms on the
A5 between Ogwen and Capel. Who remembers sleeping in ‘Willie’s barn’?
Buddug stayed in the area as well, marrying John Jackson who farmed Tal y Llyn
Ogwen Farm behind Glan Dena; she died only a few years ago.
Even then going to live in Cwm Cowlyd was rather cutting oneself off. Siglan was
one of five farms in the upper cwm not far below the dam. A buried pipe ran from
the lake down the cwm to take water to supply Colwyn Bay. The big pipeline that
runs down the flank of the cwm from the dam to the aluminium smelter at
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Dolgarrog was built in the 1920s when the dam was raised for this purpose. The
presence of the pipe cut off access to Penbrynbrwynog and that farm was
abandoned then. Garreg Wen, Brwynog and Brwynog Isaf were all abandoned in
the 1930s, Brwynog Uchaf having been abandoned some time earlier. The only
other habitation was Cowlyd farm itself, up on the banks of the lake, very
primitive and not lived in since the 19th century. The little chapel just below Siglan
fell out of use in the 1920s.
Why were the farms abandoned? By the 1920s the drift away from the upland
farms had been evident for some time; from then on the drift accelerated and by
the mid 1930s was almost complete. In the absence of any land other than that
just good enough to grow a bit of hay and some potatoes and other root crops,
by that time it was subsistence sheep farming. There was no electricity and no
running water. Siglan was lit by Tilley lamps and the only source of heating and
cooking was an old coal range in the kitchen. Water was from a pipe in a stream
and sanitation was a primitive earth closet. All supplies had to be brought in by
horse and cart from Trefriw by a rough track. This was a distance of about three
miles, the chief problem being that it rose to a height of over 1400 feet; being cut
off in winter was a real and regular occurrence. Once a farm was abandoned
there was no alternative use for it. The only exception to this is the highest farm
building in Cwm Eigiau at a height of about 1400 feet. This was leased by the
Rucksack Club as one of the first climbing huts in the country. They eventually
relinquished the lease but it is still in use by another club.
The first reason why people moved out was a simple one of farm economics.
These farms were as hard hit by the depression of the 1920s as anything. As
prices sank to levels like 12/6 (62p) for a fully grown fat lamb and 1/- (5p) a
dozen for eggs the situation where enough was enough became one of not
enough was not enough. There was no incentive to stay and even less for the
farmers’ families to succeed to the land. Leaving was, in a sense, easy, as they
were all tenant farmers.
The other reason was rather more complicated. Up to about 1885 the land was
in the hands of a few private owners, some of the richest men in North Wales
such as the Pochins (one of whom married a McLaren of Bodnant who became
the first Lord Aberconway), the Browns of Chester and the Wynnes of Glynllifon.
It seems they were reasonably good landlords, charging low rents and taking
good care of buildings, walls and fences. The increasing demands of the growing
towns of Llandudno, Conwy and Colwyn Bay for water and later for electricity for
the Dolgarrog aluminium smelter led to great changes. In 1885 the Llandudno
Improvement Commissioners bought Llyn Dulyn from the Glynllifon Estate, made
it into a reservoir and laid a pipe to Llandudno. In 1887 a small dam was built at
Cowlyd and a pipe laid to Conwy and Colwyn Bay, material being hauled up the
cwm on sledges by static steam engines.
In 1905 the North Wales Power Company built their ill-fated dam at Llyn Eigiau.
In November 1925 the dam collapsed due to poor design and materials and poor
workmanship and the water poured down the valley floor. It was held up
temporarily at the small dam at Coedty at the lip of the cwm; when this was
overwhelmed it, too, collapsed and there was a torrent of water and boulders
tearing down the gorge and into Dolgarrog. Houses were demolished and 16
people were killed. It would have been more if many people had not gone to a
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Llyn Eigiau dam wall at the breach looking towards Conwy Valley
Photo Dave Roberts

travelling cinema show. The present high dam at Cowlyd which trebled its
capacity had been completed in 1921 and a tunnel was bored to transfer water
from Eigiau to Cowlyd in 1928. The Water Board had bought land on both sides
of Llyn Cowlyd; the Power Company had bought a vast tract of land from the
McLarens in 1900 and then at the end of the First World War bought most of the
rest.
Why did these changes hasten the depopulation of the area? The new
landowners had no interest in the previous agricultural use of the land. For them
it was purely a water gathering resource. Reasonably from their health hazard
point of view, but as a hammer-blow to the farmers, the owners prohibited the
grazing of cattle on any land which drained into the reservoirs and banned
washing and dipping of sheep in any stream which ran into the reservoirs. They
were not concerned with the upkeep of buildings, walls, fences, or land drainage
and contributed virtually nothing to them.
Added to all this were about 20 years of land and livestock interference by the
building operations. Civil engineering methods then were slow and it was a
nonstop round of trench and leat digging, materials haulage, horses and carts
and tractors and a constant array of broken down walls, destroyed gates and
clogged drainage ditches. A pittance of compensation was paid for crop
disturbance but only in a very dilatory fashion. The area now seems supremely
peaceful, but at various times Siglan alone had all the disturbances of raising the
dam, the building of two sets of pylons, two underground water mains, a six feet
diameter water pipe and a light railway. In fact the surface pipe cut off the access
to one farm, Penbrynbrwynog, leading directly to its abandonment. There was a
camp for about 300 dam builders at Cowlyd.
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In the end, living there just became not worth it. By the 1930s, all the farms other
than those at the lower ends of the valleys with easy access to the Conwy Valley,
were abandoned as farming residences, the sheep flocks being run from valley
bases. The single exception was Siglan. Once all the engineering works were
over it may have become peaceful but it was too late and all the other farms had
gone.
Thomas and Annie had four more children; in a small building eight children must
have been a considerable crowd and drain on their meagre resources. One
daughter, Margaret, died of scarlet fever at the age of 12. Schooling took place
down in the Conwy Valley, the children staying with relatives as weekly boarders.
The children scattered as they left school, settling in places as far apart as
Leeds, Lincoln and Dorchester and at jobs as diverse as bus driving and
banking. One son, William (Wil), never intended to do anything other than run the
farm and stayed on. Another, Joe, was the first boy from Llanrwst Grammar
School ever to go to Oxford or Cambridge which he did as the recipient of a
major scholarship. He also married the Headmaster’s daughter. During World
War Two Wil was in a reserved occupation but all the other five boys served in
the RAF though only one, the youngest, Thomas (Twm), saw combat, in a
bomber squadron; he survived.
The stock consisted of a couple of cows for milk, many chickens, a few ducks
and the sheep and of course the horse for the cart and for drawing the hay
mower and hay rake. There were hundreds of sheep, kept on the rough
mountainsides by the side of Llyn Cowlyd, below Llyn Eigiau and on the ridge
leading to Trefriw. This scatter of land in itself made life harder as all shepherding
had to be done on foot. After the War, Wil bought a US Army surplus Willys jeep
and then one of the first Land Rovers which helped a lot. Life tended to be
governed by the hours of daylight; the food was simple and probably
monotonous, though Annie may well have profited on the culinary side from the
time when young that she and sister Jane spent a couple of years in service in
London. Thomas and Wil ran the farm. For them life was the farm with very little
relief. Market day in Llanrwst was one of the weekly or fortnightly highlights,
mainly selling eggs and butter, hand churned in a small room behind the kitchen.
Annie had an extremely lively mind and was a keen listener to the radio, very
much welcoming the opportunity to discuss the issues of the day, long into the
night when her men-folk were in bed on the rare occasions that family members
came to visit.
Wil had a rather odd ‘second job’. Twice a week he would go up to the dam to
read the water level and the rain gauge. This information had to be transmitted to
Dolgarrog and for this reason they had a telephone linked only to the aluminium
smelter. At least it could have been used in a real emergency. He also had a
turnkey with which he could turn off the flow of water through the tunnel from Llyn
Eigiau to Llyn Cowlyd. This resulted in the trout in the water flow being trapped
behind a concrete bar at the outflow. By wearing waders and using a giant sort of
shrimping net an hour's work could net enough trout for several meals with some
to take to Llanrwst market next day. An example of the dedication to the farm that
Thomas and Wil showed (perhaps to survive there was no alternative) is
illustrated by one of the very few occasions the phone was used to contact
Siglan. Dolgarrog phoned to say the War was over. Annie rushed down to the
hayfield by the chapel where Thomas and Wil were turning the hay by hand.
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They both just said "Hmmm" without looking up and carried on turning the hay. I
think though, that their attitude may have been the result of losing a family
argument earlier that day when Annie (who definitely ruled the roost) had insisted
that they stay to turn the hay rather than go to market.
During the War, Wil also had the job of checking the pipeline and the area round
the dam for signs of German sabotage, unlikely though it may seem now. At this
time the Carneddau became a bit of a graveyard for crashed aeroplanes. One
such crashed on the slopes of Pen Llithwrig above Llyn Cowlyd on the night of
20 February 1944. Wil was first there, where there were three survivors suffering
in the poor winter weather, though the pilot was dead. He raised the alarm and
returned to help carry down the survivors, his contribution having been noted
since in histories of plane crashes in the area. I have no idea if any official report
on the crash noted the mysterious disappearance of parachutes, but I know that
the farm had a supply of very superior parachute cord instead of the usual scruffy
bits of string and binder twine and I gather Annie had some of the best
homemade silk underwear in North Wales for quite a long time!
The highlight of the year was always the shearing. It was important as, then, the
wool sales formed a large part of the farm income. This was all done by hand
and it was a co-operative effort, the farmers from other farms at the bottom ends
of Cwm Cowlyd and Cwm Eigiau and probably Wil Dafydd and Gruffydd John
from the Gwern y Gof farms at Ogwen would come to help and would be helped
in their turn. It was a few days of concentrated labour in the open air, whatever
the weather, the men hand shearing and cursing the dogs and the women
cooking and supplying endless pots of tea. And there was usually a little boy with
a pot of pitch running whenever the call went up to dab some pitch on a skin nick
caused by over enthusiastic shears and struggling sheep.
Some of the farms at the bottom of Cwm Cowlyd were still operating, but then it
was quite difficult to contact them, as the floor of the cwm was formidably wet
and marshy, so there was little informal contact. There was, however and rather
incongruously, a narrow gauge railway which took a different and higher line up
the cwm, up which would come a little diesel loco and a couple of trucks
whenever any maintenance was needed at the dam, the track being a branch of
the Eigiau track. This was driven by a character known as Alun Bont; a ride up to
the dam and back was a great treat. This was abandoned in 1968 and the rails
removed in 1984, but remnants of the rails are still to be found where it crossed
the track just below Siglan, as are the remains of cuttings and culverts. Access to
the dam is now by using the track up from Trefriw (now a rather interesting strip
of tarmac) with a relatively recent hardcore track from the end of the tarmac
where now one can park on what used to be the hayfield. The original track
carries on through the Siglan farmyard and climbs past the remains of Garreg
Wen to a point above and level with the dam. Here is the Cowlyd quarry.
Bearing in mind the current interest in very hard but short rock climbs this could
repay a few visits; or perhaps it already has.
At one time an extension of the rail track along the whole length of Llyn Cowlyd
was mooted; this, too, came to nothing but does explain why the railbed carries
on rather further than level with the dam. Another incongruous note was that the
postman would walk up from Trefriw twice a week if there were any mail.
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The hardships of this life and Thomas's increasing blindness probably became
just too much and in 1953 they moved to a far more comfortable farm in the
Conwy Valley and anyway, Wil intended to get married. Wil's sons still have the
same sheep runs in Cwm Cowlyd, nowadays easily serviced by Land Rover. The
family had been the only inhabitants of Cwm Cowlyd for nearly 20 years.
The story of these settlements contains far more than the story of their decline.
After all, they were thriving communities for many years. I know little of them
other than what I have related, but a few small pieces of information each hint at
life there in times past.
Tyddyn Wilym is a farm at the lower end of Cwm Cowlyd, where was born
William Roberts, son of John Roberts, an elder of the local chapel. William was a
noted bard in his day, at a time when the arts of traditional Welsh poetry and
song were all important. He was known as Gwilym Cowlyd.
Nonconformist religion was always a vital binding force in the area. There are or
were three small chapels in the area. Capel Soar overlooks the Conwy Valley. It
was probably built in 1828 at the time of a fervent religious revival, and
registered as a dissenting meeting house. Records show that Eisteddfodau were
held there, with sheep-shearing as an item (competitive, presumably). There is a
small drystone enclosure but no record of burials there.
The chapel in upper Cwm Cowlyd, Capel Siloh, known locally in its day as Capel
Brwynog, is now barely a heap of rubble. This is situated just below Siglan, at the
point where one has to park as the tarmac runs out. It was built in 1890 on a 30
year lease from the congregational cause and was said to have had a seating
capacity of 80 which seems so unlikely that it must be a misprint. However, it is
known that preaching took place as far back as 1814 in the neighbouring
farmhouse of Brwynog Uchaf, then at other farms until the chapel was built, with
Bible studies being held in the farm kitchens. Siloh’s active life was short, as the
lease was not renewed due to the start of the drift away from the land. The last
service held there was Harvest Thanksgiving in 1923. Jane Ann, widow of Wil,
has a photo taken in about 1922 of Wil and a few of the other children dressed in
their Sunday best at some sort of celebration or party at the chapel.
Capel Ardda is near Tyddyn Wilym farm and is the only one at which burials took
place. It was built in 1845 on land given by Thomas Pierce of Trefriw, who is
buried there. He did not, in fact, farm here but in the Conwy Valley. He is
remembered for a significant act of defiance against his landlord. Before the
Ballot Act of 1868 voting was not secret and anyone could see who was voting
for whom. One local variation of the political divide then had the landlords, who
were established church and Tory, on one side and the tenant farmers, who were
nonconformist and Liberal, on the other. But the tenants had to vote to their
landlord's instructions. Thomas Pierce publicly refused to vote Tory and was
thrown off his farm. Eventually a memorial was put up at Capel Ardda
commemorating this blow for freedom and conscience and later removed to
Trefriw Cemetery.
I hope this short account of a vanished but fairly recent way of life has been of
some interest. As someone said ‘The past is a different country; they do things
differently there.’
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Glan Dena Limited - A brief history
Brian Waters
The Midland Association of Mountaineers (MAM) was formed in 1922 as a club
of people who lived in and around Birmingham and who may have been
members of other mountaineering clubs, but who shared a common interest. It
was what would now be called an unincorporated body. There is an early history
of the MAM by Michael Hall in the fiftieth anniversary Journal of 1971/2.
Up until the end of the Second World War the members had come together to
plan expeditions and share transport but had used either other clubs’ huts or
used bed and breakfast or hotels for accommodation. Before the end of the War
a group of members sought to find a hut for the MAM in Wales and eventually
settled on Milestone Cottage, later to be renamed Glan Dena, in the Ogwen
Valley. A history of Milestone Cottage by Derek Bartley is in the Journal for
1995/96.
At that time unincorporated bodies could not own property (generally, neither
could women in their own name). As a result, some of the members formed a
limited company on 30 July 1945 to purchase the property with share capital of
£2000 (about £78,000 in 2016 money). It was called Glan Dena Limited. The
original subscribers were Geoffrey Mottram, Claude Andrews, Bertha May, Frank
Wallbank, Wallace May, Gilbert Brettell, and Harold Restall. The first Directors
were John Sutton Byam-Grounds, John Grosvenor, Harold Restall and Geoffrey
Mottram - who was also Company Secretary. Most of these names feature in the
lists at the front of the current Handbook as Original members or Honorary
members. They each purchased shares and then sold the remaining shares to
the wider membership at £1 each to raise the £1750 required to purchase the
hut. The shares offered 1% cumulative interest but this was not a money spinner:
post-war tax rates on unearned income were 95%!
The Glan Dena hut was duly purchased and in 1958 the MAM started to redeem
the shares by purchasing them back from the shareholders. The Company was
now totally owned by the Association and it appointed Trustees and Directors to
act as shareholders on behalf of the members. In 1981 the Company became a
private company, which means that the shares could not be traded but also
brought reduced reporting requirements. In subsequent years, additions to Glan
Dena, the purchase of and improvements to Low House and the eventual
rebuilding of Glan Dena were all vested in Glan Dena Ltd, financed by loans from
the MAM, and shown capitalised in the Company accounts. By 2009, the
Company had assets conservatively recorded at £142,000 but based solely on
initial costs. In the later years there had been no transactions as no significant
purchases or improvements had taken place and most works had been
maintenance carried out from general revenue.
The running of the Company was relatively simple and just involved regular
returns and accounts to Companies House and occasional shuffling of Trustees,
Directors and Company Secretary as various Association members stood down.
The arcane arrangements did prompt regular queries at MAM Annual General
Meetings where the details were shown in the Association’s accounts as each
new generation of members was unaware of the history and the status of the
loans to the Company.
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First share issued for Glen Dena Ltd in 1945

By the early 2000’s the MAM, in common with some other mountaineering clubs,
the BMC and other sport governing bodies had become increasingly concerned
about legal liability. It was becoming more common for individuals to sue for
injury or damages as a result of accidents and there was concern as to who was
liable for contracts let by the MAM and for individuals (members, non-members
or employees) who may be working on the premises. In addition, there could be
issues around child protection or libel and slander which could result in legal
claims. There were some insurances in place but, on investigation, they were
thought to be inadequate. The Association had indemnified the Trustees and
Directors of Glan Dena Ltd in respect of their activities but this meant that any
eventual liability could fall back on the membership. A large claim could result in
the sale of the properties and potential residual liabilities falling on the
membership. Bearing in mind that settlements for injury for several million
pounds were becoming more common, it was decided that this was a risk that
needed to be dealt with.
Deciding on which was the best route to mitigate the overall risks to the
Association was complicated by the ownership of Glan Dena Ltd and the
properties. Limiting the risk to the Association could have been achieved by
making it a limited liability company in its own right but this raised complications,
especially with corporation tax. After taking legal and tax advice and comparing
notes with other clubs (notably the FRCC who had led the way) and the BMC,
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the eventual solution was to convert the Association into an Industrial and
Provident Society (or Mutual Society), to vest the properties in that and to wind
up Glan Dena Ltd. This was agreed at an Extraordinary General Meeting and the
changes to the MAM took place in 2009. It took a little longer to wind up the
company as the properties had not been registered with the Land Registry since
there had been no change of ownership in the relevant period. The Company
was eventually closed in early 2012.

Shares made over to Midland Association of Mountaineers Ltd in 2010

The Company has now gone but the Association owes a great debt to those
members who had the vision to set it up and purchase Milestone Cottage at a
time when the fighting in Europe had just finished that month but the country was
still at war with Japan. Petrol was rationed, travel was difficult and many
members were still in the forces or tied down elsewhere. Money was tight but
they managed to raise a considerable sum for those times. Without their efforts
the later history of the MAM could have been very different.
The records of the Company will be joining the other historical items in the
Association’s archive. I must also record my thanks to Derek Bartley, Roger
High, Alan Hunter, Dave Roberts and Mike Shaw for help in untangling the
history.
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Star Cottage, Birth of a New Hut
Sue Edwards

On 31 August 2016, our then Hon Sec, Bill Truscott, collected the keys and
opened the door for the very first time of the new MAM hut. Star Cottage, the
Hut, became a reality.
It was certainly the case that some members had been interested in the MAM
acquiring a Peak District hut for some time. A number of events and people came
together to achieve this, the most important of which was the generous legacy
left to the MAM by Cliff May (1927-2013). He stipulated that it should be used to
‘improve and maintain facilities for MAM Members’. He also charged the Club
with distribution of another part of his legacy to ‘Mountain Access charities’.
Cliff May joined the MAM from the Stoats. He was a Member from 1951 to 2013
and the MAM had been a major part of his life. He was an officer of the club in
various roles and was on the working party that looked for and found the MAM
second club hut, Low House. He was a keen mountaineer/ski mountaineer and a
quietly spoken, caring person with a deep love of all things mountaineering.
The charities were duly chosen: BMC Access, John Muir Trust, Mountain Bothies
Association, National Trust ‘Fix the Fells’ and Ogwen Valley Mountain Rescue.
At the 2015 AGM members discussed what the legacy should be used for.
Improvements to our existing huts, or acquisition of a new hut? If the latter, was it
sustainable? Were there enough members willing to serve on hut maintenance
and hut sub-committee? Would a new hut take away bed-nights from Glan Dena
and Low House? Would it be used sufficiently to “wash its face”? Should it be
another ‘Low Cottage’ type of hut? And if a hut, where? Scotland? France? Peak
District? After a lot of discussion, a hut in the Peak District was voted a possibility
at the 2015 AGM.
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A small working group led by Sarah Birkill undertook the massive task of sifting
through the possible localities that offered themselves as potential huts. Visits to
crumbling ex-pubs, commercial and domestic property, holiday lets and even a
field with no services at all, were candidates. Sarah’s team soon found that the
Hope Valley was way outside our price range. And bearing in mind the stated
uncertainty around sustainability, it was wisely decided to look only at domestic
properties, that would have a resale value and thus limit our risk. A check-list was
agreed to narrow the field. We needed a reasonable car park, bedrooms whose
ceilings were high enough to accommodate two-tier bunks, space for foodboxes, drying room, cycle-shed, land for camping and of course location. It would
be nice if it had ‘character’.
By the following AGM, 2016, Star Cottage had been identified as best of breed
and the AGM voted in favour of acquiring and refurbishing the property to serve
as a mountaineering hut sleeping 16.
On 31 August 2016 Star Cottage was not in good shape. It had been empty for
some time and showed signs of significant neglect. A dubious cooker and
defunct washing machine lurked in the kitchen (now the boot and food-box area).
Large pieces of furniture: worn-out sofas, beds, wardrobes full of coat-hangers
and tables remained. Evil-looking gas fires from a previous era sat in front of
blocked-off chimneys. The ivy-choked outbuildings were full of the detritus of a
lifetime. The garden was overgrown largely with brambles and self-set saplings.
An exploratory removal of wallpaper in the lounge revealed crumbling plaster
and a significantly wet wall. A damp problem that had apparently exercised the
minds of previous occupants. There was evidence of tanking, an electro-osmotic
installation and heavily plastic-coated wallpaper. We learned that gritstone is a
breathable building material, and so ‘breathable’ walling materials are
recommended.
A small team (Star Cottage sub-committee) led by Tim Edwards met on the
Saturday following the acquisition and set to work on the initial planning of the
refurbishment. Mr Slack, a local man, popped in to relate his story of living in one
of the two cottages subsequently combined to become Star Cottage. He had
been kept safe in a drawer there during the bombing of Sheffield in the 1940s.
Peter Faulkner (MAM) a near neighbour volunteered to hold the key for
tradespeople and did an awful lot more than mere key holding! The steering
team were: Tim, Sarah, Gerry Bryant, Arthur Austin, Mike Grain, Tony Fidler and
Oliver Birkill. Teleconferences were held every Tuesday at 8pm.
The ingenuity of the MAM came to the fore. Some fifty MAM members lent a
hand in one way or another. Notably, Peter Wenham, who made and donated the
oak dining table and more, Roger High who made the benches and replaced
some architraves, Ed Edwards who designed, made and oversaw fitting the bunk
beds, aided by a group of lads, Tom Bullock, Ian Parkhouse, etc. and more, Roni
Smith who donated and fitted the kitchen granite work-surfaces, Sarah Birkill
who designed the ground-floor layout and more and Richard and Oliver Birkill
who specified the components, Ted Laidlar who designed and built the food box
unit, Mick Hill who furbished the re-built drying room. In addition, floorboards
were repaired (Bill Thurston, Mike Thomas and others) and polished and
varnished, doors and architraves replaced, largely by Tony Fidler (who also did
some of the plumbing), while Judith Fidler wielded a ferocious tool to remove
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plaster. Plaster was removed and an innovative way of handling rainwater
devised and more by Mike Grain. Painting, sanding, oiling, knotting and
varnishing engaged many different members including the then president, Rob
Bryant, as did floor-sealing, tiling, grouting and finishing throughout the ground
floor. Adam Hackney painted the front door, Howard Manwaring and Marie Baker
varnished the wood in the kitchen while Alice and Phil Pavey tiled, etc. the
drying-room. Peter Faulkner varnished floors. Pete Wenham did enormous
amounts of skirting. Tim and I varnished bunks etc, tiled and painted. (And put in
more time and effort than any. The MAM owes a huge debt of gratitude to them
both - Ed.)
The plaster was removed from all the walls and this revealed small old fireplaces
built into larger older fireplaces. The old lath and plaster bedroom ceilings,
bulging ominously in places, were removed and replaced by modern ceilings.
The brick dividing wall between two bedrooms wobbled alarmingly and was
found to have been simply laid on floorboards with no retaining support at the
top. Concerns were raised over the strength of the girder supporting much of the
upper floor and acro-props were used to safeguard the property while the brick
wall was removed and replaced by a stud wall. Signs of bats were found in the
roof space.
The old chimney adjacent to the dining area allowed rain ingress and was
blocked by means of a balloon (but leaving an air vent). The safety fence was
erected at the bottom of the garden by Bill Truscott and team. Mike Grain erected
the mirror in the car park. Gardening was done.
Contractors were hired to re-roof the outhouses (during which the drying-room
designate collapsed). Scaffolding was installed and roof and guttering repairs
completed. Gas central heating was installed and the wash-room equipped. The
wood-burning stove and flue were installed. Safety and fire checks were carried
out. Several skips were hired and filled. Several trips to the local re-cycling
facility were made. Gas and electricity professionals, plumbers and carpenters
were hired. And then there was the plasterer, who repeated much of his work
after plastering mark 1 slid off the walls.
By the 2017 AGM the hut was all but finished and deemed ready for the opening
ceremony, although there was still work to be done before it could open for
business (this happened early in June). The hut was formally opened in glorious
spring sunshine with speeches from The President, Rob Bryant, from the brother
of Cliff May and from the gentleman who had sheltered there from the bombs as
an infant. Then 70-odd MAM members and near neighbours raised their glasses
as the ribbon was cut.
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Adjustments:
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Mick Hill
Rob Shaw

The Right Places at the Right times
Mallorca Deep Water Soloing September 2017

Ben Kelsey

The trip of the year. Psyche was high after 7 days spent on the south coast over
the summer. The HMS Heckle had passed her maiden voyage with flying colours
and was packed into an extra hold bag along with 'Shu-shan' the swan and
'Alberto' the unicorn. We arrive at midday into the sun's warm embrace. The villa
is in a lovely part of the island on the East coast and with school-trip like
enthusiasm we rush around the house bagging bedrooms. A 'quick' food shop
and finally we are crag bound.
We arrive at Cala des Barques at five pm and get straight involved. This sector is
essentially a deep cave topping out at twelve metres, a good place to get
acquainted with the Spanish style. A send train up the F6b occurs, taking a steep
line of giant holds to a crimpy top-out. Back down straight away I am aiming for
Transversal (F7a+). Two people ahead of me take the ride from different places
and with some trepidation I set off into the cave. Massive stalactites hang making
the climbing very 3D. Feeling the lack of sleep and the usual fear when you've
not been in yet, I climb badly and only just reach the rest at halfway. From here
the cave tilts back and it is hard to pick out the line. Flash pump in full swing I
latch each pocket with barely enough to hold it and as I'm about to rock onto a
heel, the onlookers are shouting I've gone the wrong way. To my great
disappointment I realise they are right and see the wide crack up and to my right.
Nothing for it but to take the drop of disappointment into the warm clear waters
below. To get the head in the game a few of us jump off the top - I'd removed my
rock boots to keep them dry and the foot slap was painful. As the sun drops low,
the cliffs turn orange and we nip in for 'just one more'. The swell is bigger than
we are used to and there is a small cauldron just to the right of the line which is
boiling and white. Fear factor high, I commit to 'Clem's Golden Shower', a
notoriously blind F7a. I make the long move up and right to a sloping crimp but a
big cross over to the roof at 10m proves too much for the mind with first day low
commitment levels. A jump and swim out as dusk takes over is all that remains of
an excellent first day.
Afterwards we head back to Barques to join the others for a quick blast and
some fancy dress scenes. Rocking up at 6pm I promptly get to the penultimate
hold of 'Bisexual', a 3 star F7a and pump out taking the fall from the top of the
crag at twelve meters. Next, clad in high heels, dress and blonde wig I head for
'Hercules', a F6c in a smaller cave just around the corner. This, unfortunately, is
not a one-off occurrence and the high heels/dress combo had seen some much
coveted ascents back in Britain. Sadly it was not to be today and I end up
crucified mid crux and take the plunge. Tom ups the ante and using just a chalk
bag to cover his tiny modesty, proceeds to smash through to much heckling and
hilarity.
The following day we are aiming for Cova de Diablo; 'The Devils Cave'. Topping
out at 18 metres this imposing cliff rises out of the waves, and as you look out to
the horizon, the sky and ocean gently merge in a blueish haze. Needless to say,
this is an intimidating place, and stories of heroic moves and wild splashdowns
are passed around the group from the Sheffield Wad Squad's visit in 2016. The
warm wind is blowing directly on shore and the swell is quite large. Last time
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Shaun on ‘A Slice of Heaven’, Cova
Diablo
Photo Ben Kelsey

Remus was here, drying out on one of the ledges at the bottom, he tells us he
heard the loud crack of a dry-bag breaking the surface, shortly followed by a
travelling Scotsman, casually jumping off the top. Peering over the edge, I am
not even slightly tempted and instead we aim to have a send train on one of the
traverses. The route is easy but the conditions are poor, with everything covered
in a slick layer of grease. Rather than continue the full length girdle along
'Superwoman' at F7a+ we decide to top out one of the F5's called 'A Slice of
Heaven'. This is phenomenal climbing on the biggest jugs in the world, and near
the top I look down at the choppy waters below and appreciate the transition
between the fun of DWS and pure soloing.
Eventually it is only Fran, Shaun and Speedy left on the traverse line. Fran isn't
keen to go any higher, and is aiming to jump off from the low traverse. Speedy
follows us up '...Heaven', but takes a slightly more right line up the prow. Before
anyone knows what is happening, he goes from four points of contact at 16
metres to falling backwards, arms wheeling to maintain balance before taking a
crashing arm chair landing in the blue depths below. Disbelief turns to reaction
as we make sure he is okay, hoping we won’t have to jump off the top to help
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him. Fortunately he is fine and starts the long swim out to the boulder beach.
Shaun is not the most confident and this proves too much. A few failed attempts
at committing to the route (he has lead many F7c's on a rope), he decides it's not
for him and takes the jump of defeat. Conditions are too bad to consider trying
anything harder so we head to the Porto Colom crags instead. These prove just
as greasy but are significantly lower and there is a big ledge for everyone to dry
out, heckle, dance and enjoy some sangria.
The following day is back to Cala Barques. We met up with some of Remus's
friends from the SW and had a good day ticking the classics. I did Bisexual first
time and then 'Transexual' F7a+ second go, after falling off from the top of the
crag again. This appears to be a recurring theme. Remus ticked the crag,
including a swift dispatch of 'Smash it in' at F8a, and 'Bandito' at F7c+.
The next morning we head back to Diablo. The goal of the trip was to session
'Ejector Seat' at F7c. The sea is much calmer, the wind has dropped, and we ab
into the ledges at the bottom. All fear of the last time has gone to be replaced by
pure energy. Barely waiting for everyone else to join us at the bottom, I pull on

Ben on ‘Ejector Seat’, Cova Diablo
Photo Shaun Humphreys

my shoes and set off under Remus's guidance. I'd wanted to have a token go at
'In the night every cat is black' at F8a, not because I thought I could do it, but just
because the line is actually perfect. As it happens, I traverse too far right and
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slap up pockets in the leaning wall, finally falling just below the good rest (before
the actual crux). It turns out this was the go, no wonder it had felt so hard. With
burning arms and a huge grin I pull up the insitu rope and bathe in the sun on the
golden limestone. There are four of us trying Ejector Seat and between us we get
a few moves higher each time as a sequence is established. That's the beauty of
DWS, it's all soup up, you try until you can't try any more then take the ride,
hoping you will be able to arrive feeling more fresh next time.
Eventually I make it to the rest at 11m and look up at 'the move'. Beta alert: High
left hand undercut, right hand to a very poor crimp, right foot by left hip and pull
like a tractor; soup or glory. Setting up for a move like this at 12m above the sea
will stay with me for a long time, pure perfection.
It's a huge span and on my final attempt I tickle the bottom of the tufa, another
cm and it would be in the bag, instead it's a wild ride south as you try to catch
your breath, stop any unwanted rotation and generally not drown. Not fancying a
jaunt up the F6c at 18m to escape, we choose to swim out in the fading light, the
end to possibly the best day of my life.
A Couple of Days Skiing in Kandersteg New Year 2017/18
I make a last minute decision to go and visit my friend Janus in Kandersteg,
Switzerland, over new year with my friend Dave from Sheffield. Day one and
Janus still has work so Dave and I decide to go ice climbing. Arriving at the base
of the ice falls in the rain, we are wet
and hot. The ice is fat but running
with water, to the point where a
cupped hand against it would fill
within about a second. We dither
about what to do, if it’s safe, etc.,
etc. Dave is tending towards the
corner which looks hard and kind of
thin. I will belay but not lead on that.
Oh, disclaimer: I've not led a proper
ice pitch yet, I don't know if I can
place a screw with one hand.
Eventually I make a decision: I'll
have a bash at Arbonium, the
classic of the crag, WI5-. The first
15m is the steepest, pretty much
vertical. I slowly set off, resting lots
and placing a fair few screws. The
ice is fairly hooked making the
climbing much easier, however it's
still exhilarating. I finish the steep
stuff with a good sausage burn
Photo Ben Kelsey
going on, and traverse to the right
looking for the bolted belay under
the roof. I can't find them anywhere, so eventually make a three screw and ice
thread belay and bring Dave. As soon as he arrives he points to them and I feel
very embarrassed. They are significantly off to the right, but still, I should have
seen them.
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Dave leads off up small steps, probably around 85 degree ice. As a new member
to the team-slow crew, he eventually gets to a stance and builds a belay. It is
raining harder now and the ice is running with water above and beneath. While it
doesn't seem dangerous yet, it is definitely changing. A mutual decision to ab off.
Dave uses his 'Euro Ice Skills' and makes another Abalakov thread to join an
existing one. He graciously lets me go first abbing off the two of them with a
screw in as a backup. We reach the ground in one ab after nearly four hours on
the route. Unbeknownst to me, Janus has been watching our progress from his
window, and wondering how we could possibly be moving so slowly. Brits Abroad
eh?!
The alarm rudely wakes us at 5:15 on New Years day. We are planning on
driving an hour or so in search of better snow, to try to get above the freezing line
and hopefully find something fluffy. We arrive at the cafe at c2000m while it is still
dark, having taken the car train through the mountain and an hour’s drive. As the
dawn brightens the sky, we see the cloud is low and uninviting in the grey light.
Nevertheless we boot up and after a quick transceiver check start skiing up
towards the summit of Breithorn. This is more like it, no one else around, making
our own tracks through some soft
snow, contouring little bowls and
negotiating rocks. Eventually we turn
the corner ready for the steep 30
degree traverse. This will be the most
dangerous bit and we leave a big
gap, keeping an eye on each other.
The snow pack seems solid and
there is no sign of any sliding. We
skin up the gully, and get a crash
course in how to kick turn. We try to
copy Janus’s flawless technique but
inevitably it just looks like it’s our first
ever day on skis. Dave twists his
knee on the first turn, but powers on,
I think he is feeling the late nights
and early start. We wind our way up,
the wind increasing with every metre
gained. Soon it is blasting us and we
take shelter behind a small rocky
outcrop to consider our options.
Myself and Janus are keen to Skinning up the Breithorn
Photo Ben Kelsey
continue to the top, maybe another
two hours up. John and Dave are
less keen but it's a team decision and so we take our skins off ready for the
descent. The wind is howling and biting at any exposed skin. The skiing is
technical through rocks with the snow changing from deep drifts to ice in the
space of a turn. Janus leads the way and I follow, skiing badly. Dave is a little
unsure of himself and his bindings are too loose. He puts in a good effort but
takes a few good falls along the way too. The gully we zig-zagged up has nice
powder and it's good to unleash a bit, getting used to the new skis, appreciating
the rocker. In a moment of carelessness I fall and both my skis pop off, a sign
they are not tight enough, too. We reverse the traverse and choose a line back
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down towards the café. The bottom few hundred metres starts to get crusty and
heavy, as we must be about on the freezing line of Saturday's rain. Happy but
itching for more, we drive back to Kandersteg in glorious sunshine, in time for a
beer or two in Paul's restaurant.
That evening we buy some food for the evening meal and all starving, get back
to the house. Suddenly Janus comes running down the stairs in full mountain
rescue gear: "Guys, there's been an avalanche, I'll be back at some point" and
runs out of the door towards the helicopter base. Pretty impressive really, I am
shattered and feeling the beers a little and the last thing I feel like doing is going
on a rescue, or worse, skinning up from the valley if the chopper can't fly. It is
supposed to snow all night and we make plans for a day free-riding in the highest
resort nearby.
There is to be no stopping and no waiting. There are no friends on a powder day.
The visibility is better than expected, i.e. not total white out, and we ride down
through deep and light fluffy stuff, whooping and grinning. By the end of run one
my thighs are on fire but we skate back to the chairlift as though we are training
for skimo.

No Friends on a Powder Day. Ben in action
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The laps merge into one another, a blur of untracked powder and small kickers. I
am pleased I can just about keep up with the mighty Viking on his 120mm wide
Black Crows. I am riding Black Diamond Link 95's which are on the thin side for
terrain like this. Soon the top appears from the cloud and we take the final
gondola to the highest point. It is nice to have a rest and sit down in the lift. The
snow is obscenely deep up at the top, mid thigh, and my light touring skis
coupled with my fairly inadequate powder technique can barely cut it. Rather
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than bounce and float as on the lower slopes, I find myself almost burying my
tips or leaning too far back. It's a hard life when the snow is too deep...!
Another 5 runs and we find the bowl to be getting a bit tracked out for our liking,
so traverse into the next one, another untouched paradise with a long traverse
back to the lifts. We hit this time and time again, screaming thighs but floating
joyfully. We'd seen some people take a wild-looking line through the avalanche
barriers near the top of the resort and we head off in search of the same. Attempt
one and the vis. got so poor I couldn't tell if I was standing up or falling over and
we quickly abort back to within sight of the piste markers. Attempt two, the vis. is
good and we ski down to a rise and a very steep downwards traverse. Janus
goes first, side-slipping down through some rocks, with a very poor fall out zone.
Spicy! I get involved and get stuck trying to pass the thinnest, steepest part. Part
of this is the fear of stacking it and the other is that I'm on essentially brand new
skis. Janus jokes that a 90 degree jump and straight line would be the easiest,
and after much deliberation I agree and commit to the shout of: "You have the
huge cahones!" Janus drops in and puts in a few fast turns. I follow and my god it
is steeper than it looks, I race at the limit of control, a turn to the right means a
swift left turn to avoid getting tangled up in the barriers.
We lap a few more times, until the last lift and ski all the way back to the road. It
is only as the snow gets heavier and crusty that I realise how tired my legs are. I
have almost no control of my skis in the final ten minutes and I'm ashamed to
admit that at that point I can't wait for it to be over. We have to commit to a high
speed jump over a low barbed wire fence in the final few hundred metres, which
caps one of the best powder days I've ever had.
Dropping some Fresh Lines in the Peak District 17 March 2018:
Usually spring follows winter but 2018 seems to be rewriting history in as much
as winter now follows winter. Another day of heavy snow and sub zero temps in
Sheffield. I wake to the one word text of
"Ski?" from Dave and immediately rush
to the window to be greeted by a sea of
white.
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Donning chains and throwing all the
gear into Dave's car we head out on the
A57 towards Snake Pass. This is of
course closed but we shamelessly
ignore this and continue around
Ladybower. All is white and still and the
excitement is building. We park near the
Hagg Scout Centre and put walking
boots on feet and carry skis and boots
up towards Win Hill. There is no one
around and the wind gusts hard once
we leave the protection of the trees.
This aspect has been blasted and has
been left bare. Logic suggests that all
the snow must be somewhere and we
continue boot-packing towards the lee
side. Hiding behind a wall we swap
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boots for skis and start down what is mainly heather and bracken. As it steepens
it turns more white but there is a lot of vegetation poking through.
Dropping in, it is imperative that the tips are kept out of the branches, let alone
out of the powder, and our skis are almost through to the grass beneath anyway.
Laughing and falling most of the way down it doesn't matter, this has been an
idea of mine for nearly six years and it is finally becoming a realisation.
We traverse along the valley and find some very deep windblown powder. It is
deep enough that upwards progress is almost impossible, and much steeper
could have posed quite a severe avalanche hazard. Eventually at the top we
then make a few turns down this before meeting the wall along the river.
A combination of skis on sacks and penguin-walking we arrive at the ridge along
Win Hill and ski through some fields in nice snow. We repeat this a few times
wishing it was longer between walks then decide to call it a day, mission very
much accomplished! We make the final transition to B3's and walk out. All in all a
fantastic morning!
Positron - Gogarth Main Cliff 21 April 2018
For maybe the last two years, Shaun and I have been chatting on that we could
do this. Somehow the situation didn't present itself and with hindsight, that's
definitely a good thing. A glorious forecast in Pembroke turned sour with
thunderstorms now predicted country-wide on the Sunday. Dispirited we try to
make a plan B and notice the G is still full sun on Saturday. Shaun suggests that
Saturday could be THE day. With those words, all pretence of doing any work on
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Friday afternoon goes out of the window as my mind pictures success and failure
in equal parts of fear and excitement.
The weather has been good for a few days and Friday evening is no exception.
We head out with a few friends to Curbar for an evening on the grit, just enjoying
the sun and pottering around. As everyone else heads back to Sheffield, we
continue the journey to the G and arrive in the star-studded lay-by soon after 12.
The morning sunlight streams through the van windows across my face at 8am
and once I'm awake, there is no going back to sleep as my mind is wired. A
leisurely start, reading books in the sun over breakfast while we try to balance
the decreasing grease levels with an incoming tide potentially blocking off the
approach. We pack the bags, including some victory ciders - just in case!
The walk down to main cliff, which once upon a time felt harrowing now seems
friendly and familiar and we scramble down to sea level a bit before the sun
came around. The plan is Shaun to do 1 and 3, me to do 2 and 4. This roughly
breaks down into an awkward and slightly spicy E3 5c pitch, two E5 6a pitches
and another soft E3 to finish. Pitch 2 is renowned for being tough; classic
Gogarth with lots of pinches, lay-aways and all holds generally facing the wrong
way. Pitch 3 is known as THE pitch, a sausage-burning pump-fest striking out
across the leaning head wall at 50m.
It doesn't start so well. Pitch 1 is innocuous-looking but the gear is a bit spaced
and not bomber, so Shaun is quite tentative. It is also very steep, straight from
the off and the flash pump comes on hard and fast. After fiddling in three
mediocre pieces of gear, some way from the last okay cam in a flared crack, he's
had enough. To try to save the on-sight he reverses all the way to the ground to
rest and de-pump. I am freezing, in a vest in the shadow of the pillar just to the
right. I can see the cliff lit up in a golden hue as the sun comes around but I am
left upsettingly cold in the shade. After he comes down, I scramble back around
the pillar to sit in the sun for a bit - the tide has noticeably come in and I don't
want to end up stranded, both in terms of getting Shaun and the gear back and
because today is the day!
He's on the cusp of giving the pitch to me but decides to have one more go.
Climbing faster this time, he is quickly back at the poor cluster of gear by the
arête. The belay is maybe 4m above him but it is steep ground to get there.
Pulling around the arête on a slopey side-pull he looks less than happy but
suddenly his face lights up as he slots in two bomber wires. Smiles all around
and he pulls through the steep crimpy wall and over the roof. I second the pitch
and spend a while trying to retrieve an offset. It's a very strenuous position and
after maybe five minutes I decide to leave it. I am not failing on this route
because of a stuck wire. I climb this pitch badly, upset by the grease level but
eventually join him on the stance.
I rack up on the belay in a fantastic position, hanging directly above the sea. The
next pitch traverses up and left, over the small roof above the void. A good cam,
a sling over a small spike, I try to get over the roof but there is nothing, reversing
is almost as powerful as staying there and pumped; I get back to the belay.
Better try a different way. Taking a more upwards line, a series of undercuts and
greasy fins finally lead me leftwards, trying to control the near terminal pump, to
another high cam and a blind series of moves to the arête. The guidebook
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mentions a nipple of rock, and in the frog position around the arête, arms really
stretched I can just reach it. It's small and greasy and I'm off balance. Two inches
to the left is a sloping dish which I slap to, now some way up and left of the last
gear, my face pressed against rock. Committing to this dish, feet on poor smears
as a power scream slips out from deep within and I slap a right hand onto the
arête, then again into another sloping dish. My fingers are uncurling and
everything is wet with grease. With potentially less than a second to spare I lock
this dish and reach into the corner for a huge undercut and it's over... Somehow I
didn't take the massive swing back around the arête and take my first ever fall at
the G. Whooping with joy both at the quality of climbing and the fact that I'm not
swinging in space, I place a cam and try to get my burning arms to work again.
Easy climbing with a big run out leads to the Rat Race stance where we were
maybe two years ago, but this time rather than the awful looking loose chimney
above, we will go left, possibly to glory.
I've upheld my side of the bargain and I sit back on the 5 point belay and soak up
the sun. Shaun makes slightly lighter work of the pitch but agrees it was
desperate. I greet him with: "Two words mate: IT'S ON!" He looks slightly afraid
yet also determined as he racks up. This pitch reaches a spike after 4 metres
and then takes the leader out of sight and earshot, called a ‘lonely lead’ by
many. Obligatory photo on the spike and he is off. I hear suppressed calls of

Shaun starting the crux pitch
Photo Ben Kelsey
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"Watch us" and a few power screams and I am on edge, paranoid about the rope
getting knotted and pulling him off. We are known for being shockingly slow but
the ropes keep moving, slowly and steadily. It's quiet alone on my stance, not
another pair in sight - just the way I'd imagined. Soon I have to pay out more
quickly and I guess he must be in the groove of Dinosaur (one of the other Main
cliff E5's), which could mean it's in the bag? All I have to do is second this pitch
clean to finish the hardest route we have ever tried. The pressure is almost
crippling and I climb badly, desperate not to mess this up. It's positive holds, very
steep, a few good rests and all miles above the deep green sea. I get to the roof
with forearms already burning, not having recovered from the previous pitch. A
tough greasy layback and a quick step left into the groove and I realise we have
done it. We've actually ticked Positron. Grinning from ear to ear I mantle on to
the lovely big ledge, to be greeted by a very happy Shaun and we talk
animatedly about what we've just been through. Tired and so very dehydrated I
take the lead up the final pitch. I am drained both psychologically and physically
and make slow progress up the steep awkward groove. Gear is good but quite
spaced and the fall would be unpleasant. I can tell Shaun is willing me to hurry
up and with some relief I leave some good cams some way behind and pull onto
the 55 degree heather. Scrambling up this to a block belay I clip in, take my
shoes and helmet off and just smile. Shaun comes up to join me and it transpires
he also found the pitch "hard and a bit spooky". A summit selfie and we continue
up the heather with only water on the mind.
It's 5:45 when we get back to the sacks, meaning it took almost seven hours.
Happy and completely worn out we bathe in the sun and crack those well-earned
ciders. This was everything we wanted it to be and more - a desperate fight and
a great first E5.
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Over the Rainbow
John Harwood
The phone was ringing urgently, insistently. I guessed it was Martin, late on a
Tuesday night. I was right. He was super-enthusiastic, worryingly so. He was
down in Pembroke for a ‘family vacation’ and, as usual, was spending much time
scouting for new lines. ‘It’s fantastic, really impressive, all-coloured rock - what a
place for photographs.’ Rainbow Zawn seemed to have captured his imagination.
It did sound good, but then, knowing what a good climber Martin was, I was a
little apprehensive!
Two days later he phoned again - a most unusual occurrence. If anything, he
was even more enthusiastic than the previous time! He had spent time on both
days abseiling down the line, kicking off loose blocks and placing some peg
protection. It seemed that it was difficult to get to the line and much swinging on
ropes and placing intermediate runners was needed. Obviously the route was
very steep! But Martin’s keenness on the line had increased even more. I had
never heard him so irrepressible before.’ “We’ve got to get Carl there for some
photos - they’ll be fantastic.”
Another two days and Carl Ryan and I were driving down for a rendezvous.
Martin was hopping from foot to foot and was clearly bursting to go. Soon we
tramped off to the cliff top, passing a well-tended flower garden on the way. This
had been made in memory of a little girl who had loved Pembroke but who had
died too early. It was labelled Suzie’s plot.
When we got to Rainbow Zawn, Martin lost no time in pointing to the line. To be
frank, it looked frightening! The only consolation I had was that I had faith and
trust in my leader. Carl went to the view point to plan his photography. If
anything, he was even more impressed than me. All he would say was “f******
hell, f****** hell etc.” After a few repeats of the expletive, I asked him to stop for
he was making me even more nervous!
It was low tide but we had to rappel in. I noticed that my abseil rope didn’t reach
the tidal platform. “Oh, it will with the stretch” answered Martin. He was right, it
just did but, of course, as soon as you got to the end, the rope sprang back
fifteen feet out of reach. We were committed!
The start was up the groove of an existing route (Gold) but shortly what Martin
termed the ‘voyage in’ began, appropriately enough for a pensive second, with a
step down to the right. The traverse that followed was continuously difficult but
seemed to have adequate runners. Martin is one of the best climbers I know for
placing reliable gear so I kept going steadily, assuming that any mistake would
be fielded. (What I hadn’t thought was the later description in the guidebook
warning ‘beware, rope-cutting edges on this pitch’.) Anyway, I did my best and all
went well. There was one section that Martin had warned me about since there
was a difficult step down, protected by a small wire, that I could then reach up to
retrieve. Meantime, Martin encouraged me while watching like a hawk. After all
he had to get me to his belay or he couldn’t tackle the challenges ahead!
Martin was belayed to a series of runners and we swapped over without incident.
Actually, although it was essentially a hanging stance, it was quite comfortable.
Before I could blink, he was off up a rib, aiming for a large roof above. Clearly the
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‘The voyage in’--- a foretaste of things
to come! Crocker has another twenty
feet of tricky climbing down and right
to the hanging belay

‘The box roof’. Crocker poised on the
bold climbing above the crux roof that
has stopped everyone else so far

climbing was difficult but nothing to the roof itself. Martin made a series of
improbable moves that led him, almost without pause, onto the wall above, which
was just the wrong side of vertical. I watched with trepidation as a series of
taxing moves followed eventually to a ‘jug’, albeit a sloping one. Eventually after
more run-out climbing, Martin gained a ledge to share with a friendly gull. Even
from below it had all looked very impressive.
Then it was my turn and sure enough, after a little way I was airborne. Getting
back on the rock was challenging but I made a little more progress before losing
contact with my apologies for holds once again. This time I could swing back and
grab a peg runner and after a squirm and a desperate pull or two got myself
lodged under the roof. An elegant one-finger layback (on a peg!) allowed me to
emerge onto the upper wall which proved to be every bit as difficult as it had
looked. I was very impressed again! Another 30 feet of desperate antics on my
behalf and a tight rope from Martin gained me the ledge and a now completely
bewildered gull.
“You’ll enjoy this” Martin informed me as we craned our necks at the final ‘Yellow
Tower’ of super-steep rock. “It’s really exposed.” I was not so sure! But actually
he was right, although it reminded me of the sort of place that base jumpers like.
In fact, the climbing was nice and technical on superb rock so, despite the angle,
I actually enjoyed it. Or was it just that the end was in sight?
Carl continued to click away with his camera before shifting to the top to tell the
world what an awesome display he had just witnessed from Martin. Even for me
he was full of congratulations that I was able to follow. The photos he took at the
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top showed the well-deserved
satisfaction on Martin’s face and
the happiness (and relief?) on
mine.

John, at the top

Martin, who at the time was
probably climbing as well as
anyone in Britain, considers
Suzie’s Plot his hardest new
route and it is certainly the
hardest I have been on, as well
as one of the very best climbs.
We graded it E7 but, later, we
realised it was harder than other
climbs given E8 and that is its
grade in the latest guide. There
was a flurry of attempts in the
late 90’s but most failed after the
first pitch (some even before).
Steve Monks did best but fell off
trying to reach the box roof on
pitch two. So 22 years after its
repeat. Any takers?

Steep climbing above
‘Yellow Tower’ finishes
the climb in a spectacular
position. A gull is just
visible on the guanostrewn ledge above
Harwood. He watched
proceedings without
comment

first ascent, this magnificent climb awaits a

[ All photos © Carl Ryan are gratefully used with his permission.]
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Skye Munros Success on third attempt!
Stuart Webb
In May 2015, another club I am associated with planned a meet on Skye staying
at the Glen Brittle campsite. Peter Langley and I, desiring a few home comforts,
decided to book in at the Glen Brittle Memorial Hut a mile up the road and one of
my sons, who is a competent climber, offered to join us for a few days to take us
up the Inaccessible Pinnacle and one or two of the more challenging Munros.
However, the Cuillins were still in winter conditions and the meet was cancelled.
We were unable to get a refund of hut fees but were allowed to carry over the
payment made to a future date. Later in 2015 I met an older couple in Knoydart
who had used the services of a guide, George Yeomans, to do the Skye Munros.
I also met two younger guys at SYHA Glencoe who also recommended George.
Independently Peter also heard good reports of him so we made contact and
arranged a day in August to do the In Pinn, which was all he could then offer,
naively thinking that we might manage to do the other Munros ourselves.
With the Memorial Hut rebooked, the night before we were due to set off, I
phoned George to check on the weather as the forecast was not looking good.
He advised that we stay at home and rebook the following year!
As 2016 approached, David Russell, who assists me in leading a mountain
walking group in our local church, expressed interest in joining us to do the
Munros on the main Cuillin ridge, an ambition he had held since visiting Skye as
a young man. George Yeomans runs Skye Munro Courses for the SYHA and we
were able to arrange a private course with him, from 25 June - 3 July, for the 11
Munros on the main ridge for the three of us plus another man, Nick Fulton,
whom we had not met, staying at SYHA Glen Brittle.
Having rescheduled our booking at the Memorial Hut a third time, I found myself
looking at the weather forecast again the day before we were due to travel and
wondering if it was going to be worth the 12-hour drive to Skye. Peter too was
undecided, but David persuaded us to go ahead as planned. The forecasts
turned out to be broadly right: cold, wet, windy, intermittent heavy rain,
occasional sleet and mist most days above around 300 m. Just what you might
expect for the middle of summer!
However, with George’s expertise, we were able to make progress. Route finding
was never an issue due to his intimate knowledge of the area, even down to the
best footholds and handholds to use on the scrambling sections. We learnt to
move together as a rope of four on more exposed sections and his experience
as an active member of the Skye Mountain Rescue Team for over 20 years
inspired confidence, as well as providing a direct communication link to the team
should the need arise.
The week panned out as follows:
Day 1 - Sgurr a' Mhadaidh from An Dorus gap and Sgurr a' Ghreadaidh then
along the ridge to Sgurr na Banachdich in mist and rain. A good introduction to
the week, setting off from sea level each day, a slog over scree into the mist,
helmets and harnesses on, followed by some scrambling roped together, before
eventually seeing where we were part way down on the descent.
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Day 2 - Munros on the main ridge were ruled out due to forecast winds up to 50
mph. Peter, Nick and I decided to do Bla Bheinn ourselves as planned. The wind
was not as bad as expected and we stayed dry most of the day! We enjoyed
route finding ourselves with reasonable visibility and even had a brief view from
the summit before the mist closed in again.
Day 3 - Am Basteir and Bruach na Frithe in wind and heavy rain. Conditions
were too bad to continue onto Sgurr nan Gillean via the west ridge. Wearing a
helmet with a hood to stop the rain going down the back of my neck was quite
restrictive and resulted in some stiff neck muscles. With my varifocal spectacles
steaming up on the inside and splattered with rain on the outside movement
became limited to what I could discern by shape, colour and feel. It helped being
on a rope to guide me in the right direction! We returned to the Memorial Hut
thoroughly soaked and were grateful for a very efficient drying room.
Day 4 - Sgurr Mhic Choinnich and Inaccessible Pinnacle as the wind forecast
was less than 20 mph. Ascending a wet rock slab from Sgurr Mhic Choinnich to
In Pinn required some care and concentration before roping up to do In Pinn in
two ropes of two. I found the In Pinn technically not as difficult as some moves
on the scrambling routes but there was little sense of exposure as we were
surrounded by mist! We were lowered off, rather than abseiling down. The other
rope of two wanted to touch the top,
which meant rigging up some protection
for the purists. Having been the first to be
lowered off, I soon got cold waiting for
them to come down and was keen to get
moving again to warm up.

The wet rock slab Photo Nick Fulton

The group on top of the In. Pinn.
Photo Nick Fulton

Day 5 - George advised a rest day, which David and I gladly took. The morning
was spent back in the sleeping bag dozing away, followed by a leisurely stroll
down the road to the coast in the afternoon. Peter and Nick rested by going up
the Great Stone Chute onto Sgurr Alasdair!
Day 6 - Sgurr nan Eag, Sgurr Dubh Mor and then just enough time to scramble
onto Sgurr Alasdair descending via what’s left of the Great Stone Chute. As we
passed the campsite in the morning we felt sorry for the bedraggled campers
emerging from their tents after a wet night. How they coped in the weather we
had that week I have no idea. I suspect most of their energy must have gone into
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surviving under canvas rather
than getting out each day.
Feeling refreshed after our rest
day we made good progress
scrambling over the first two
Munros followed by a tiring
traverse on scree to Sgurr
Alasdair. I remembered the
pleasure of descending the stone
chute over 40 years ago when it
was a true scree run and I was
young and fit. Today it was a slide
The author, with guide George Yeomans on the of mud and boulders which
way to Sgurr Dubh Mor Photo: David Russell
required some care to descend
safely.
Day 7 – We arranged to stay an
extra night at the Hut and were
able to book another day with
George to do Sgurr nan Gillean via
the south east ridge. The weather
was dry most of the day but misty.
The final section of the ridge was
quite exposed, and a rope
provided some reassurance. We
returned to the Hut to eat what was
left of our week’s supplies pleased
with what we had accomplished.

Descending into Coire Lagan after the
Great Stone Chute
Photo: Nick Fulton

In summary, we were able to
complete 12 Munros in six days,
five days with George, to complete the 11 on the main ridge. With only one rest
day it was a demanding and at times exhausting week particularly given the
weather conditions. We returned home tired but satisfied, pleased that we hadn’t
cancelled the trip a third time!
Without George’s expertise we would probably have only managed three or four
of the ‘easier’ Munros.
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Death on the Moine
Clive Harridge*
Dan lay on the bench in the corner of the Couvercle Hut. He was not enjoying
the smooth brandy which everyone else was eagerly drinking. Our thawing
clothes dripped on the wooden floor. The brandy burned inside. Dan was cold –
very cold. We tried not to look at Dan, but everyone was looking. The brandy
warmed us inside and brought us back to reality. Dan should not be there. As we
warmed up, the warden said Dan should be in the old hut a few yards away
where there was no heating - it was very cold there and good for storage. Going
out again in the wind and snow was not welcome. But it was not as bad as it had
been a few hours ago at dawn. Dan was heavy and awkward as we carried him
the short distance. Back in the warmth we wondered - what happens now? Dan
was dead!

Couvercle Hut
Photo

Andy Babington

I was with Andy Babington and John Taylor - all three of us then members of the
Coventry MC. We had first met Dan less than two days before as we drank
coffee in the hut and discussed our plans to climb the Aiguille Du Moine the next
day. Dan and his three colleagues had come out from the UK the day before and
this was the first route of their holiday. They were to do the same route as us so
we would no doubt see them on the morrow - yes we saw them. The warden’s
weather report was not brilliant - but a very early start and successful climb
should mean we would be back before the bad weather arrived - this turned out
to be almost true.
Bleary-eyed we left the hut - 3.30am - Dan’s team had beaten us to it and were
nowhere to be seen having left the hut much earlier.
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How glorious is an Alpine dawn - but our focus was on getting to the Intégrale
ridge and then on to the summit. No time to dwell on the magnitude of a starlit
Alpine sky and no time to dwell on the wonderful gradual dawn.
We made good progress on the way to the ridge - alternating leads on exposed
sections and moving together on easier ground. Having been in the Alps for
some time we were fit, acclimatised and moved together well - the challenges
easily within our abilities.
Then we saw them - Dan and his colleagues on the same route but moving
much more slowly - so slowly that we easily overtook them in a parallel line up
the south-facing slope of the Moine.
At last we made the Intégrale ridge and turned right to head for the summit. The
character of the challenges changed as we climbed along the pinnacle ridge - a

Photo

Andy Babington

massive drop to our left which we tried not to think about as we concentrated on
moving up the ridge - this was the crux of the route with some difficult moves to
overcome and several difficult steps. Andy took the lead at this point and moved
easily up this section (including a one-armed pull up as Andy recalls) - tight rope
for me! And so on to the summit - well done chaps - but no place to dwell. At this
time the sky became increasingly overcast with thickening clouds.
Wouldn’t it be great to be able to rest and soak up the atmosphere on an Alpine
summit - but always it’s move on; let’s get down before the weather worsens,
let’s get down before the snow melts, let’s get down before the stone falls.
Always move on, move on. And so it was on the Moine - and a good job we did
too!
As we made our way down the face we met the other party making its way to the
summit - now on the Voie Normale; unfortunately they had not managed the bad
step on the ridge and so changed their route plans. As we continued our descent
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Photo

Andy Babington

the weather rapidly deteriorated. The heavy clouds started to deliver sleet and
rain - what would be straightforward in the dry and an easy climb down suddenly
became very difficult - climbing down on rock running with water. Too difficult to
free climb, too time consuming to climb down in pitches so we abseiled - one
abseil after another. Relying on others’ tat was not good so we left slings behind
as we descended as fast as we could before conditions became even worse. A
huge sigh of relief as we completed the last abseil on to the glacier and then just
a plod to the hut - not good in driving sleet. We were soaked and tired but felt
strong, although in need of shelter out of the inclement weather. And so we made
it to the hut where we steamed and recovered our senses. A great climb and
great summit - not completely spoiled by the poor weather on the descent.
Then we thought - how is the other party getting on? We had last seen them
hours ago on the way up. The bad weather must have arrived before they
reached the summit. How are they getting on with the descent in such poor
weather. They must be very uncomfortable in such adverse conditions. We were
lucky in being well on the way down when the weather really turned - not so
good for them.
We had planned another route for the following day, but it soon became clear
that we should abandon that plan. Also the thought of going down after our route
on the Moine in continuing bad weather was not good - nothing for it but a
second night in the hut. Now we could relax - summit achieved, now dry and
warm. But outside the storm continued to rage. We smugly thought of the other
party out in this dreadful weather whilst we dried in the heat of the hut with hot
drinks and good food.
As the late afternoon turned into early evening we thought they must be coming
back any time soon. We joked about being caught out in bad weather and how
stamina is often associated with age, so it’s the youngsters who are most
affected. How true that proved to be.
As evening progressed still no sign of the other party but hopefully being well
equipped they should be okay for a night out albeit an extremely uncomfortable
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one. And so we went to bed - for a much needed sleep after a great day - the
storm still raging outside. Very late that evening two from the other party arrived
back at the hut saying they had left the other two on a ledge to sit out the night.
Early next morning a rescue party from the hut including the Warden (a medical
student) went out to search for the two left on the mountain. One of the two then
arrived at the hut saying he had left Dan on the ledge and had come on to the
hut at first light to get help - in the driving snow storm he had not seen the rescue
party which had left earlier.
Some time later someone rushed into the hut calling for more hands to help Dan.
So on went the boots and waterproofs and out into the blizzard which had
continued all night. Then we saw the small group struggling to carry Dan. Not
until I grabbed a leg did I realise that I was helping carry a body! It was awkward
over the rocky path covered in fresh snow back to the hut where we went straight
inside and placed Dan on a bench as our rapidly thawing gear dripped on the
floor. The brandy provided by the Warden was most welcome.
After we had warmed up we donned gear again and went out in the blizzard to
carry Dan into the old hut a few metres away – “a better place to store a body”
said the Warden “because there is no heating”.
The three who survived the climb joined us on the descent back to Montenvers,
Chamonix and to our camp site at Argentière. The weather was still not good but
it was improving so we left the hut descending the ladders carefully (no more
accidents please) and eventually on to the Mer de Glace. Stepping across a
crevasse my crampon fell off and was lost deep in the glacier. In other
circumstances this would have led to much hilarity and banter as I hopped
across the glacier with one crampon - but none of us was in the mood.
As we met the crowds at Montenvers and back at the Argentière campsite in hot
glorious sunshine the situation we had experienced on the mountain seemed
unreal. Did we really witness the death of a fellow mountaineer climbing the
same route as us? Did we really carry a body back to the hut? Was this not just a
bad dream? Oh we wished that it was.
The group stayed with us that night and shared our tents while they decided
what to do and make arrangements.
We gradually began to piece together the circumstances which led to the
disaster. They had left the UK just the day before they started the climb and thus
had no time to acclimatise. They were travelling very light with no bivvy gear, no
spare food and no spare batteries. Once it got dark and their torch batteries ran
out, they no option but to stay put. Had the weather not changed they would
almost certainly have been fine. Dan was the youngest person in the party and
had limited mountaineering experience and none in the Alps.
1985 was a particularly bad year in the Alps with the deaths of over 31
mountaineers in July and August on the Mont Blanc massif alone. But did the
one death we had experienced stop us carrying on? Not a bit of it!
We went on to climb other routes including the Aiguille de L’M and Mont Blanc.
But what the experience did was make us extra careful in checking our gear and
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ensuring we were adequately equipped should we be forced to spend a night
out.
A few days later arriving at the summit of Mont Blanc and then watching the
sunrise was a wonderful and memorable experience - such magnificent
mountain scenery helped reinforce our love of mountains … despite their
challenges.
From “Mont Blanc: Lines written in the Vale of Chamouni”
Mont Blanc appears - still, snowy and serene;
Its subject mountains their unearthly forms
Pile around it, ice and rock; broad vales between
Of frozen floods, unfathomable deeps,
Blue as the overhanging heaven, that spread
And wind among the accumulated steeps;
…
Mont Blanc gleams on high - the power is there,
The still and solemn power of many sights,
And many sounds, and much of life and death
Percy Brysshe Shelley, 1816

*With many thanks to Andy Babington for helping recall these events over 30
years ago.

An archive photo taken from Aig. de l’M in 1963 sets the scene. The Moine
Intégrale is the foreground ridge to the left. At the head of the Glacier de Talêfre
is the Aig. de Triolet and to its left the Aiguilles Ravanel and Mummery, then Les
Courtes - Ed.
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Going the whole Clog
Felicity Eperon
Before this summer, Cloggy was a mythical cliff. I’d heard tales of climbers’
adventures there in the distant past but not of exploits recent enough to be within
my lifetime. I’d never even seen it. I had been up Snowdon from what I thought
were all possible directions: Crib Goch, the South ridge and of course the Pyg
track, amongst others, so how had I managed to miss a piece of rock that size?
And why didn’t people go there any more? There were plenty of routes there; it
seemed to justify its own section in every Snowdonia guidebook, putting it on the
same level as the whole Llanberis Pass. Too wet maybe? It is in Wales, but how
could it possibly be much wetter than everywhere else? The long approach? An
hour and a half is nothing compared to approaches elsewhere.
This summer, I finally got the chance to see what all the fuss was about. Murray,
Cameron and I were climbing in North Wales after about two weeks of dry, sunny
weather, so the only reasonable conclusion was to head to the famously always
damp Cloggy. We spent a while driving around in Llanberis to find a suitable
place to park, the main requirements being proximity to the Snowdon tourist path
and a lack of lockable gates, since topping out in the dark at Gogarth the
previous evening had meant a late start that morning, and we suspected we
might be down rather late. The car park attendant seemed slightly bemused
when we tried to establish whether or not the car park would be locked that
evening - apparently most people don’t expect to take 12 hours walking up and
down Snowdon.
After a couple of (maybe half-serious) jokes about whether to take the train to the
half-way station, we started up the Llanberis path, feeling pretty smug as we
overtook the hordes of tourists despite our much heavier rucksacks. This
smugness was slightly dampened by an element of confusion, as it’s not obvious
for a while where the crag will turn out to be. After a while, however, we were
finally rewarded with a distant view of the long-lost cliff.

Clogwyn d’ur Arddu - ‘Cloggy”
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The first impression I had of Cloggy was that it was monstrous. It was huge and
very dark, the shade in which it sits giving a stark contrast to the surroundings
bathed in brilliant sunshine. All in all it looked pretty foreboding. And this was at a
distance; as we approached, Cloggy grew and grew, becoming ever more
imposing.
Having donned a few extra layers after reaching the shade, we finally got round
to thinking about climbing. We had fairly arbitrarily intended to do Jelly Roll (E2),
but on approaching the bottom of it we discovered that Cloggy truly is always
wet: the first pitch resembled a gushing drainpipe, even after weeks of good
weather. How was this possible?! We decided we’d rather not climb this soaking
crack, and that instead we’d do Scorpio, another E2 which we reckoned would at
least be dry given that it climbed a face.
Cameron led up the first pitch, which was mostly grass. Thankfully the second
pitch looked much better. I started off up it in a slightly apprehensive manner.
There was a hard move just at the start, the rock all seemed slightly creaky and
the gear wasn’t exactly reassuring, being for the most part very small microwires
that had to be fiddled into place with a bit of patience. After much yo-yoing and
deliberation, I made the moves, and was relieved to reach an obliging jug rail,
before standing up onto a ledge. After maybe 15m, I was then faced with the
next challenges: route-finding. Above the ledge I was standing on was a blank
face that looked impossible to climb in the direction I’d thought the guidebook
suggested. To make things even more confusing, everything was covered in
lichen. Fortunately I was able to build a belay and bring the others up and after a
close comparison of the cliff and the book Murray set off slightly to the left to
finish the route.
We topped out and found ourselves back at the bags at about 7.30pm. Perhaps
the sensible decision would have been to call it a day and head back to the hut.
But we were just getting the hang of how to climb on Cloggy, so why stop now?
So it was that the evening saw us starting up Llithrig, a four-pitch E1, sometime
after 8pm, equipped with headtorches and happy in the knowledge that the crux
pitch was low down, meaning we should be able to at least get that one done in
daylight. We could even appreciate the half hour of late evening sun that Cloggy
catches.
Llithrig is one of several routes on Cloggy with a guidebook instruction I’ve not
seen anywhere else. This one involved ‘back-roping’ and doing a ‘tension
traverse’. When I reached the place where this was required I still didn’t know
what it meant, so just climbed the rock as usual. Handily, it was only once we’d
all completed this pitch, which turned out to be technically tricky, that we thought
we understood what the tension traverse was and why it was suggested.
Murray led up the next pitches after we’d all put our headtorches on. Climbing in
total darkness with headtorches illuminating a small circle of rock turned out to
be surprisingly hard. However, Murray, discovered that this was easy compared
to climbing in the dark with no headtorch: at some point he accidentally hit his
torch against the rock and by some design flaw it sprung open, ejecting both
batteries, leaving Murray halfway up a pitch, on lead, with no light.
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Murray starting up the final pitch of Llithrig in the dark

Fortunately, he’d just put in a bomber hex, and I’d remembered to bring spare
batteries, so he could come back to the belay and climb back up again with little
difficulty. We topped out and belayed each other for the traverse across the
grassy ledge at the top to get to the descent gully. It was somewhat eerie to
sense that beneath us there was a Cloggy-sized drop and we couldn’t see it at
all, but maybe it was better that way.
When we finally got back to our bags sometime after midnight, we decided we
should probably head down. After all the crowds ascending Snowdon that
morning, we were looking forward to some peace and quiet on our way back
down. But we couldn’t have been more wrong. As we approached the main path,
we started to see quite literally hundreds of headtorches filing their way up the
mountain. At 1am! It seems Snowdon is never quiet. We were also probably
partly to blame when several of those headtorches got lost and wandered off the
path towards Cloggy having seen us come that way.
On our second trip there after another few dry weeks, we felt much more
prepared for the lichen, flakes that might come off if you pull too hard, very fiddly
gear and overall adventurousness that all contributes to a certain Clogginess.
Possibly the only thing we weren’t yet prepared to do was to get up early enough
to be there before lunchtime.
The pinnacle perched on the top of Cloggy looked particularly enticing on our
approach, so Murray and I climbed Pinnacle Arête followed by Hand Traverse
(both E2). The exposure on Hand Traverse is outrageous: you traverse across a
steep, blank-looking face with the whole of the cliff falling away beneath you.
There is a good crack for the hands to follow, but the footholds are invisible until
you get to them and are then small enough that you feel like your foot would slip
off if you thought too much about what you’re actually standing on.
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After these two routes, most of our party did the sensible thing and decided that
6pm was a good time to head back down to the valley and begin the long drive
back to Cambridge. Ed and I thought it was a better idea to do Shrike, a classic
E2 described in Rockfax as ‘a superbly-positioned route with massive exposure’.
We were having second thoughts after the overhanging abseil down to the start
of the route left us in the cold and dark, a far cry from the warm sunshine on the
top of the cliff, but by then it was too late to back out. On the first pitch, the hard
moves on the traverse out to the arête seemed very bold to me, with only some
very suspicious microwires turning ‘might not hit the ground if I fall’ into ‘probably
won’t’ … (later it transpired that there had in the past been a peg protecting these
moves that is no longer there). Fortunately I reached the jug on the arête without
any mishaps, and Ed led the absolutely stunning second pitch. It is
recommended to climb Shrike first thing in the morning to catch the early
morning sun for a truly magical experience, but we reckon that the beautiful
sunset just as you top out is almost as good! Typically, we descended again in
the dark, although the path up Snowdon was this time reassuringly devoid of any
other headtorches.

The sunset topping out of Shrike

The final trip to Cloggy this year was much more civilised. We didn’t get there
early enough to be the first on the route; for some reason White Slab, an E2
which features in Ken Wilson’s Hard Rock, turned out to be surprisingly popular.
Justifiably so, however, since it had several fantastic slab pitches. The most
unusual feature of this route is on the 4th pitch, where the instruction from the
guidebook is to lasso a small spike. When we got there, the party in front were
reconsidering their tactics for this pitch and let us go before them. Slightly
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apprehensive as to what might be around the corner, Ed led out, and stood on
the arête looking across a blank slab to an approximately hand-sized spike 5m
up and to the right. How is it possible to lasso that without mad cowboy skills?!
We thought we should at
least try, so Ed gamely
made several attempts to
lasso the tiny spike. The
first attempt was nowhere
near, so he reconsidered
his technique and tried
again. This time the rope
grazed the spike but
didn’t quite catch it. The
next couple of attempts
were again close, but not
quite… so he gave up
and just climbed.
Surprisingly, there was
another good foot-ledge
after a couple of metres,
so Ed gave the lasso
another go. Precariously
balanced on this ledge,
he coiled the rope and
threw it. To the disbelief of
all watching, he
succeeded!
We climbed on, trailing a
rope for the less lucky
rope throwers behind,
Ed attempting the lasso on White Slab
and finished the route at
a very reasonable time.
With plans already for the next day, we finally decided we’d descend from Cloggy
in the light at a reasonable time.
As we were packing our bags and marvelling at the pattern of chalky handprints
up a blank face, the evidence of James McHaffie’s ascent of Master’s Wall a few
days earlier, Ed subtly pointed towards a group of people sitting at the base of
the cliff, and whispered excitedly “I think that’s Johnny Dawes...!” A quick Google
image search revealed that it was indeed him, sitting right at the base of one his
most famous routes, the Indian Face. This did in fact see a repeat in the few
days after that - just a shame it wasn’t a few days earlier so we could watch!
We passed the group and restrained ourselves to a casual ‘hello’, although Ed
did turn around after a hundred metres to take a photo, ostensibly of the cliff. The
walk down is actually rather pleasant in the evening sun, and we enjoyed a free
beer in the hotel at the bottom - maybe we should come down at a sensible time
more often!
All photos:
Felicity Eperon
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Gaia - 1 November 1998
Chris Hutchins
It’s winter, it’s cold, it’s breezy and dry. The friction is in!
I am stood at the bottom of the looming, pointed tombstone-like wall of gritstone
at Black Rocks near Cromford in the south Peak District. It stands on a square
pedestal with Friends for protection in the break and one in a slot at the bottom
of the shallow groove which runs up the centre of the wall and disappears at the
top, forcing the aspiring climber right across the face onto a large but poor
sloper. A dynamic slap for the arête leads to easier ground and the top. The film
Hard Grit shows all too well how close is the margin for a ground fall just
reaching for the sloper, let alone springing for the hold on the arête.
These fears are far from my mind as the confidence of youth pushes me forward.
I know the sequences by heart, I have climbed it on top rope and now the
moment of truth is here.
My best friend Ed Jackson is belaying. He is heavier than me and inspires me to
try hard, train hard, and climb hard. He knows the route intimately having worked
it with me. I could not have a better pair of hands on the rope.
The start moves are not too difficult and land you at the gear and the first crux.
Grateful for my height I swing my right foot to shoulder height far out right, hands
moving into the groove and squeeze every last effort from my shoulders and
arms to lever myself into the groove. Feet dance through their sequences across
the holds, hands smear against slopers, fingers crimp pockets and leave me just
in balance at the top of the groove. The protection is a distant memory,
impossibly close to the ground in the foreshortened view downwards. My right
foot is smearing, my left is back-footing against the groove behind me, my
shoulders are rounded forward to allow my body closer to the wall. Stamina is
not my forté so I stop there and pant, being careful to only take shallow breaths
lest I topple outwards and plummet down. Slowly the breathing slows and the
forearms de-pump. Nervousness slides away and down my body as calm infuses
through me.
The next series of moves involves using your feet in an intricate sequence to
keep your body as close to the wall as possible whilst your hands press hard on
poor slopers. But you must flag the right foot before committing both hands to the
final large sloper on the face. Jean-Minh Trinh-Thieu did not and the Hard Grit
video captures him hurtling down the face and skimming above the ground to
slam into the low arête of the pedestal. He escaped with bad cuts. Falling further
on might not be so forgiving.
I slide right through my sequence, my right hand is on the large sloper. I leave
room on the large sloper for my left to join and I flag my right foot before bringing
it across. I swap and rearrange my feet on the sloping edges below and I tense
for the final leap to the arête.
Ed sees me tense but my arms are bent! I won’t reach the final hold if I spring
now. If he drags me off now he might keep me off the ground but will I be so
lucky with the slack out for the dyno?
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Something is wrong. Panic
rises into my chest. The flow
has gone I feel shaky and
unsure. I contract my biceps
more to improve my grip risking
r i p p i n g m y f e e t o ff t h e i r
tenuous edges!
A slow breath out sees me
drop low on the sloper. Calm
slides down my body again and
the flow is back. Hands pull
down, biceps contract, legs
slam me upwards leaving just
my left hand madly pushing
down as the rest of my body
flies. My right hand slaps onto
the jug just before gravity
overcomes my explosion. My
shoulder holds strongly as I lift
my feet onto the sloper and it is
over.
I pad up the arête and shout
something trite and
unnecessary. The ascent is all
that was needed. I still feel
exhilarated after I descend
round the back and celebrate
with Ed. It was a close call and
we both know it.

Photo.

Amy Hutchins

I reflect back now, in the wisdom of middle age. Life is very different. Grades
mean much less than they did and risking my entire future health and fitness on
one route is unjustifiable. My ego has calmed down, a bit, and I now realise
these types of routes are technically easy by today’s high standards. Steep
routes with loads of gear now are my preferred choice and seeing my fingers
peeling from the rock as I go airborne is scary yet ultimately safe and satisfying.
Still, it has been an interesting exercise putting the experience down in type and
a useful reflection on my life choices then and now. Happy and safe climbing to
you all.
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Chance Encounters of a Munro Kind
Roger High
“Would you like a dram of whisky?” The words greeted me as I approached the
summit of Ben Chonzie. Three figures on the summit had seemed surprisingly
interested in my approach. “You must be celebrating something” I said. In one
book, the route description says of the hill it has no ‘outstanding character’, but
on this day it was wrong. The outstanding character in question had just
completed his last Munro, achieved
from Southampton in less than 20
visits, using no private transport,
backpacking and not even a bike to
help with long approaches and he was
not yet 30! His parents, there to
support him, were members of a folk
band and celebrated with a local folk
tune on a whistle, expertly played. To
round off the occasion we were then
joined by a father and son whom I had
met at the car park at the foot of the
First
and
Last
mountain. For the son, a somewhat
chubby and rather reluctant boy in his
early teens, it was his first Munro. There is no such thing as a dull Munro!
It doesn’t have to be people you meet that make it more interesting. Another hill
of less than inspiring repute is Meall Chuaich (‘a boring hill with an equally drab
outlook. Its main merit is that it can be climbed quickly’!) It lies east of the A9,
level with Dalwhinnie. I was walking along the track adjacent to an aqueduct
when I spotted a flower growing in the verge. Surely it couldn’t be a gentian. I
thought they were Alpine plants, not Scottish. I took a photo and later confirmed
that it was indeed a gentian and that they are to be found in Scotland. It was a
fine day and just good to be out anyway, but it added that little bit extra to the
day.
Talking of tracks, I climbed Sail Chaorainn one day. It lies about mid-way
between Glen Shiel and
Glen Affric and is usually
climbed from the former
along with two other
Munros, but I had already
climbed those two, years
before and thought it
would be better to access
it from Glen Affric, using
my bike for about 12km or
so from the last public car
park to just beyond the
end of Loch Affric. It was a
sunny mid-November day
and the Glen was at its
Loch Beinn a’Mheadhoin, Glen Affric
glorious autumnal best.
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Glen Affric hills north from Sail Chaorainn

There were deer on the hill and a
group of 10 or 11 rather confused
ptarmigans in winter plumage, (but
no snow!). It was a hard day with
wonderful views and with the short
daylight hours, it was almost dark
by the time I returned to the bike.
On the way back and in total
darkness, as I rounded a bend in
the track my light picked out a very
large red deer stag browsing in the
ditch on one side. Which of us was
the more alarmed and startled, I
am not sure, but thankfully I
passed without challenge.
I have always loved being in the Scottish hills. There is something really special
about the North West Highlands. I remember talking about it once with John
Scarborough. We both agreed it was something to do with the subtle colours in
the hills, the lighting and the interplay between hill and loch and sea and sky. But
I was always against hill-ticking. I just could not see the point of disappearing into
mist to go to a cairn on a nondescript piece of heathery bog with no view, simply
to put a tick on a list. There had to be more to it than that. It was the MAM 2000
hills project that got me wondering just how many Munros I had actually climbed
by that time. And from then on, I could not but keep count, even though there
was never a thought of trying to climb them all.
A few years later, I was staying in Tayside with Ros Sleigh. We climbed a couple
of the Glen Lyon hills, Carn Gorm and Meall Garbh. On the col between the two,
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we met a grandad and his grandaughter doing all four of them, but in the
opposite direction. We got chatting (of course) and it turned out his Munroclimbing had stalled until his grandaughter showed an interest. Her parents were
not hill walkers at all, so he started taking her on wild-camping and day trips. She
became so keen she wanted to be the youngest ever to complete all the Munros.
She was about nine years old at the time and had done about 20. He and I were
on the same number, except he had done 200 and I had 200 left to do!
Meeting other folk on the less popular hills, there is always the feeling that they
probably wouldn’t be there if they were not counting. On these occasions one is
not particularly expecting to see anyone else and they are invariably happy to
stop and chat and every so often numbers climbed or left to climb crops up. On
one such day, one of a pair of men had done about 180 or so. He wasn’t too
bothered about finishing them all, but admitted he would quite like to because
no-one else with his name had done so. His name? Hugh Munro! Sir Hugh
himself had never climbed The Inaccessible Pinnacle so wasn’t on the list of
Munroists.
Back in 1994 I was on my way down Broad Cairn at the end of a long day doing
the round from Lochnagar when I met a man on the way up. He was
accompanied by a black Labrador. We stopped for a chat, as ever. I had been
eating a Mars bar and there was one bite left and the dog was looking at me with
pleading eyes. I gave in and we went on our respective ways. About an hour or
so later, as I was walking down the hill, I suddenly became aware of a cold
muzzle nuzzling my hand. Having been to the top, the Labrador was back for
more - and was disappointed!
The arrival of Kristina’s twins and the family move to Inverness gave me a
grandson and a grandaughter and an even greater incentive to visit the
Highlands and a new focus, as the location could hardly be better for accessing
probably the majority of the Highlands in day trips. On my many outings it did not
escape my notice that to access the mountains one has to pass over a lot of bog.
Many years previously I had been talking to a gamekeeper in Nottinghamshire
who spent a lot of time on Scottish estates and he reckoned the best footwear
was a good comfortable pair of wellies. I was now in need of a new pair anyway
and it did seem an excellent idea, so I went to buy a new pair of the
recommended brand, Le Chameau and was delighted to find they had
introduced a design with vibram soles, which seemed an even better idea. I
decided to try them out on a Munro, Moruisg, on the south side of Glen Carron
not far from Achnasheen. There was a suitably boggy approach through an area
being re-planted with native trees. I had been there once before but was beaten
back by ferocious winds high on the hill as the angle of the convex slope eased.
The wind was not so bad this time and I made it to the top. It is another hill that
gains a derogatory remark in the same book as the earlier one. For this one: ‘it is
difficult to be complimentary about Moruisg, but Sgurr nan Ceannaichean
improves the walk.’ This hill, with its new height of 913m, was demoted to Corbett
in 2009, but including it gives an excellent horseshoe and the connecting ridge
makes it well worthwhile. So I did that and in doing so spotted another walker
coming towards me, wearing bright red mountain boots. We stopped on the
windy col between the two hills and chatted briefly, both anxious to get out of the
wind. As we said our farewells, his gaze dropped to my boots and he was away. I
had no chance to say “but look, these are no ordinary wellies, they’ve got vibram
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soles”. As one who is always a bit sniffy about others using wellies on the hills, I
did wish I could have excused myself, especially to someone wearing bright red
boots, who was bound to be sniffy. Anyway, my wellies did very well indeed. And
it was a very good circuit.
Another good circuit was in the Fisherfield Hills. I had climbed A’ Mhaighdean
and Ruadh Stac Mor, several years earlier with Kristina and now Beinn a’
Chlaidheimh had been demoted, leaving just three Munros out of the Six. My
plan was to approach from Loch a’ Bhraoin to the east, wild-camp and spend a
relatively easy day on the hills, but Kristina found herself free for a whole day in
May 2016. The forecast was fair with possible showers later on but we decided
to give it a go, by biking in from Loch a’ Bhraoin. Well, the bike ride was a bit of a
trial. It was rough and alongside the loch I kept getting pulled up short in shingle.
It was a relief to leave the bikes and start walking. The path rises gently to a col
then drops equally gently before turning north opposite Sgurr Ban, at which point
quite suddenly a magnificent view opens up past Loch an Nid and along its glen
to the superb An Teallach. There was a small tent beside the loch. A more idyllic
wild-camping site it is hard to imagine. A woman was there relaxing and we
spotted what turned out to be her partner on the path part way up the hill.

A couple of hundred metres to the right of the path is the main reason for my
particularly wishing to approach Sgurr Ban from this side. An easy-angled
quartzite slab runs up from elevation 280m unbroken to 830m, over a distance of
1500m. This was sheer delight, with An Teallach always there to the right, while
high up on our hill a necklace of snow gave a useful reference to gauge our
progress. We lunched part way up the slab and shortly after exiting onto the
stony slope above and whilst on the snow we met the man from the tent. It
turned out they were a German couple, on a hill-walking holiday. They had
climbed An Teallach the day before and his girl-friend quite reasonably decided it
was the perfect place for a rest day! It was good being on the snow and reaching
the summit soon after. By this time dark clouds were beginning to build up and it
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was all starting to look really atmospheric. We continued on to Mullach Coire
Mhic Fhearchair. By the time we reached Beinn Tarsuinn, Kristina a little way
ahead of me, the clag was down and sleet was falling in a chill wind. I was in no
mood to linger and set off down straight away, coming out of the cloud to see a
wonderful rainbow, with both ends visible in the valley bottom. Kristina soon
caught up. She had set off very soon after me, but the cloud lifted and she had
sped up to the top again to see a fabulous view. What a great day!
Three days later Kristina was free again and a really fine day was forecast. It is
only 2 hours drive from Inverness to Sligachan on Skye and we had another
great day. We climbed up to the col between Am Basteir and Sgurr nan Gillean,
left our sacks there and scrambled up the east ridge of Am Basteir and back
down to the col. It was the Spring bank holiday and there were lots of people
about, including climbers on the Pinnacle Ridge and guided parties abseiling
down the west ridge of Sgurr nan Gillean. Happily it was just clear when we
arrived and we soloed up a
Diff. gully/chimney and
scrambled on to the top. By
the summit cairn, Kristina
chatted to a man lying
there. Sgurr nan Gillean
was his favourite mountain.
He had set out intending to
continue along the ridge
but decided it was much
nicer to lounge there
enjoying the sunshine and
the views. He had already
been there an hour by then
and didn’t look like moving
any time soon!
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For me it had been a good year for Skye. In late February and early March, there
had been good winter conditions followed by warmer weather and a week of
sunshine was forecast in the middle of the month. I was already in Inverness and
thinking where best to go to make use of it and suddenly realised there was no
other choice. One is so often disappointed on pre-arranged trips to the island,
but I had the luxury of being able to choose my time, drop everything and go. I
booked the Glen Brittle Memorial Hut, drove there next morning and climbed
Sgurr Mhic Choinnich the same afternoon. I met a chap coming down who had
climbed most of the way up Sgurr Alasdair with good, firm snow covering the
stone chute, but once he reached the ridge he found himself floundering in
thawing snow so came back down. My route was snow-free apart from odd
patches.
Another good day followed, to Sgurr a’ Mhadaidh, via Sgurr Thuilm and an
excellent ridge scramble. There followed a rest day enjoying the sunshine in the
valley, chatting to people who had given up their attempts at the winter traverse
due to poor, or lack of, snow and the fourth day was forecast dry, but with a layer
of cloud rolling in from the sea. This sounded promising and I decided on Bruach
na Frithe on the basis that it would be easy to find the way in the mist and I knew
from a recce the day before that the way up was snow-free. All went well and as I
reached a shoulder of the ridge I found I could see
a bit further through the mist. Excitement began to
build in anticipation of what I guessed I might soon
experience. The higher I climbed the thinner
became the mist and the sun appeared mistily to
my right until suddenly I was above the cloud with
all the Cuillin Ridge in brilliant sunshine all around
me. The corrie below and to my left was cloudfilled, perfect conditions for a Brocken Spectre and
sure enough there it was. The mist was wafting
around and my Brocken Spectre was sometimes
near and sometimes further away, but always there
tracking up the ridge with me. I have seen some
cloud inversions in my time but this was far and
away the best. The air was crystal clear and every
detail of the Ridge and all its summits could be
seen rising majestically out of a sea of fluffy white cloud, with Bla Bheinn
standing mightily on its own like the conductor of some grand orchestra. And not
another soul was visible, as if it had just been staged for me and my shadow.
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In the last few years most of my hill-walking has been on my own. Perhaps this
helps to heighten my appreciation of the people I meet and things I witness. It is
surprising how many others are in the Scottish hills on their own, or maybe this is
just a feature of trying to climb all the Munros; and surprising how many are ‘of a
certain age’. I had been thinking about Cairn Toul for some time and decided to
access it from Glen Feshie. I had climbed Monadh Mor from there with John
Scarborough some years before and from that summit it had seemed surprisingly
close. The approach from Glen Feshie is long, but gentle and so it is all the way
to Sgor an Lochan Uaine, also a
Munro. On the summit was one
gentleman who turned out to be
69. As we chatted, another,
slightly older man arrived, slowly.
“You made it then!” said the first
man, who had passed him earlier,
on his way up from the Lairig
Ghru. And then from another
direction there arrived a third,
pleased to have succeeded in
reaching the top in spite of his 70
years. So, I was the oldest, by a
margin, but it was heartening to
see all these oldies still getting
out on their own. (Mind you, I biked in from Glenmore round the north side of
Cairngorm several months later and came upon a pair who were about to walk
up Strath Nethy as far as The Saddle at 800 m. One of them was 86 and he had
a youngster of 79 to keep him company, so maybe I have a few more years left
yet!) I continued on to Cairn Toul, but opted out of including Devil’s Point as well,
as that would be a hill too far and I could save it for another day.
Two weeks later, on my way south after staying a night at the Kingshouse, I
decided the weather was just about good enough for Beinn Dorain and Beinn an
Dothaidh. I noticed a group getting ready to set off from the Bridge of Orchy car
park, There were three oldies and a nephew of one of them who had evidently
been sent to keep an eye on them. They were just going to do Beinn an
Dothaidh. They paused to put on waterproofs when a shower started and I
carried on ahead. Where the paths diverged, now in sunshine, I looked back to
find that they were well behind. Clouds returned to the summits. Through the
mist I could make out the summit ridge, but a bigger path continued at a lower
level so I followed that and it just seemed to go on and on and I felt sure it was
going to go right past the summit, which it did. But it led onto the ridge on the
other side and I just had to backtrack for a while to the summit, where I had
some lunch. I returned along the ridge which was much quicker and which I
should have taken on the way up. When I came out of the mist I looked to see if I
could spot any sign of the other party, but all was still. Either they were having a
long lunch or they had already gone back down. I went down to the col and I was
at least half way up the other mountain when I saw them above me on their way
down. After I had been up Beinn an Dothaidh, I caught them up again a little way
above the road. The oldest of them was struggling a bit and he told me he was
75 and getting a bit slow. I was 75 too, but I didn’t tell him. I just said that even
Chris Bonington reckoned he got a bit slow after he reached 70.
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Well, I did have my day on Devil’s Point, just about a year later. I biked in from
Linn of Dee to Derry Lodge and the hills were alive with people. On the path
towards the Lairig Ghru I met a couple who commented on how good it was to
see so many young people out enjoying the hills and I met some of them shortly
after. It turned out they came from the neck of woods where I grew up on the
Essex/London boundary. Some kind person had set up a fund for youngsters to
challenge themselves and they had decided to walk the Lairig Ghru. Good for
them. They were having fun. Further along there was a young German couple,
then a pair of Dutch girls, looking a bit unsure. They had strayed onto the path by
the Corrour bothy that goes on to Devil’s Point, but were intending to head up the
Ghru. They were reassured to be shown the right way. As I approached the col, I
met a man coming down. He had been up Devil’s Point, Cairn Toul and Sgor an
Lochain Uaine with a friend. He had had enough by then and turned back while
his much fitter friend went on to do Braeriach. As I left the summit to come down I
saw two people on the col heading up. They were two girls who seemed to me
barely more than school age and carrying large rucksacks. They had camped in
the Lairig Ghru and climbed all the hills from Braeriach to Devil”s Point and were
still full of energy and looking forward to a night in the bothy!
On the way back to Linn of Dee from Derry
Lodge, the sun was setting - prime midge
flying time. I cycled through clouds of them. At
the car park entrance there was a man
standing by the side of the road. I cycled past
and got myself and the bike into the car with
the utmost urgency, killed as many as I could
of the little perishers which had managed to
get in with me and then set off. The man was
still there and flagged me down. I opened my
window an inch or two and he asked me if I
had seen any sign of his friend and I suddenly
realised it was the man from Devil’s Point. His
friend had still not turned up and had the car
key. He had already been there an hour. I
asked if he had found any shelter from the
Near Derry Lodge
midges. He said “only in the chemical toilet
and it wasn’t much better in there”. Poor man.
He said he would wait another hour before calling the Mountain Rescue. I hope
his friend turned up before then.
Incidentally, when I got into my car there was a piece of paper on my seat. It was
a note from someone to say that they had found the door of my car wide open,
had hung around for some time and when nobody showed up, they wrote the
note, closed the door and hoped for the best. Such kind people. And my car was
full of all sorts of stuff prior to staying at Muir Cottage and nothing went missing.
That’s Scotland for you!
On another visit, I went to Spittal of Glenshee to climb Glas Tulaichean and Carn
an Righ. It had been on my mind for some time and I wasn’t sure how well I
could manage it, as it sounded like a long day, To try to shorten it a bit, I decided
to bike in along the north side of the Glen, turning north into Gleann Taitneach
and as far up there as possible to give me access to the east ridge. I had no idea
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what it would be like, but it turned out to be a very good and relatively smooth
track of firmly embedded stones and grass and I was able to ride to right
opposite the ridge, where I left the bike, crossed the river easily and set off up
the hillside. It was quite steep at first then swung rightwards to gain the ridge,
where the angle eased. I was fairly well up the ridge when I spotted a ptarmigan
flying off silently. It was near the end of May
and I had a pretty good idea why it had not
flown off with the characteristic alarm cry. I
had noted the spot where it had taken off, right
beside the path and when I got there I found
four well-camouflaged eggs in a nest hollowed
into the moss on the ground. Shortly after, I
spotted movement on the slope above and
there were a couple of mountain hares and a
little further on up on the ridge, some deer and
then a couple of golden plovers. Then there

were more hares and ptarmigan. This all put me in very good cheer as I reached
the summit of Glas Tulaichean.
It was still a long traverse round to Carn an Righ after dropping down to a col
and I was already tired so wondered if I could manage it. The ground was fairly
dry and I reckoned I could make a short-cut across a loop in the path and give it
a go. I met a couple of other walkers on the traverse who were encouraging,
saying it was less than an hour to the summit and back to where we were, so on
I went. The way back was on the same path and beyond the col to the head of a
steep track beside a delightful tumbling stream with waterfalls.
I was relieved to get back to the bike and was busying myself getting ready for
the ride when I noticed a movement out of the corner of my eye, looked up and
saw a hen grouse creeping away silently less than ten metres away. Following
with difficulty over the tussocky ground were eight very small fluffy chicks, I
watched them for a while and then spotted the male poking his head round a
boulder, keeping his less camouflaged self clear of the action for fear of getting
them all noticed. What a bonus at the end of the day and what a gem of a wildlife
day! I smiled all the way back to the car.
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By contrast, the day I had on Beinn Fionnlaidh, one of the remotest of all Munros
was almost wildlife free. I had been intending to include it in a two to three day
trip to Allt Beithe, the Youth Hostel in Glen Affric, which I would access by bike,
but the weather wasn’t settled enough for long enough, so slightly reluctantly, I
decided to climb it in a long day, walking all the way from the car park. From
there a good track leads past Affric Lodge and above the north side of Loch
Affric. A path turns off up a narrow glen to the north-west, from about three
quarters of the way along the loch, to a col at its head at nearly 1100m and
beneath Mam Sodhail. I climbed that peak 44 years previously along with Carn
Eige, but this time I contoured past both of them. Beinn Fionnlaidh overlooks
Loch Mullardoch, to the north and I reached the top about 5 hours after leaving
the car park. In all
this time I had seen
nobody and hardly
any wildlife either
but was enjoying
the solitude. I had
some lunch and
turned back, only to
see two figures
coming towards me.
As we approached I
was preparing to
say how I thought I
had the mountain to
myself, when those
same words came
floating towards me
Carn Eige and Mam Sodhail
from one of the pair.
from Beinn Fhionnlaidh
He then followed up
with “Are you here on a club meet then?” I thought, “what?” He was a fairly small
man and not much was visible under his flat hat. I looked more closely and
suddenly realised it was Roy Lindsay! I hadn’t seen him for years, since his days
as Low House Hut Warden. He and his friend had been taken by boat along the
length of Loch Mullardoch to a point opposite Tom a’ Choinich and they did a
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circuit of three Munros from there. I thought the boat man had stopped taking
people, otherwise I might well have done the same. We chatted for a bit, then
they had to go - to catch the boat!
How small is the chance of a meeting such as that? Out of 282 Munros, being on
the same one, on the same day and at the same time as someone you know? It
must be very slim indeed? Well, exactly one year before, on 12 May 2016, I
climbed Stob a’ Choire Odhair on my way to Inverness for the twins’ birthday,
having spent the night at a camp site. I chose it as a nice easy training hill at the
start of what turned out to be a very productive month. This is one of a pair of
Munros in the Black Mount, Stob Gabhar being the other, which I had been up
many years before with an MAM party. There was someone on the summit when
I got there, who thought he was going to have the mountain to himself. He
departed and I moved away from the summit to have my lunch in a sheltered
spot. As I was about to go back down I was aware of voices and saw a pair at
the top. I nearly didn’t go and say hello, but did and it was Pam and Nodge, a
couple who had been with us on Sarah and Maurice’s Meet in the Ariège in the
previous autumn! It makes me wonder how many near-misses there might have
been. And I wonder who it will be next 12 May?
Quite apart from meeting someone you know, it is not always easy staying with
ones mates when setting out with them from the start! I was on my own on
Liathach at the end of April 2014 on a glorious sunny day with no snow at all on
the sunny side of the mountain. I saw a group of four ahead on the scrambling
section of the ridge, seemingly making slow progress. I had tired myself out by
not finding the easiest way to the start of the ridge and decided to take the by-

The ridge of Liathach
looking back to the East

pass traverse line instead. I suspect this is just as tiring as the ridge itself, so
must go back and do that some time. Anyway, by the time I got back onto the
ridge, the four were on their way up the second of the two Munros, at the end of
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the mountain. By the time I got there, they were on their way down and I sat
down to admire the view. I could see three of the four making their way down the
ridge. As I set off down, I noticed two had stayed on the ridge, while the other
had dropped down to the left ahead of them, the way I was intending to go. The
two were casting back and forth and seemed to be looking for something. I
supposed they had dropped an item of gear. When I reached where the path
turned away from the ridge, they had turned back and were also heading that
way. They had lost something - their number three! He had been ahead and out
of sight down a convex slope! They proved to be amiable and kind people. The
fourth member of their group had gone down earlier to fetch their car and he
gave me a lift back up the valley!
Most of my most interesting encounters have taken place on the hills, but I went
to climb Ben Vorlich and Stuc a’ Chroin which lie on the south side of Loch Earn.
As I drove along, I was struck by the number of ‘No Camping’ signs until I
approached the starting point of the climb, where all along the loch shore there
were caravans and tents of all sorts. I wondered what sort of people these were
and was careful to lock the car before setting off. After a relatively uneventful, but
atmospheric day on the hills, down at road level were a number of people and I
found myself walking alongside a young woman, who in answer to my question,
said she was “from Nederland. We are here on a mineral begging holiday”.
Trying to hide my bemusement as I grappled with the accent, “Oh”, I said “Where
have you being doing that?” and she pointed towards the hills. “We did one up
there yesterday”. The reality slowly dawned: Munro Bagging holidays. Well, there
isn’t much opportunity in Holland, so why not?
A visit to Corrour Halt and the Loch Ossian hills provided encounters both on and
off the hill. Before setting off from Inverness, I prepared carefully, putting hill stuff
in my rucksack and food and overnight stuff in another, to be left at the Youth
Hostel while I climbed Beinn na Lap in the afternoon. I stopped to buy some
lunch food on the way. As I approached the turning at Spean Bridge, I started to
think “did I pick up the overnight sack when I left home?”. I became more and
more convinced I had not. What could I do about it? By the time I reached the
station at Tulloch and confirmed I had indeed left the sack behind, I had a plan of
sorts. I would not abandon the trip. At the very least I could take the train in and
climb Beinn na Lap and come straight out again. But I knew I could hire a sheet
sleeping bag at the Youth Hostel and there is a Hotel at the Halt where I should
be able to get an evening meal and maybe buy something for breakfast to have
at the Hostel.
The Hostel is a good 15 minute walk
from Corrour Halt. The manager was
not there but there was a note to say
she should be there by about 5pm.
So I set off for Beinn na Lap in sunny
weather. It is only two hours to the
top. By the time I reached it I had
caught up and passed, in slow
stages, a family group consisting of
a young couple and the parents and
sister of the mother of their three
young children, all of whom were in

On Beinn na Lap
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carriers shared between the grandad and the three younger ones, while
grandma toiled along with the picnic. What a wonderful effort and wonderful
family. Dad had climbed all the Munros and he could look round the skyline and
point out every one, from Ben Cruachan in the far west to the pyramid of
Schiehallion in the east. It was a stunning panorama, too.
Back at the Hostel, Jan, the manager, did not show up for a little while. When
she did, she was with a man and a female American researcher who had been
sharing a bottle of wine with her. I was introduced to them. Jan confirmed there
was a bunk for me. I felt I needed the latest forecast before finally deciding
whether to stay. She said the internet connection had gone down and wondered
if I could ask at the Hotel for them to print off a sheet for her. She talked a bit
about her visitors. Apparently the man, whose name I can’t quite remember, but
may have been Peter, was a bit of a mystery. He possibly owned a local Estate
but seemed to spend a lot of his time in the hills, dossing in ditches. (He later
dropped by again and left Jan a bottle of champagne.) I went up to the Hotel. At
the bar, I passed on the request for a weather forecast and it was flatly refused.
They were very busy, but I sensed a certain strain in relationships that had not
been disclosed! I went outside to look at the weather. There were some people
just entering who looked outdoorsy so I asked them if they had a forecast. They
said no, but they had the code for the Hotel wi-fi, quickly checked and it seemed
iffy, but possibly OK so I decided to stay. I asked at the bar if I could order
something to eat, but was told they had no free tables. I spotted someone else
also staying at the Hostel and while I was talking to him a voice rang out from
behind me: “Roger”. Who could possibly know me here? It was Peter. I went
over. Having seen the refusal, he said I should sit at their table! After an
enjoyable conversation, the pair, having finished their meal, paid at the bar and
left. When I finished mine, I went to pay and was told no I couldn’t, it had already
been paid, by Peter!! Amazing. Generous person.
After a night of ‘son et lumière’ (flashing of torch, followed by snoring) from the
bunk next to mine, I made an early start and was greeted by bright sunshine but
dark clouds at the far end of Loch Ossian. I successfully negotiated the two
Munros having first walked the length of the loch. The clouds held off and I was
down in good time and by hurrying, just caught the 3-minutes-late afternoon
train, so avoiding a 6-hour wait for the next one and the risk of not being able to
eat at the Hotel.
One of my latest excursions has been to Ben Alder, happily again with Kristina
on a free day, at the end of August 2017. It was always going to be a long day,
even with cycling, instead of walking, the 15.5 km from Dalwhinnie, along Loch

Ben Alder furthest left
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Ericht and as far as the (closed) Culra bothy. Again we had good weather. There
were a few people in the area of the bothy and we waved to them across the
river. There was a woman walking a bit higher up the hillside, above the path we
were on, but she stopped and sat down and we didn’t see her again. Nor did we
see another soul all the way to the top. We chose the short Leachas (ridge)
option for potentially a better bit of scrambling. At the foot of this ridge was a
lochan. Kristina wondered if I would mind her going on ahead so she could have
a dip in the lochan. When I arrived, there she was swimming happily. I had to
take my boots off to cross the stream at its outlet. There were midges about so
we didn’t linger any longer than needed to get fully clothed. The water had been
cold, but Kristina assured me the hypothermia it induced would soon go away
with the effort of walking uphill.
At the summit, we congratulated
ourselves on the great day and the
fact we had the mountain to
ourselves. We turned to continue the
circuit to Beinn Bheoil and burst out
laughing. Over the next little hill
ahead there were 20 people all
spread out in a jagged line abreast.
There was hardly a rucksack
amongst them and many were in
shorts. They looked as if they were
on a Sunday picnic stroll in the park,
not on one of Scotland’s most remote
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and serious mountains. Chatting to them, we established they were a group of
family and friends and had come by boat across Loch Ericht. That end of Loch
Ericht is quite remote itself so just how they got there I don’t know. Most of them
seemed to be in their early twenties with one or two older, who must have been
parents of some of them. As we chatted, one young woman joined the group
from behind and seemed to be earnestly advising what they should be doing

next, until she looked up, suddenly realised there were strangers in their midst
and stopped in embarrassment, much to the amusement of all.
There were no more encounters during the continuation of the horseshoe and
only an accidental one on my part, with one of the cables on the far side of the
suspension footbridge we had to cross with our bikes. Happily no worse than
minor bruising was sustained and we cycled away into the gathering dusk. On
the way, I felt what I could only think were spots of rain striking my skin. A bit of
thin cloud had been seen, but there was no sign of wetness. It finally dawned on
me that this was an encounter with midges; thousands of them. And they got in
through the ventilation holes in the helmets. And it was a nightmare; literally, as it
became dark and there were problems with lights and I had to keep stopping and the midges loved it.
I could go on. Just when I converted from being a Munro denier to enthusiast I
am not quite sure, but it has been a revelation; planning routes, finding
somewhere new, visiting places I would otherwise never have reached. But, to
expand on a famous saying, it is not what you do that makes the day, but who or
what you meet or see or who you are with.
All photos:
Roger High
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Alpine Meet 2018
Clare Gardiner
If last year’s meet was based in the Disneyland of the Alps, also known as
Chamonix, according to locals, this year we headed to either the Woodstock or
the Yosemite of the Alps. The hamlet of Ailefroide, situated in the valley of
Vallouise, was the MAM’s Alpine base this summer. Over the space of four
weeks a total of 32 MAM members and friends and 1 dog spent anywhere
between a week and three weeks enjoying all that this fantastic corner of the
Alps has to offer. We had been armed with really useful information on the area,
campsite and travel beforehand (thank you Howard!) and then Ben and Su
Downes were the first to arrive on the campsite at the beginning of July.
The campsite is a brilliant base
and seems an institution for
many; many of those we met
had been visiting for years and
there is a very cosmopolitan
feel with campers from Italy,
Sweden, Poland, Holland and
Germany and more. The
campsite spreads over 17
hectares and on busy
weekends there are more than
a thousand campers. There
were a number of French Club
Alpin groups who seemed to
have arrived in mid-June,
found the best spot and set up
camp for the rest of the
s u m m e r. O u r e q u i v a l e n t
advance party were none other
than The Three Wise Men,
also known as Bill Truscott, Bill
Thurston and Mike Durgan.
Clearly proximity to the toilet
facilities and abundance of
shade were not high on the
Ailefroide Campsite
Photo Kieran Eason
Wise Men’s list when selecting
a camping spot; the rest of the
MAM followed their lead and pitched near them enduring afternoons desperately
searching for a shady spot and early mornings trekking to the loo. Thank
goodness for Tony Hayward’s bright yellow van which guided us back to our spot
whenever we got lost. The campsite facilities were reported as much improved
for those MAM members who remember them from the last MAM Alpine Meet at
Ailefroide in the early 80s. Nonetheless there were still only four toilets for a large
section of the campsite and it took a while to get used to the obscure queuing
system. Slacklines were scattered across the campsite with the most exciting
one being set up across the dammed pool and there were campfires every
evening (although every time any MAM members suggested a campfire it
seemed to rain).
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The campsite was a very sociable place; some Wayfarers camped nearby, and
we were also graced with the company of a very enthusiastic Swede who
camped next to us because he ‘loved the British Empire’ (we tried in vain to give
him a quick British history lesson!) Imogen (aged 1) and Jasper (the dog) both
spent most of their time on the campsite and there was plenty to do - Jasper
made friends with every child in the vicinity and Imogen ‘helped’ with the washing
up. Tony Hayward, a prospective member, is Jasper’s owner and Jasper, Tony
and his mum Sue spent almost three weeks on the site. Sue became dog-sitter
extraordinaire when she even managed to adopt a dog overnight so that its
owners could go up to a hut. The Three Wise Men ate every evening at a local
Hotel and also became experts in the local delicacy - Tarte aux Myrtilles.

Tony, Tim, Sarah, Kate, Adrian, Caroline, Maurice, Alexander, Clare, Ian
Photo Sue Hayward

However, there were a number of communal barbecues, which were often
concluded gathered under Sarah and Maurice's awning, sheltering from the rain.
Amongst the participants a multitude of activities were undertaken. The Three
Wise Men, Ros and Mike were walking every day and between them managed to
complete all the walks from Ailefroide in the Cicerone Press guide ‘Walking in the
Écrins' plus those from Pré de Madame Carle. They contributed in no small way
to the estimated 20 trips taken up to the Glacier Blanc Hut during the meet (work
out the height gain...) Imogen was the youngest to get up there (with some
assistance from a Deuter backpack) and I wouldn’t want to speculate on the
identity of the oldest. Ros and Mike added to the challenge of a week’s high
altitude walking by undertaking to arrive at the meet by train. Five trains and a
bus later they arrived, carrying all their camping and walking gear. Other
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members were impressed to be offered a glass of gin and tonic later in the week
- it appears they had even managed to fit in a bottle of gin in too!
Maurice and Sarah arrived for a fleeting visit and managed to see Ros, Mike,
Mike, Bill and Bill before heading off on their own walking adventure. They
completed five days of the GR54 which is a circular route around the Écrins
National Park before rejoining the meet enthusiastic about their walk but with
Maurice nursing an injured ankle which meant walking was painful but climbing,
if followed by much bathing of his ankle in cold water, was possible. Caroline and
Kate, who arrived for a week with Tim also did some local walks as well as a Via
Ferrata, just down the road from Ailefroide. Another group did the Via Ferrata de
la Durance further down the valley, which was quite tough, exposed to the fierce
sun. It was steep and unrelenting but the most terrifying part was the 80m high,
50m long wooden bridge at the end. There was a section missing at the
beginning which meant that a metre long stride across a void was required.
When quizzed about this the owners of this private Via Ferrata merely said that it
added to the ‘ambience’.
If Ailefroide can provide enough walking to keep one busy for a week then a
lifetime of summers would not be enough to get acquainted with all the climbing
and mountaineering possibilities. Kieran and his friends from Extreme Sports
Central (some of whom are prospective members) arrived for a week, sensibly
pitched in the shade and were then hardly spotted as they spent all their time on
the rock. Amongst their exploits for the week they did the Sueur du Boucs, a 5c
multi-pitch, with a big group abseil to finish as Kieran’s rope wasn't long enough
so they all had to go down together - entertainingly cramped belay ledges!
They also did La Snoopy which was an excellent multi-pitch with a quite scary
6a+ pitch in the middle followed by a comparatively tame 6b pitch. The route had
a good mix of all sorts of climbing and even the walk down was interesting! They
then ventured into higher territory and did Roche Faurio, including the summit
ridge. Once back down in the valley they added the ‘Pilier du Levant’ to the list
before heading home to recover!
Phil Jardine, also known as International Mountain Man, arrived on a mini-break
from Chamonix, did the Barre des Écrins (NW arête) and left - if you blinked you
would have missed him but he and friend Dan also managed to fit in Pic du
Glacier d’Arsine and the Écrins Totale route on the Poire which others also
enjoyed later on in the meet. Tim and Adrian set off to attempt the Écrins Totale
but searched in vain and ended up on a much harder route which they then
backed off - Adrian had to resign himself to abandoning a maillon - his second
ever such loss. Phil reports that on the Barre he managed to cross the rimaye
just before the Brèche Lory and climbed the steep mixed slopes back to the
arête. A good strategy when the conditions ‘sont propices’ as it puts you in front
of everyone else! Adrian and Sarah also sampled the delights of the high snow
peaks by heading up to the Dôme de Neige. Reports of sérac collapse just a
week after we left were concerning and led to the huts advising against any
attempts on the Barre or the Dôme.
Towards the end of the meet Alexander Eperon arrived on his bike from Italy. An
impressive feat given the steep final climb. Even more impressive was that he
managed to locate the MAM spot on the vast campsite and surprised his dad
when Ian returned from an evening’s climbing to find Alexander casually drinking
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Sarah Birkill on the approach to the Dôme des Écrins

Photo Adrian Allsopp

Adrian Allsopp admiring the glacier scenery
Photo Sarah Birkill
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Ian Eperon on slabs near the campsite

Photo MauriceBirkill

a beer. Varying teams involving Tony, Ian, Maurice and Alexander completed
River Kwai and Cascade Bleu which had an entertaining waterfall pitch.
There was a vast array of single and multi-pitch climbing just minutes from the
campsite. Maurice and Clare enjoyed an afternoon dodging the thunderstorms
and climbing a number of single pitches - Maurice used the time to also teach
Clare the meaning of ‘French free’ - a cunningly placed sling to pull on was
welcome.
When not climbing or walking there is plenty to do in the valley. The swimming
pool in nearby Pelvoux is a great place to visit and the shady cafés in the village
provided a welcome place for Imogen to practise her walking and bouldering.
The meet ended with the last few remaining members heading off. Alexander
and Ian fitted in an ascent of the Aiguille Dibona on the way home, whilst
Maurice and Sarah managed to fit Clare, Adrian, Imogen and all their camping
stuff into their van for a lift to Briançon (Adrian & Clare’s broken down camper
van meant that they had to continue their journey by train). All in all a great meet.
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Tour of the Oisans – southern section
Sarah Birkill
Before basing ourselves at Ailefroide on the Alpine Meet this summer, Maurice
and I spent five days doing the southern section of the GR54, otherwise known
as the Tour of the Oisans.
Plotted in 1963 and waymarked in 1966, the trek is scenically uplifting as it has
been routed around one of the highest and most dramatic massifs in the Alps.
Our route, which started at Vallouise and finished at Bourg D’Arud, involved
about 6500m of ascent and descent, through remote mountain scenery, crossing
a series of extremely narrow cols which were exposed and often precipitous.
Some of these were at 2700m and were exciting to descend, some were on quite
poor paths, not for the faint-hearted! For overnight accommodation we used
mainly refuges in beautiful settings, where the food and entertainment were
excellent.
Our itinerary was as follows:
Day 1: Vallouise (roadhead at Entre-les-Aygues) to Refuge du Pré de la
Chaumette.
Day 2: Refuge Pré de la Chaumette to Refuge du Clot.
Day 3: Refuge du Clot to Refuge Souffles.
Day 4: Refuge Souffles to Gite d’Etape at Valsenestre.
Day 5: Valsenestre to Bourg D’Arud, transport to Bourg d’Oisans.
As well as impressive mountain ridges, waterfalls and lakes, there were many
marmots posing to be photographed. Due to the challenging nature of the trek,
and also the remoteness of the situation, a good camaraderie developed in the
refuges with our fellow trekkers. Those who did not get hut places were offered a
tent. Specific dietary requirements were catered for. In one hut, the staff acted
out a play in French which told of a stormy disaster, before treating us to sugar
lumps drenched in genepi - a cure for all ills! After Bourg d’Oisans, we returned
to Briançon by minibus from where we took the train to Argentière-la-Besse and
hitched to Vallouise.
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Notes from Norway 20 July to 7 Aug 2018
Mike Blenkinsop
My old climbing mate John, who lives in Stavanger, has had some rough times of
late with medical issues. I promised him last year to get over and do some
climbing, but had to cancel due to a broken collar bone. I made it this year, and
the plan was for a road trip up north to climb the South Pillar of Stetind,
‘Norway’s Mountain’, stopping off at various places to get up to speed, climbing
together again.
First stop was the slabs of Uskedalen, half way to Bergen, where we hiked up
the alpine peak of Geitedalstind, 1210m pretty well from sea-level and climbing
Bob Roger, grade V, between the mist and rain.
With the weather looking wet, we headed north to check out the climbing areas
around Ulevik, off the Hardangerfjord, famous from articles in the climbing press
in the ‘70s. We found nothing to get excited about, but made a note to dig out the
old articles to find out exactly where the climbing was! So, with the weather still
dodgy, we continued heading north to Romsdal.
We woke up to a fantastic day, and headed up to the iconic Romsdalshorn,
1550m, climbing the classic north face route, IV, and abbing back down the same
route off the top, from good bolt anchors. After a day resting we climbed Store
Vengetind, the highest peak in the area, at 1852m, by the equally classic grade V
Dream Diedre/Chicken Head Slab combo, getting back down at 23:00 after 17
hours out on the hill. After another rest day, I hiked Romsdalseggen, claimed to
be Norway’s most beautiful hike. The following day we climbed the grade V south
face of Blånebba, 1421m, reversing back part of the Romsdalseggen on the way
back down. Our final trip was hiking up Store Trolltind, at 1788m the third highest
peak in the area and gawped down the 1000m plumb vertical Troll Wall. The
gneiss rock on the first two routes was fine, being “trade routes”, however on
Blånebba, which probably doesn’t see many ascents, there was a reasonable
amount of big blocks to come down one day!
We camped in a great location in Isfjorden for £15 a night, with full access to the
communal building with showers, laundry, cooking, fridges, sofas and wifi. Much
quieter than in Romsdal itself, but with easy access to the Tindesenter in
Åndalsnes, to get local information on the routes, as the guide books were very
old school, with minimal details – we’ve been spoilt by Rockfax!
We had intended to push on north to Stetind, but while the weather was good in
Romsdal, we didn’t want to look a ‘gift horse in the mouth’. Two other objectives
were Gjuratind, 1690m, and to climb at Klauva, which has the best quality gneiss
rock in the area. With the weather having deteriorated and looking still bad
further north, we decided to check out the Sunnmøre Alps, close to Ålesund.
However, with the weather still pretty miserable, after passing the Unesco World
Heritage Geirangerfjord, we called it a day and headed back to Stavanger.
With the forecast still pretty grim, I cut my losses and headed back home to join
my wife at her sister’s in Arcachon, near Bordeaux, for some good grub, wine,
sun, cycling, fishing, & diving. A nice “reward” after all the efforts in Norway.
However, I’m already dreaming of Stetind again and the next trip back – Plan A
didn’t quite work out this year, but Romsdal was a pretty good Plan B!
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Looking back along the Romsdalseggen ridge towards Vengetind on the left,
Blånebba and Romsdalshorn in the centre, and the Troll Wall to the right.

Romsdalshorn
Climbing on Vengetind

Troll Wall
Trolls
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SOME YOU MAY HAVE MISSED

Dave Roberts

No, not a hill or mountain yet to be done or a climb unticked in the margin of your
guide but a few books. Every sport or pastime has a literature. I think it fair to
suggest that mountaineering has a literature greater than any other in both
quantity and quality. In any library the section on mountaineering is likely to be
bigger than that of any other sporting section. The reason lies in the variety and
intensity of the mountain experience; the fear, the anticipation, the elation, the
commitment, the camaraderie; you can make your own lists.
I want to mention four books, all quite different from one another, which in their
own ways serve to make the point. They are an expedition book, a biography, a
novel and one which is a sort of cross between a detective story and a
biography, though there are two books looked at in parallel here.
The first is The Last Blue Mountain by Ralph Barker, first
published in 1959. There are many books and articles
about deaths and mishaps in the mountains; indeed, the
possibility of untoward events is probably part of the
attraction of books of this nature. Think about the
Germans on Nanga Parbat in the 1930s, almost any
book about K2, Toni Kurz on the Eiger, Joe Simpson in
the Andes, Bonatti and Mazeaud’s party on the Central
Pillar of Freney, the list is long. The Last Blue Mountain
is of this nature, though I suspect that it is largely
forgotten now; the events progressed almost with the
inevitability of a Greek tragedy.
Bernard Jillot, an Oxford University student, recruited
three fellow students to attempt the unclimbed 24,270
feet Haramosh 1 in the Karakoram in 1957, Rae Culbert, John Emery and Scott
Hamilton who was not primarily a climber but who was more involved with
organization and surveying. Aware of their inexperience they also enlisted the
highly experienced Tony Streather, an army officer who had recently summitted
Kangchenchunga as one of the second pair after Joe Brown and George Band.
Having served in Pakistan he had local knowledge.
Haramosh 1 was separated from the lower Haramosh 2 by a ridge about three
miles long from which dropped the formidable north face of the Haramosh
massif. They could not climb this so had to traverse below this face from the H 1
end to the H 2 end. Here the northeast ridge of H 2 dropped down to them; this
was unclimbable as well but they climbed across the bottom corner of the north
face and then crossed the ridge to gain the steep and severely crevassed
Haramosh Glacier. This and snow slopes above would gain a ridge leading to H
2 so that the ridge between the two mountains could be traversed above the
north face to H 1. They were severely delayed by bad weather, difficult route
finding with unfriendly crevasses and by striking porters. Time was running out
and they realised the most they could hope for was an ascent of H 2 and an
assessment of the ridge onward to H 1. Eventually Camp IV was established on
a ridge leading to H 2 at 20,000 feet, about 2000 feet below its top.
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15 Sept. 11.00 The four main climbers leave Camp IV (Hamilton stayed at a
lower camp) and reach the upper part of the northeast ridge. They see that the
ridge between the two Haramoshes is beyond their abilities and in any case they
have very little time left. Before turning back Jillot and Emery go a bit further up
the ridge for a better view. The ridge avalanches and they vanish down the north
face, over an ice cliff and a bergschrund, stopping after many hundreds of feet in
a snow basin. Emery has dislocated his hip, which by chance pops back into
place soon after, both have lost their ice axes, Emery his gloves and Jillot the
glove of one hand. To the right the ice cliff petered out; they traverse the lip of the
crevasse to that point, cross it and try to climb the ice slope above; without axes
they both fall, clearing the crevasse. They traverse back to the point at which
their fall had ended and settle for a long, cold night. Streather and Culbert can
see where they are and retreat to Camp IV for food, clothes and ropes, then
climb back up to the ridge.
15 Sept. 20.00 By torchlight Streather and Culbert down-climb a line parallel to
the avalanche track, until level with the top of the ice cliff.
16 Sept. Morning. They start to traverse above the cliff. In the days before
modern crampons and axes this involved step cutting in ice all the way. They
reach the point where the cliff peters out; Culbert loses a crampon. Fortunately a
layer of snow allows a scary down climb and they are all reunited. Streather and
Culbert have been climbing for about 30 hours.
16 Sept. Evening and night. Jillot and Emery are in no state for another night out
so they all try to climb back up to the traverse. They reach about 250 feet twice
but with their depleted gear fall back down. Streather and Culbert lose their axes.
They bivouac in the crevasse.
17 Sept. Morning. Emery has frostbitten hands, Culbert a frostbitten foot, Jillot
appears concussed, they have no axes. Streather tries to lead them out again; at
the point of their last fall back to the crevasse he finds Culbert’s axe and is able
to top-rope the others up to the traverse. With no good means to belay they
climb solo back along the traverse, painfully slowly, cleaning out the holds as
they go. Near the end of the traverse Culbert is unable to manage with his one
crampon. Streather climbs up to give him a belay from their only axe. Culbert
falls and drags Streather off. They both fall over the left end of the ice cliff,
suffering no injuries but are exhausted. They bivouac in a crevasse.
17 Sept. Night. Jillot and Emery have seen them and are now in a position to get
back to Camp IV. They eventually reach the top of the avalanche and set off
down to Camp IV; Emery is exhausted and Jillot pulls ahead, following their
ascent tracks. In the dark Emery diverges from the tracks into a crevasse area
and falls into one. Inside the crevasse he lapses into unconsciousness.
18 Sept. Morning. Emery wakes and manages to escape only to collapse again.
About mid-morning he comes to and struggles on, half crawling. He finds Jillot’s
tracks; at one point they veer off the line of ascent going left to the edge
overlooking a drop of thousands of feet to the valley and over the edge. He must
have walked over the edge in the dark. Emery reaches Camp IV and tries to
prepare food and drink; his hands are useless with frostbite. Meanwhile
Streather has no idea if the others are safe; he and Culbert have to try to
escape, but one of Culbert’s feet is useless and he is extremely groggy. They
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traverse back along the crevasse to where they all had started to escape the
previous day. Streather starts up towards the traverse, punching the snow for
purchase. Culbert tries too but constantly falls back then gives up. Will Emery
and Jillot be coming for them with food and drink? No sign of them. Streather
knows that Culbert will never get out without considerable help; all he can do is
to find the others. He manages to reverse the traverse again and eventually gets
back to Camp IV. He and Emery spend the rest of the day trying to rehydrate and
thinking about Culbert. Can they go back for him? The truth is that they can’t.
Emery’s feet are frozen to mid foot, his hands also frozen; both are utterly spent.
They had all survived three nights in the open; another could well be fatal. If
Streather does not get Emery down he may die and Streather could do nothing
for Culbert who may already be dead.
19 Sept. They take all day to get to Camp III where Hamilton takes care of them
and then another few days down to Camp I where they meet their porters.
Is there any more to say? This is a well written book by a professional journalist,
not a climber, who was asked to do the job using interviews with the survivors
and diaries, notes and photos from the expedition.
Mountaineering literature is full of biography and memoirs. I think we like
climbing biography. Is it because we can feel much closer to the authors than we
can to, say, political or show biz biographers? We do the same stuff, it’s just that
we have never done so much, so well, so often. There’s always a chance that we
might have met them; on the hill, in the pub, at a BMC function, in a hut.
If talking about ‘so much, so well, so often’ then High
Endeavours, The Life and Legend of Robin Smith by Jimmy
Cruickshank, published in 2005, stands out. Robin streaked
across the firmament of Scottish climbing like a wayward
meteor only to vanish suddenly with his early death. He was
born in Calcutta where his father was a naval architect. At
the age of eight he and his brother and sister were sent
‘home’ to Scotland for a boarding school education. A
teacher who was a climber took him under his wing; he was
introduced to other climbers, encouraged school friends to
climb (the book’s author was one) and before long he had a
reputation as an up and coming star in the then small and
close knit Scottish climbing world.
He read Moral Philosophy at Edinburgh University starting in 1956, joined the
University Mountaineering Club and the Scottish Mountaineering Club soon after.
Over the next five years he climbed relentlessly with members of the EUMC and
SMC and with anyone he could find; mixed in with all other climbs were about 30
first ascents of from HVS 5a to E2 5c. This was at the same time as Joe Brown
was doing first ascents of about the same standard in Wales, though Robin’s
climbs were largely under the radar. They were scattered across the Highlands
from Arran to the Northwest often on seriously big crags, in poor conditions,
hours from a road, bedevilled by the usual dodgy Scottish weather, the then poor
nature of Highland roads and the vagaries of student transport. One has a vision
of his waif-like figure flitting across the hills, dressed in the most worn out of
clothing and with alarmingly minimalist climbing gear. Mention of a few of his
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best known routes illustrates just how he was pushing out the Scottish boat:
Shibboleth (Buachaille Etive Mor), Yo-Yo (Aonach Dubh), The Bat (Carn Dearg
Buttress), The Long Wait (Etive Slabs), Thunder Rib (Skye), Gob (Carnmore),
The Needle (Shelter Stone Crag).
But that was all in summer. Scotland also has winters or at least it did in those
days. He was no less prolific in winter first ascents and this was just before the
advent of modern ice climbing equipment and techniques and at a time when top
level winter climbing involved hours of overhead one-handed step cutting, no
decent protection methods and primitive crampons. His best known exploit
involved a week in the CIC Hut on Ben Nevis with Jimmy Marshall; after the
second ascent of Point Five Gully in a short day (first ascent had been spread
over five days) they did six first ascents in six days, all at the top end of the
standards of the day, in a flurry of late starts, night descents from the plateau
back to the hut, borrowed gear, dropped ice axes and general chaos. Among
these first ascents were the Orion Face and Gardyloo Buttress.
From the above it will be clear that he did not allow his studies to interfere with
his climbing. Nor did he allow climbing to interfere with his studies. He was well
remembered by his tutors as idiosyncratic, argumentative and as having an
outstanding grasp of Logic and Philosophy. He won the Year medal and was
accepted to study for a Doctorate at London University (where was he going to
climb at weekends?) He was argumentative by nature, at times irresponsible,
feckless and never punctual, proudly Scottish (his family hailed from the Arrochar
area) and not kindly inclined to English climbers. He did the seventh ascent of
Cenotaph Corner, taking six hours which he explained away by saying that he
could have been quicker but did not want to embarrass the locals. He could at
times be slow but with dogged determination. He also did the first ascents of
Leverage and Chartreuse on Scafell’s East Buttress.
And there is more. In 1959 the Walker Spur of the Grandes Jorasses had not
had a British ascent and was a prize waiting to be taken. A strong team of Don
Whillans, John Streetly, Hamish McInnes and Les Brown did it, a bit puzzled to
find an empty Smarties packet near the top. Back in the valley they found that
they had been beaten to it by one day by Robin and Gunn Clark. Other Alpine
exploits were attended with the same unplanned chaos as his domestic climbing.
An ascent of the monstrously overhanging Diretissima of the Cima Ovest
included a bivouac in slings where a plan to haul up duvets and hot food ended
in only partial success when the rucksack containing, among other things, a hot
meat and potato stew turned turtle while being hauled. He and “Goofy” did the
first British ascent of the formidable North Wall of the Fiescherwand in nearwinter conditions, two bivouacs with no bivouac gear, and having started with no
map, no guide and almost no food and drink. It was Goofy’s first Alpine route.
Robin wrote prolifically for the UEMC Journal and the SMC Journal. His style
was unique; puns, neologisms, alliterations tumbled over themselves; the most
graphic of images were conjured up. He has been hailed as the most innovative
mountain writer in Britain for years. Some of his better known pieces, such as
“The Old Man and the Mountains” (that winter week on the Ben) and “The Bat
and the Wicked” have been quoted and anthologised many times.
In 1962 he was included in a Scottish/English party to climb in the Pamirs with a
party of Russian climbers. For their first climb Robin teamed up with Wilf Noyce
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and two Russians to climb Pic Garmo at over 21,000 feet, climbing on two
separate ropes. Shortly after starting to descend Wilf and Robin fell and
continued falling many hundreds of feet to their deaths.
Robin was only 23; one has to wonder what his future might otherwise have
been; perhaps Scotland’s best ever climber and mountaineer, even Britain’s best.
This book, written by an old friend, has been very well researched and looks at
the man as well as the climber. For anyone interested in the history and
development of Scottish and British climbing it is a must. One of its virtues is that
it contains just about the whole of Robin’s output as a writer - including my
favourite, the almost bewildering ‘Goofy’s Last Climb’ (the Fiescherwand) usually at relevant points in the narrative and, in effect, is the only anthology of
his work.
And now, a novel. A novel? Surely there are many better climbing books than
mere novels? Yes, probably. And there aren’t any decent climbing novels
anyway, are there? Well, there are more than you might think. And collections of
short stories as well; look for Geoffrey Dutton and Anne Sauvy. It is true to say
that there are few novels set in the sporting world at large, the chief exception
being in the horse racing world and then due mainly to the highly successful
efforts of Dick Francis. Novels tell stories, either little potboiling stories or spilling
a little light onto our world. Climbing novels may be divided into two overlapping
groups, those in which climbing is integral to the structure of the book and may
tell us a little about climbing and climbers, such as Roger Hubank’s Hazards Way
and M John Harrison’s Climbers, and those in which climbing is a background to
a story which could have been adjusted to a different background, like the
successful series of whodunits by both Showell Styles and Gwen Moffat.
My choice of novel is One Green Bottle by Elizabeth
Coxhead published in 1951 and in print for many
years afterwards. Coxhead was an enthusiastic
climber; she wrote several novels but is better known
for women’s biographies. She was regarded as a
feminist and as sympathetic in her treatment of
unmarried couples. I am aware that some may find its
style dated but it is a book of its time; in fact, bearing
in mind its publication date and its social setting of
post-World War II austerity and hope, it came to be
seen as a landmark book. I unashamedly admit that it
has a personal and somewhat romanticised appeal for
me. It is set round a thinly disguised Idwal Youth
Hostel and the climbers and walkers who stayed there
regularly. I started my rather paltry climbing career in
about 1956 as an impressionable teenager with solo hill walking based on
Ogwen Cottage, at that time a guest house catering mostly for walkers and
climbers; it was very much to my advantage that it was run by my great-aunt
Jane and her daughter and granddaughter. If they had room I could stay
anytime. I loved it and listened to (and tried to join in) the tales of (low level)
derring-do at mealtimes; there were some decidedly eccentric characters there. I
first read One Green Bottle at around the transition from schoolboy to University
student and realised that although I had had little contact with the Youth Hostel
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crowd it was all about the fictional equivalent of people who were at Ogwen only
about six or eight years before I had been there and with whom I felt I could
identify.
One Green Bottle is certainly a novel about climbing. Coxhead knows her Ogwen
and knows her crags. It was met with considerable critical acclaim; ‘started a new
direction in mountain writing’, ’by far the best novel about climbing’, ‘climbing
literature’s first working class hero.’ It is still held to be a classic. The then Bishop
of Chester condemned it for its moral tone, which probably helped its sales
figures. Eighteen year old Cathy Canning is a laundry worker from the mean
slums of Birkenhead. By chance she finds the mountains and rock climbing, over
a few years spending as many weekends as she can at the Ogwen Hostel,
escaping from her dreary background and any expectations about her and Billy
Powell, a worthless young criminal who lives with her family. Slowly she learns
about worlds other than the Birkenhead slums; she grows in self-confidence and
feelings of self-worth. She earns the respect of others and learns about love. She
falls in love with Christopher, a school teacher and they live together in a caravan
at Ogwen at weekends, “living in sin” as the good Bishop would no doubt have
called it.
But this is also a novel about class and gender and the particular expectations
existing at that time. When the end comes it is sudden and cruel. She has
broken with Christopher and has been winding herself up for the big lead which
may well be a disguised Great Slab on Cloggy. The climb goes well and then
Cathy suddenly turns her back on Ogwen, on her friends and all she has learned
and goes back to Birkenhead and to Billy Powell, just out of jail. Didn’t she
deserve better, a happiness built on her new-found strengths? But her new-found
strengths enable her, instead, to face up to and embrace the expectations of her
place in society; the laundry girl goes back to the slums. It seemed a bit shocking
at the time but it was believable; Coxhead would not have got away with it twenty
years later.
So what happened to Cathy Canning? Nothing, of course, she was a fictional
construct. In the 1980s Jim Perrin wrote articles for the magazine Climber and
Hillwalker with the general theme of ‘On the Rock With… ‘ in which he would
have a day’s climbing with someone and interview them while doing so. He wrote
one entitled ‘On The Rock With Cathy Powell.’ In it he relates an evening soloing
Grooved Arete on Tryfan, seeing another climber also soloing ahead of him.
They meet on the summit. The other climber is a woman, middle aged plus,
dressed in out of date clothes and nailed boots who introduces herself as Cathy
Powell. She is oddly unnerving, talking about Ogwen and the climbs as things of
the past, from another life as though she was a character in a book, only able to
climb what her author decided for her and about a loveless, abusive marriage
away from the hills, which she clearly loves. They go their separate ways and
Jim takes a photo with her in shot silhouetted against the evening light. When the
film comes back from processing the shot is there but she is missing from it.
Shortly after he reads One Green Bottle and realises that she was talking about
events from the book. You can’t meet the ghost of a fictional character; or can
you?
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The fourth book is Climbing Days by Dan
Richards published in 2016. Students of British
climbing history and literature may recognise
the title; there is a book of the same name by
Dorothy Pilley published in 1935. Dorothy (born
in 1894 and christened Dorothea) was among
the foremost British women climbers of the first
quarter of the twentieth century, perhaps the
foremost. Climbing Days is a memoir rather
than autobiography and chronicles her climbing
from its start to 1928 where it stops abruptly. It says much about Dorothy the
climber and very little else; almost nothing about family, where she lives, how she
is employed, life away from the mountains. Her first ascent of Snowdon is on
page 2; by page 6 she is climbing with some of the best known climbers in
Wales; by page 15 she is climbing with I A Richards (always known as I A R) who
became her lifelong climbing companion and later her husband, though there is
no mention of how they met. She progressed through some of the better Welsh
climbs of the day including the first ascents of Holly Tree Wall, Other Kingdom
and Home Climb; it was I A R who had spied out the lines of Faith, Hope and
Charity and done their first ascents and also that of Oblique Buttress. They also
climbed in the Lakes, again doing the better routes. Here we find she has a
brother, Will, mentioned only because they climbed together.
Then it was Skye and in 1920 the first visit to the Alps. She was clearly in her
element. The next year she traversed the Matterhorn, up the Zmutt Ridge and
down the Hörnli, guided of course; that is how such climbs were usually done
then. After that it was a steady progression through the major peaks of the Alps
with I A R, sometimes unguided, sometimes with the guide Joseph Georges who
became a lifelong friend. Among other things they did the second ascent of the
North-East Ridge of the Jungfrau. They also visited Corsica and the Pyrenees
and between 1925 and 1927 spent two years wandering some of the world’s
mountains: the Tatra, the Canadian Rockies and Selkirks where they did
mountains which are still today’s favourites such as Hungabee, Victoria and Sir
Donald among many others, Glacier National Park and Mt Hood in the USA, Mt
Fuji and the Himalayas. It is unclear how they were able to do this; private
means? She does not bother to mention that she and I A R married in Honolulu
during this time.
In 1928 it was back to the Alps and a full season culminating in the first ascent of
the North-North-West Ridge of the Dent Blanche with Joseph Georges,
nowadays graded D+. And there the book ends. It could be thought that a book
so narrow in its focus could be rather one dimensional; not so, it is full of asides,
and comments on all sorts of things, the descriptions of climbs, huts, and other
climbers met are lucid and often witty. The writing seems quite modern. This is
one of the best of all British books on climbing.
Dan Richards is Dorothy’s great-great nephew. He was born a couple of years
after she died and as is so often the case he really knew little about her other
than odd mentions within the family. He did know a bit about I A R who was a
distinguished academic, literary critic and poet and had even attended a lecture
about him while doing English at University. Dan’s father remembered visits from
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the couple on their returns from world travelling; they were somehow mysterious
and important, but who were they? Dan resolved to find out about her.
An obvious starting place was I A R’s one time colleagues at Magdalen College,
Cambridge which also houses the Richards archive. They were well
remembered; Dorothy was strong willed and unconventional, perhaps a lady who
would as soon be one of the raggle taggle gypsies. In her book she had made
much of her views that women climbers should stand up and be a force in their
own right. She was friendly with Pat Kelly, founder of the women-only Pinnacle
Club and was one of the original members. The PC entertained Dan to a
dreadfully wet few days in their hut in Nant Gwynant where he learned more
about her attachment to Welsh climbing; at one time Dorothy edited the PC
Journal. Deciding that he should learn a bit about climbing if he was going to
learn about Dorothy he went on a winter climbing course in the Cairngorms; it
seems to have made quite an impression on him.
He talked to two of Dorothy’s surviving nephews, learning much about her family
background and early years. She was one of four children; as a girl growing up in
a well-to-do London family she probably suffered middle class Edwardian
repression; girls were weighed down with draconian ‘Rules of Engagement’ with
the outside world that resulted in a narrow life characterised mainly by boredom.
She had one great friend, Winifred Ellerman to whom she remained close the
rest of her life. On Dorothy’s 20th birthday she went with her Aunt Clara and
cousin Elsie McNaught for a visit to Snowdonia staying, at the Pen y Pass Hotel.
Away from the stifling conventions of London they obviously had a jolly good
time. They walked, ate soggy sandwiches seated in puddles, got lost, and had to
descend Cwm y Llan in the dark. It was a watershed event; the following year
Dorothy and Winifred somehow managed to visit Snowdonia unchaperoned.
Later Winifred wrote of the day that it became clear that Dorothy had found her
future ‘I was there the day that it all began and have always been grateful; she
widened my world’.
One of the nephews was Anthony Pilley, living in Barcelona, who had obviously
been quite close to Dorothy in her later years; he had recorded a conversation
with her in 1985, the year before she died at the age of 92. The tape is full of
snippets about her early life and family, how she hated her boarding school and
her intentions of going back to America to visit her friends. Anthony also
recounted how they spent the last New Year of her life in the Glen Brittle Hut with
a group of Scottish climbers, a night of music and whisky.
I A R was involved with the Basic English movement, an attempt to construct a
simple outline of the language to aid foreign learners. As a result of this and
other academic appointments the couple spent some years in China in the 1930s
and then at Harvard in the USA. In fact they spent most of their time abroad for
over 40 years; wherever they went they climbed: Yunnan, the Japanese Alps, the
Diamond Mountains of Korea, the Canadian Rockies and from Harvard, the
White Mountains most weekends. In 1958 a car crash left Dorothy with a badly
damaged hip which resulted in some lameness. They went back to the Alps most
summers, using télépheriques and chairlifts to help with high level and hut to hut
walks. They also camped in Peru and in 1966 they were taken by helicopter to
the Cabane Rossier to take part in the celebrations surrounding the first ascent
of the Dent Blanche. Her last big climb was Mt Hood in Oregon in 1968.
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They returned from Harvard to Cambridge in 1975. I A R died in 1979. After the
Alpine and Ladies Alpine clubs merged she became the first woman VicePresident of the Alpine Club; she lived in the house provided for them at
Magdalene College and took part in Alpine Club, FRCC and PC affairs with
gusto. She resented growing old and its attendant ills but her spirit never
diminished.
The central issue in all this is, of course, Dorothy the climber, especially the
climbing recounted in her book, culminating in that first ascent on the Dent
Blanche. The second part of Dan’s book is his account of a journey to the Swiss
Alps with his father, Tim who, unlike Dan, is a climber and who, some years
before, had done the Dent Blanche by one of its easier routes. Dan’s intention
was to visit the villages and huts that Dorothy and I A R had, in an attempt to
gain some feeling for what it was like for them, admitting that things will be very
different after an interval of some 90 years; but even the differences will be
instructive. They make an attempt on the Dent Blanche by the voie normale,
rescuing a member of a startlingly incompetent Catalan trio on the way. That all
took much time; they retreated and then bivouacked. They tracked down a
number of people who knew the Richardses in their later years of wandering in
the Alps and who were well aware of their accomplishments. Joseph Georges
died in 1960. They met André Georges, Joseph’s great nephew, also a guide,
who had soloed the North-North-West Ridge of the Dent Blanche in winter twice
and who showed them the only piton Joseph had put in the route on the first
ascent which someone had removed and given to him, hand forged by Joseph
himself. André is a well-known Swiss mountaineer in his own right, having
climbed nine of the fourteen 8000 metre peaks.
Later, Dan used Dorothy’s copious diaries to follow her round the Lake District
and then, in 2015, came the one thing remaining; an ascent of the Dent Blanche
itself. The original plan was that André Georges would take him up it but André’s
leg was in plaster after an ankle operation; he recommended a friend Jean-Noel
Bovier. They made a fast ascent of the voie normale; Jean-Noel seems to have
rather bullied Dan up it, having the odd habit of calling him Mr Richards
whenever he thought that Dan was being slow or not competent but calling him
Dan if he did an awkward bit well.
A few final thoughts and the book ends. Job done, really. Dorothy and I A R are
no longer the rather austere strangers that Dan had heard about flitting into the
family life at odd times. Dan’s Climbing Days is an excellent book but for the full
Dorothy Pilley experience why not read both books? They are totally
complementary and together the combination of Dorothy’s enthusiasm and
sense of adventure and Dan’s voyage of discovery and sheer writing skill make a
whole which is immensely satisfying.
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Friends Departed and Remembered
Tim Edwards 1949-2018

Whatever he was doing, he threw himself into it whole-heartedly, whether it was
working, managing the conversion of Star Cottage, studying, arranging walking
or climbing trips or arguing until he was blue in the face about some point on
politics, glass of wine or whisky in hand.
Tim was the only surviving son of a farm labourer and land-army girl and spent
his early days in a close-knit rural village in Shropshire, his first teacher having
taught his father before him. He later recalled the freedom of those days as
being happy although his father died when Tim was nine.
An enthusiastic teacher at Tim’s grammar school took his young charges to the
Welsh mountains and Tim was hooked. Regular cycle rides with school friends to
North Wales and to nearby Pontesford Rocks punctuated his schooldays giving
him his early experiences of mountaineering and rock climbing.
His time at Warwick University was a mixed bag. On the plus side membership of
WUMC and the beginning of his life-long climbing partnership with Geoff Mee
improved his climbing immensely and he met Sue. On the minus side he did not
enjoy the Physics course and gained his degree (in Maths) later the hard way via
Birkbeck College while holding down a full time job.
Tim and Sue married in 1970. On the wedding cake the decoration depicted a
climber roped to his second who was scaling the icing. This sparked a
conversation between one of the guests, Ted Lloyd (MAM) and Tim about the
club and Tim and Sue started meeting with the London Section at the Ski Club,
Harrison’s Rocks and the huts.
After his first job as a Cobol programmer at the Post Office (NDPS) in London
and on his 24th birthday he joined ICL (International Computers, now Fujitsu
Services) where he spent nearly the next quarter of a century working his way up
through the many aspects of the IT industry to IT programme directorship.
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During this employment, in 1974, Tim accepted a posting to that well-known
mountainous region called Holland, having borrowed the school atlas from the
children next door to find out exactly where it was (he had not been abroad
before). He and Sue took full advantage of living in continental Europe and
explored climbing areas of Luxembourg and Belgium largely along the old
Siegfried Line. They made their first foray into the high Alps in Austria and over
the years returned many times.
His subsequent move to the Black Forest in Germany a year or so later offered
more opportunities for exploration, climbing and cross-country skiing.
The family returned to the UK in 1977 with one child and another on the way. Tim
joined the MAM in 1978 and persuaded Geoff and Tony from Warwick days to
join as well. They hit the UK climbing scene.
Tim involved his family in his sport. Some of Tom’s early life was in a playpen
under Harrison’s Rocks and as soon as they could walk, Tom and Ed were tied
into a rope and encouraged to climb. On one occasion Tim tied the whole family
together (including the dog) and completed the Snowdon Horseshoe Alpine style.
The family joined the annual MAM Alpine meet for several happy years. Over
these years Tim in the company of various MAM members climbed several of the
high snowy Alps including the Écrins and Mont Blanc. On the Meije they reached
the hut and experienced St Elmo’s Fire, but the storms experienced provoked a
strategic withdrawal, according to Mike Durgan. Bouldering at Fontainebleau was
the stop-off on the way back to the ferry.
Pursuing his apparent penchant for non-mountainous workplaces, he moved the
family to Dubai in the mid-1980s. In those days this was classified as a ‘hardship
posting’. He became proficient at wind-surfing, snorkelling and squash. There
was not much in the way of hardship.
Not long after his return to the UK in 1987, he joined the MAM committee as an
ordinary member just after the time the Glan Dena hut had been rebuilt. This
coincided with ever-increasing demands from his work on major IT projects,
supporting, then later directing, projects for customers such as Fleet Air Arm,
Waitrose, Marks and Spencer.
On his 47th birthday he joined IBM as a project director. Although he enjoyed the
customers (Dresdner Kleinwort Benson and Clifford Chance), the commute
between Chepstow and the City of London interfered with his climbing. After a
brief affair with F-International (now Xansa) he took redundancy, signed on and
he and the dog set about a concentrated exploration on foot of the local area,
carrying out a detailed voluntary footpath survey for Monmouth county council as
well.
Through work contacts he entered the consultancy market, set up his own
company in 2003 and was soon to be found jetting around Europe until his
retirement, variously for BP, EXXON and Siemens Nixdorf. Between times he
kept up his climbing and began walking long-distance footpaths in UK and
Europe; West Highland Way, Offa’s Dyke, Wainwright’s Coast to Coast, GR20 in
Corsica, South West Coastal Path, etc.
He had ten years of retirement, during which he got really busy. Annual trips to
Kalymnos, MAM trips to the Ariège, Sicily, Fontainebleau, the Calanques, Costa
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Blanca, meeting Tom most weeks on the climbing wall, exploring other European
climbing areas, eg Sardinia, with Ed, and regular trips to Stanage Edge, the
Roaches, Froggatt, etc.
Tim became very interested in politics; he amassed an ever-expanding library of
modern political books. He graduated from the Open University with a degree in
politics, sociology and criminology in 2013 and was planning his Masters to
follow his presidency of the MAM (2014-16). He was an active member of the
Labour Party, until after the 2016 leadership election.
He loved debate - the louder and more robust the better. He read prodigiously
and loved music in its many guises, from Hard Metal through Gilbert and Sullivan
to Mozart.
During Tim’s presidency, the Club received a generous legacy from Cliff May.
Having always believed that the MAM should own a Peak District hut, Tim saw
this as a golden opportunity and campaigned for the funds to be used to provide
such. Sarah led the group that trawled through an unbelievable number of
properties and the 2016 AGM ratified the purchase of Star Cottage. Tim led the
refurbishment that engaged over 50 MAM members as well as a raft of local
tradespeople. The result is testament to the ingenuity of the MAM.
A year after the new hut opened for business, on 8 June 2018, Tim and Sue
drove to Star Cottage together to meet Geoff. Tim died that day in Horseshoe
Quarry near Stoney Middleton doing something he loved: climbing and that with
his lifelong climbing partner. He was full of life and enthusiasm right up to the
very last minute and whilst he will be sorely missed by family and friends, he
should be mourned and missed without regrets.
Sue Edwards

Tim climbing at Grande Dalle, Ariège
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Michael (Mike) Nicholson 1938-2017

Mike joined the MAM in 1970 after meeting John Braithwaite in a pub in Kinver.
They had become good friends as both had a farming background (John was a
farmer, Mike was brought up on a farm) and both loved being in the hills.
However, he had been walking in the hills long before that, having made his first
ever trip to Scotland while he was still at university. His dad, somewhat
heroically, had lent him the family’s Morris Oxford so that he could drive three of
his friends up to Skye where they camped in Glen Brittle. In time-honoured
fashion they were eaten alive by midges (it was August after all), but they
managed to climb up onto the Cuillin Main Ridge and to gaze at the Inaccessible
Pinnacle before escaping to a seashore campsite at Staffin.
A couple of years later Mike and his cousin decided to try some real rock
climbing. They camped in the meadow next to Gatesgarth Farm at the Honister
end of Buttermere and armed with the Fell and Rock Climbing Club Guide to
Buttermere and Newlands, they walked up to Birkness Combe, the hanging
valley below High Stile, and cautiously embarked on a selection of the climbs on
Grey Crag. Mike even led a Severe which they celebrated with a meal of rather
salty stewed plums (they hadn’t paid much attention to labelling their supplies
and managed to mix their salt and sugar rations).
This experience didn’t turn Mike into a crag rat but gave him and his cousin
enough confidence at moving on steep rock to tackle some of the easier mixed
routes on high alpine peaks. For three years in succession between 1963-65
they went with two other friends to Switzerland going twice to Grindelwald and
then to Zermatt in order to experience the majestic 4000 metre plus peaks of the
High Alps, employing local guides to lead them up routes on the ‘big ones’ such
as the Wetterhorn and the Jungfrau.
Mike introduced Jill to the MAM and together they took part in many MAM meets
at Glan Dena and Low House. On their own and with the MAM they also enjoyed
camping trips to Scotland attending at least one Fort William meet. They were
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also regular attenders at Dave Roberts’ Muir Cottage meets near Braemar; Dave
particularly remembers Mike’s gift for finding pole position by the stove in the
evenings! Mike also distinguished himself from the rest of the MAM by always
being absolutely sure what he was going to do the next day - predictably it
usually involved a very long walk (he never descended to the use of a bike for
the long approaches) with a minimum of equipment but lots of food. One of his
best days was walking from Aviemore to Muir not via the Lairig Ghru but over the
summits of Braeriach and Cairn Toul, a very, very long way. On another occasion
Mike turned up with his ankle quite freshly out of plaster after breaking it on the
golf course (not playing golf but walking the dog!) but, true to his usual grit and
determination, it did not seem to slow him down at all.
Although never on the committee, Mike was always prepared to step up and be
involved behind the scenes in the MAM. He supported Jill when she organised
Low House Anniversary Dinners for several years, and also helped her run the
Painting in the Hills meets which later evolved into the Bus Pass meets which
are still run now by Stuart Eason.
In addition to his MAM activities Mike regularly walked in Northumberland when
he and Jill lived in Hexham and since they moved to Much Wenlock in
Shropshire where he regularly did 10-15 mile walks and was also to be seen with
his rucksack and loppers keeping ‘his’ stretch of footpath clear for the benefit of
other walkers.
Mike was a natural adventurer. He hated following paths, much preferring to
make his own way using a compass, much to Jill’s despair. He made five tough
backpacking trips to Iceland (camping of course) and later he and Jill celebrated
their 60th birthdays by going to Antarctica and Greenland. Mike was involved in
the first ascent of Hump Back Peak in Antarctica (so named because the party
had seen hump backed whales in the bay) and during their trip to Greenland
(camping again of course and living only on dried food) they distinguished
themselves by being by far the oldest and fittest of the group.
When not in the hills, Mike was usually to be found playing chess. At 14 he had
become Lincolnshire Junior Chess Champion and later played with local chess
clubs, becoming President of the Northumbrian Chess Federation. He played to
a very high standard and reached the rank of International Master after he
represented England at correspondence (postal and on-line) chess. In that
capacity he played chess with people all over the world, often playing a dozen or
so games concurrently late into the night and filling notebook after notebook with
potential moves. Many of his opponents became firm friends.
He will be missed by all who knew him in the MAM, but particularly by Jill, Tim,
Lisa and William (also a member of the MAM and fearless long distance walker).
He leaves behind a lot of very good memories of a great companion both at
home and in the hills.
Sue Margetts
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Neil Sinclair Boggon 1927-2017

Overlooking Buttermere and Crummock Water

“If you endow me with all the virtues, those who know me will think they have
come to the wrong place”, said Neil in the notes he left for his funeral. Alongside
this, he asked that any tribute given remind those who only saw him ‘as a
crotchety old grandad’ that he once ran for his school, university, county and
club.
Neil grew up in London, attending Highgate School, went on to study engineering
at Cambridge and did a Masters in Industrial Engineering at New York University,
As a young man Neil was rather taken by an attractive woman he met at a
friend’s party. He was reminded by the friend that he had been given Janet’s
address a year previously and done nothing about it. By way of an apology, he
took her to a concert. They married in Ludlow in 1956 and went on to have 4
children. Two of them are members of the MAM.
He had a career in manufacturing and then joined Coopers and Lybrand (now
PwC), where he joined the consulting practice - he was the first non-accountant
partner. When the Government investigated the failing DeLorean Motor
Company, it was Neil who was called in.
In retirement he took on several non-executive roles including that of Chairman
at Langdale Leisure. He also played an active role in his church and in the
redevelopment of Low House.
In fact, Neil’s greatest contribution to the MAM was his leadership of that three
year project, extending the building into the remains of the old barn to give vastly
improved facilities and extra sleeping. The challenge was to meet the needs and
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wishes of some 500 members within the constraints of a 17th century building.
The successful outcome is a lasting tribute to Neil’s management skills.
Members have benefitted ever since its completion in 1994.
The hills always played a large part in Neil’s life. He took regular trips to
Snowdonia, the Lakes and the Alps in his 20s and subsequent trips to Mt Kenya
and the Rockies. Family life slowed down serious mountaineering but he
returned, at 73, to the Alps with a guide and revisited some of his earlier haunts.
His account of walking the route of the Montrose March in Scotland is worth a
read (1999/2000 Journal).
Patrick Boggon

Stan Crawford 1927-2014
Stan Crawford died unexpectedly on 17 October 2014 at the age of 87. He gave
up his membership of the MAM a couple of years earlier. He will be remembered
for many contributions to the Association. As well as leading meets to Skye, he
took on roles of Assistant Treasurer and Treasurer for nine years from the midsixties and later served as Vice President and President (1979/80). He was a
Liverpudlian who trained as an accountant and worked for most of his life with
the Halifax, ending up as its manager for Northern England. He was an able,
elegant and enthusiastic rock climber with a particular penchant for slab
climbing. He was also a fitness fanatic who would often be seen in Glen Dena
doing 50 press-ups, clapping his hands between each one.
Stan had a reputation for fast and erratic driving, no doubt honed on his many
visits to the Scottish Highlands. On one of these, as recorded in the 1964
Journal, he completed the traverse of Bla Bheinn and the Black Cuillin Ridge on
consecutive days. A later article, written in his quirkily humorous style, describes
his walking The Pennine Way, in its natural state pre-repairs, together with wife
Janet and Phil and Peggy Smith.
In 1998, some years after he retired, Stan and Janet moved to the Isle of Wight
for the sake of Janet’s health and for whom he became her devoted carer at the
end of her life. He had, unsurprisingly to those who knew him, made many
friends on the Isle of Wight and his funeral was well attended by them. He was
recalled with particular pleasure by members of a local Alzheimer’s Café, whom
he would entertain with recitations of Stanley Holloway monologues. He
belonged to a singing group and at his funeral service, they closed it by singing
‘The Happy Wanderer’, a fitting memorial for someone who loved the hills. He
was proud to be considered the fittest octogenarian on the island.
Bill Truscott/Roger High
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Ronald Frank Fletcher 1927-2016

Ron Fletcher was born in Edgbaston and educated at King Edward’s School, an
education rather interfered with by World War II. The school was evacuated to
Repton in Derbyshire as soon as war broke out but returned to Birmingham
before anything much happened. Then it was a mixture of school work, air raids,
food rationing and when he turned 16, fire-watching (with his own steel helmet!)
He started at the University of Birmingham Medical School in 1944. There were
70 students in his year. The first five terms were devoted to the basic medical
sciences such as anatomy and physiology, the “normal” body as it were, and the
rest of the five years to hospital work, the “abnormal” body. After the first five
terms he was one of a small number of students selected to do an intercalated
BSc in physiology, an opportunity to learn in greater depth. Ron became
particularly interested in hormones and the endocrine glands and later admitted
that this was the start of his interest in academic medicine and influenced the
whole of his career.
While at Medical School Ron joined the Mountaineering Club. Rock climbing was
not really to his liking but he was an enthusiastic hill walker, regularly attending
the Stoats meets. With the shortage of motor transport and of petrol, even if
someone had a car it was a lot more difficult getting to the hills than it is now.
They used to stay at Helyg, later moving to Glan Dena. In the Stoats’ archive
there is a photo of a small group taken in about 1945 outside Helyg which
includes Ron. It seemed that this was the only photo of Ron as a Stoat but in
about 2000 another medical student Stoat of those days, John Nunn, unearthed
some photos, including Ron, taken on 25 September 1945. In his last year he
was the Stoats’ President.
Organising a climbing trip at any distance away from home in the immediate post
war days was difficult but they managed a good trip to Skye, where Ron led
Window Buttress and the Inaccessible Pinnacle and also to the Pyrenees, where
he was hit by a falling rock requiring stitches in his scalp and to the Écrins where
not much was done.
After graduation Ron did a few jobs as a House Officer at the Queen Elizabeth
Hospital prior to being called up for National Service in the Royal Medical Corps.
By this time he and a fellow Junior Doctor, June Astill, were engaged but the
wedding was held over until the military service was finished. The military service
was as a Medical Officer at British Military Hospitals in the Suez Canal Zone and
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at Benghazi in Libya; then it was home to England to marry June and to start a
career in clinical and academic medicine. This started in a new unit in the Little
Bromwich Hospital (later the East Birmingham and now the Birmingham
Heartlands) devoted to metabolic diseases and research into them, very much
the area of medicine which was becoming Ron’s main interest. While there he
wrote his MD thesis on “The Measurement of Total Body Fat with Skin Fold
Callipers.” It’s always good to be able to add MD to your CV but in those days a
really good one to add was the ‘BTA.’ This stood for ‘Been to America.’ A year
spent as a research fellow over there was held to be a major plus in furthering
one’s career in academic medicine back home. Ron managed to get a grant to
do a year in Baltimore, home of the famous Johns Hopkins Hospital. A great
experience with lots of travelling with June and, by then, their two young sons.
On return to Birmingham Ron was appointed Lecturer in Medicine and in the
fullness of time became a Consultant Physician at what was then Dudley Road
Hospital, now the City Hospital. He also found time to write what became a
standard student’s text on endocrinology in Blackwell’s Lecture Notes series.
Time passed and Ron retired from this post at the age of 64 after 25 extremely
satisfying years. While professing to dislike committees Ron found that he had
an affinity for them and almost inevitably ended up on many medical bodies of
one sort or another, being Chairman of quite a number.
Ron was a founder member of the Birmingham Medical Research Expeditionary
Society, the purpose of which was to try and shed some light on the puzzling
illness of acute mountain sickness (AMS). In the simplest of terms the main
method was to find somewhere where members could get as high as possible as
fast as possible in order to get as sick as possible and then look at bodily fluid
balances and biochemical changes to see if conclusions could be drawn. Much
of the early work on the now widely used Diamox was done here. With the
society Ron went to the Himalayas, Chimborazo (Equador) and Mt Kenya.
He had joined the MAM in 1948 but, what with family, America and his career, he
had taken almost no part in the Association’s activities. In the early 1970s he had
visited Barrow-in-Furness to give a talk to the local branch of the Association of
Clinical Biochemists. On the way home he diverted to Langdale and walked up
Mickleden. To quote Ron himself, ‘After a bit I sat on a rock and enjoyed the
fabulous view of the fells round about, and thought to myself, “You’re crazy to cut
yourself off from these places where you had so much fun” and decided that I
had to get back into the game.’ He started going on Glan Dena working parties
and then on meets in both huts, indoor meets in Birmingham and dinners; no
rock climbing but a lot of hill walking. After a few years he joined the Committee
and was elected Vice President in 1975 and then President. I suspect that being
Chairman of MAM committee meetings was much different from the medical
committee work he was more used to, but he gained a reputation as a steady
and wise Chairman with a quiet and sometimes penetrating wit. When the MAM
decided to sell off its library it was Ron who was commissioned to do it. He was
elected to Honorary Membership of the MAM in 2003.
At about this time he made a short cine film entitled An MAM Year. As part of it
he wished to film some members on a rock climb and enlisted the help of Baf
Jones and myself. We concluded that Kirkus’ Direct Route on Clogwyn yr Oen in
the Moelwyns would be a good place to do it as Ron could easily film most of it
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from the side. It all went well, so Baf and I insisted on taking Ron up the V Diff
route Slick as payment for our services, the first climb that he had done for very
many years; after all, he did at one time write that ‘I had one great ambition as a
mountaineer and that was to be a very old one.’ Despite that, I think he quite
enjoyed it. Ron had been appointed Chairman of the Glan Dena Hut Committee
after he finished his term as President. He held this position for quite some time,
including the duration of the rebuild of Glan Dena. This did not involve the active
participation of the Hut Committee but he held a watching brief, visiting every six
weeks or so to see how it was going and to film progress. He took the hut over
from the Rebuild Group and guided the new hut through a number of years to
come.
In 1990 Ron and June bought a small static caravan near Agay west of Cannes,
at the foot of the Massif d’Esterel, a range of small craggy hills clad in Corsican
pine and cork oaks. Only two miles from the sea and with miles of paths in the
hills this became a much loved escape for them, visiting about three times a
year. Ron and June travelled widely, June accompanying Ron to various
conferences in many parts of the world and holidays on their own account. In
1997 June died after a protracted illness. It had been an immensely happy
marriage and Ron felt her loss keenly.
Some time after this Ron himself suffered from slowly deteriorating health and
had to scale back his MAM activities and all other commitments. He died at
home in 2016 after a long period of incapacity.
We express our sincere condolences to Ron and June’s sons Martin, Preston
and Stephen and to their families.
Dave Roberts

Alfred Wallwork 1933-2017

Alf joined the Association in 1962 and at that time was working as a metallurgist
at ICI Metals Division at Wilton, Birmingham. He subsequently moved to the
Water Industry and then the Environment Agency. In1969 he was elected as Hut
Booking Secretary. By this time we had acquired Low House so he had to deal
with members and visitors for both huts which required keys to access them. He
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served in this post for ten years. During this time he led meets at Low House and
Glan Dena and attended many other meets, including the Easter at Fort William,
Whitsun in Scotland and the exclusive Stan Crawford cottage meets on Skye. He
also made certain of coming on some work meets at both huts each year. He
attended a number of Alpine Meets and in 1983 he led a very successful meet in
the Gran Paradiso, camping at Pont. He drove across the continent in his red
Austin Healey Mk III which he had restored and was his pride and joy at the time.
Forty seven members and children gathered at Pont and 12 of them ascended
the Gran Paradiso after a night in a packed hut. Other peaks climbed on the
meet were the Matterhorn (Hörnli ridge) and Mont Blanc.
In 1989, he married Gill Allen whom he had met at a Scottish Reels group in
Sutton Coldfield which he had joined a few years earlier, introduced Gill to
mountain walking, the Association and our huts. She accompanied him on 3
Alpine meets, the Austrian
Alps in 1991, Bernese
Oberland in 1992 and
Saas Grund in 1994.
Later in 2000 he joined
Brian Waters’ meet to
Ladakh. In following
years, Alf and Gill, along
with two close friends,
decided to go “long
distance” and explore the
rest of the world, travelling
to Africa, India (Nepal),
Australia, Norway and
South America. They still
found time to come on
mid-week meets at the
huts and were regulars at
Low House even after Alf
had the misfortune to
develop Parkinson’s
disease in 2010. This did
however curtail many of
his activities. I have many
personal memories of Alf
over the years of our
membership of the
Association, walking,
climbing the hills of the
UK and the Alps. He was
a true friend and a fun
companion, sadly missed.
Alf Wallwork in the Mamores on Stob Ban
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Mike Shaw

Brenda Wickham MBE 1924 to 2017
Brenda Wickham was one of the most long-standing members of the MAM
having joined in 1945. At that time she was working for the Medical Research
Council (MRC) at the Birmingham Accident Hospital. For domestic reasons she
moved to Sussex which led to her joining the MRC at Mill Hill, London. Finding
nothing very exciting to do she looked through the membership list and found
and wrote to all the other MAM Members in the area, who were largely there in
connection with the war effort, asking if any would be interested in joining in
activities, including walking, at the weekends. Thus she started and became the
founding Secretary of the London Section in 1947-48. She remembered meeting
Ted Lloyd in a café in Tottenham Court Road.
They arranged walks in South Downs, North Downs and Surrey hills and
climbing on Harrisons Rocks. She was a fair rock climber but preferred fell
walking. In 1949 she moved to Ruabon in North Wales and was much nearer the
mountains she loved, although in 1951, it was back to the Home Counties where
she remained for the rest of her life. In the 60s her family spent many holidays in
the mountains, mostly in Glan Dena where they were regular participants in the
then two-week Family Meets when it was the only holiday many members could
afford.
She never lost her love of Wales. In later years she was central to the creation of
the Great Dragon Ride, the long distance bridleway running from the north Wales
coast to the Bristol Channel. She was the architect of a network of bridleways
across the whole of southern England and Wales, the core of the National Bridle
Route Network. Beginning with Swan’s Way along the Chilterns in the 1980s,
she moved on to the Ridgeway bridleway across the Wessex Downs, which has
been described as Britain’s oldest road, in use since prehistoric times. The Three
Downs link, running from Hampshire to Berkshire, was next, then Sabrina Way,
named after the goddess of the River Severn, which opened in 2002 connecting
the southern network of bridleways to the Pennines. She received an MBE in
2007 for services to public rights of way.
She always had fond memories of the MAM and maintained her membership
long after she was able to make any use of it.
From multiple sources including notes left by Bob Robinson about the London
Section of the MAM - Ed.
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Barbara McLauchlan 1922-2016

Barbara joined the MAM in 1945 and became only its second female president.
She was a stalwart meets supporter who attended many Alpine Meets in the
1960s and 70s. Mike Shaw recalls that he had the privilege and pleasure of
being her Secretary for the two years she was our President in 1973 and 1974.
In her more senior years, despite serious illness, she attended MAM-related
functions including several anniversary dinners.
Barbara was born in Birmingham in 1922. She went to King Edward VI High
School for Girls, and was evacuated to Cheltenham when the war started to
complete her studies after which she studied English at Birmingham University to
be near to her family again. Teacher training followed, at Cambridge and she
started her career in teaching at Wallasey High School for Girls. She progressed
through schools in Birmingham to become Headmistress at Stoke Park School in
Coventry where she oversaw the transition from girls’ grammar school to mixed
comprehensive to community college demanding huge organisation and
compassion as well as her expertise in education and teaching. She loved the
literature she taught and was devoted to those she taught, having no children of
her own. She retired in 1984 at the age of 62.
Barbara lived much of her life in Kenilworth and was heavily involved in the
town’s community. She was Secretary of the Kenilworth Society, secretary to the
Kenilworth Council of Churches and chairman of the council at various times and
attended St Nicholas Church.
In addition to her mountaineering she was a keen birdwatcher which took her on
many trips around the world, including to Antarctica.
She served on the MAM committee as Programme Secretary from 1957-59,
Librarian 1967-72, Vice President 1972-73 and President 1973-74. She always
took great interest in younger members and in particular encouraged the
relationship between the Association and the Stoats.
As Barbara aged and her health declined, her eyesight began to fail. She
overcame her difficulties with courage and determination and, supported by
kindly neighbours and church friends, Barbara lived in her own home
independently and with dignity. She only left it a few weeks before she died, at
the age of 93.
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In her will she left a significant sum to the MAM, for which we are most grateful
and which is to be used to fund selected members’ mountaineering activities.
She will be remembered with affection by those members who knew her.
We are indebted to Kenilworth Weekly News for permission to include some
details from their obituary of 11 July 2016 - Ed.

Kath Brading 1937-2017
Kath Brading died in June 2017 at the age of 80 from an aggressive cancer. She
had been in poor health for several years. Kath studied surveying at Bedford
College where she was first introduced to the mountains. She joined the
Directorate of Overseas Surveys, computing surveys in the Far East and had
ambitions to travel. It was here that she met me, her future husband. A climbing
friend and I had been given an old pre-war caravan that we were able to put on a
remote corner of a farm at Blaen Nanmor just off the Nant Gwynant valley,
overlooking Cnicht. It was later considered illegal but had squatters’ rights as
long as it was kept in good repair. Like the carpenter’s hammer there is not much
left of the original structure, but it is still there! It had no mod cons, but Kath loved
it and we spent many family holidays there, walking the Welsh mountains. We
were posted to Singapore for three years in 1966 where our first child, Heather,
was born. We did manage one holiday in the Cameron Highlands and climbed a
hill of over 5000 feet with the baby in a makeshift sling made from a bath towel!
Kath was a hill walker but supported me and daughters, Heather and Penny, in
more adventurous activities. In 1985 we were posted to Germany and bought a
VW campervan in which we travelled widely, walking and skiing in Germany and
in the Alps. Soon after our return, we were posted to Washington DC and walked
in the Appalachians and did one memorable trip in the van from Virginia to the
Rocky Mountains, walking in all the ranges and visiting every National Park from
Colorado to the Canadian border.
On retirement we used the van extensively in Ireland and Scotland always taking
in the local mountains. Although I joined the MAM in 1983 Kath did not join until
1993. We spent many happy weeks in Low House and she attended several Fort
William meets based on the Corpach caravan park. We did one memorable trip
to Nepal with Mike and Shirley Durgan when we did the Annapurna Base Camp
trek. She continued to walk in the Surrey Hills until a few months before her
death. She is survived by me and daughters, Heather (Member) and Penny.
Chris Brading
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Dr Neil Clarke (Spike) 1963-2016
One of the good guys has left early
After a long fight with cancer Neil passed away in October 2016. Throughout his
illness he kept a positive outlook, repeatedly bouncing back from each challenge,
amazing even his consultant.
Apart from Caroline and his children, Samuel and Emma, Neil had several
passions – rock climbing and mountaineering high amongst them. In common
with many, Neil’s first contact with the MAM was through the Stoats. He was a
keen and accomplished climber and always in the thick of things in the evening
entertainments. He climbed widely in the UK, on both rock and ice. Thorough,
competent and safe on the rock, fun and challenging afterwards. He contributed
to the MAM through his established Easter family meet.
Further afield he had several Alpine seasons under his belt, all carefully planned,
and always extracting the maximum opportunity from the time available – time for
one more pitch, one extra mile or one harder-graded route. Together with
Caroline he had an extended freelance trip to Pakistan and the Himalayas, at a
time when that was possible. A few years later that was followed by a
meticulously planned round the world trip, again extracting every drop from the
experience. Caroline’s dutiful support through the Las Vegas ladies and
orangutan event set the tone for later escapades, including their participation in
OMM events.
Weekends and holidays with Neil and Caroline and later Samuel and Emma,
were both highly enjoyable and strenuous. Neil was not familiar with the concept
of a short walk, while map reading had to be meticulously accurate. Even when a
gust of wind on the top of Dow Crag led to him being impaled on his ice axe the
walk was completed.
Away from the mountains he was passionate about photography, both in taking
the picture and in improving it later. He was an admired member of his local
Cambridge photographic club, achieving Associateship with the Royal
Photographic Society and winning a number of awards. He also developed a
taste for maintaining, polishing and Sunday driving his Frog Eyed Sprite.
Greatest of all was his passion for his family. His son Samuel has developed into
a fine climber, putting up first ascents in the Peak. Emma is an active climber
and accomplished athlete. Professionally Neil was a talented research scientist
and team leader with GlaxoSmithKline, with many papers and a reference book
to his name.
Neil had a life well lived and lived to the full, always shared with Caroline, his
wife of nearly 25 years. We all miss him.
Kirk Mayer/Richard Newton
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Philippe Skitmore 1938-2016
Memories of a climber, sailor and caver
Phil, a long-standing London based MAM member, died on 12 December 2016.
He was a gifted rock climber and with a wiry build he excelled on technically
difficult rock climbs. For years London based members met every Wednesday at
Harrisons Rocks. Always the practical joker, Phil arrived at Unclimbed Wall one
evening, immaculately dressed in suit, pristine white shirt, silk tie and wearing
leather shoes. With a wink to us he loudly enquired whether he could have a go
as he ‘had heard about climbing from a bloke in the pub’. He was tied on to a top
rope, removed his jacket and ascended the most difficult route in perfect style
before turning to an astonished audience and asking ‘anything harder mate?
That was quite easy’.
Occasionally inclined to action rather than caution, Phil ferried an injured climber
to hospital. It was dark when they arrived and they found the front door locked.
Not discouraged Phil ascended a drainpipe to the first floor where there were
lights and entered via an open window. There were sounds of a conversation
before Phil reappeared, and clambered hastily back down to ground level. It was
an Isolation Hospital for tropical diseases.
An experienced sailor and qualified Yachtmaster, Phil regularly recruited crew
from the MAM to sail to the continent and Channel Isles on Sea Tramp, an
eighteen metre ketch. The heads were blocked somewhere between the Hamble
and Guernsey. While the rest of the crew went ashore, Phil decided he and I
should remove the entire toilet to the deck and investigate. One should have
guessed, for as I was removing the flange bolts attaching aforesaid porcelain to
the deck, Phil disappeared. He had taken shelter in the cockpit to give helpful
advice at a distance: “Careful now Bill. There are solids under explosive pressure
right below your nose.”
A widower after just three years of marriage, Phil’s attitude to housework was
very much laissez faire. His helpers in his later years used to joke with him that
his dictionary was a special edition in which words such as dustpan, vacuum and
washing-up had been removed. A visit for a cup of tea entailed a search for a
clean cup without a resident base stratum of cigarette ash and butts.
He much enjoyed riotous MAM London Section parties particularly if there were
physically demanding games. A favourite in the old Glan Dena was the cavers’
squeeze behind the sink supports which was possible if one believed the theory
that if you can squeeze your head through the rest of the body can follow.
Kitchen rugby was not to everyone’s taste and a particularly rough tackle led to
an unfortunate collision with a table, a dislocated shoulder and Phil being carted
off to Bangor after a very uncomfortable night. There was always a frisson of risk
and the whiff of unpredictable danger around Phil.
Despite declining health he remained proudly independent to the end. By his
efforts and enthusiasm he made our lives more adventurous and interesting and
for that we are grateful.
Bill Thurston
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David Watson 1960-2016
Members who knew David Watson will have been saddened and shocked to
learn of his untimely death from cancer very shortly after diagnosis. David will be
best remembered by the North-East members he walked and climbed with,
especially from Low House in the late 1990s. A physically strong mountaineer
with a huge amount of stamina, he always left the rest of the party waning. Over
a meal or a beer, David would recite lively recollections of the day’s events
encouraging laughter and discussion.
Simon Raine

Tom Case 1941-2016
Tom had Coeliac disease and didn't take his diet too seriously and it led to
lymphoma and intestinal perforations of which he died. It was the late 1990s to
early 2000s that Tom and the first North-East members attended Elsdon
Watson's (no relation to Dave Watson) meets at Low House. Tom loved walking
over the fells where we introduced some Blaydon Harriers to the hills, some of
which became members and swapped the running for mountain biking.
Simon Raine

Peter Fairhurst c1930-2016
In his younger years Peter was an active and able climber, quiet and
unassuming, often to be found at Glen Dena in the late fifties/early sixties from
where he climbed at most of the favourite haunts of the time at HVS level,
together with his wife Kath. In 1958 he was a member of the MAM Alpine Meet
which went to the Brenta Dolomites (report in the 1959 journal) where he led a
party up the Campanile Basso. In later years he and Kath co-ordinated many
summer mid-week meets at Glan Dena from 1994 to 2009, taking out time from
their self-sufficient home lifestyle. His last big mountain ‘fling’ was in 2007, when
Peter and Kath joined the MAM group on a trek in Sikkim. Peter greatly enjoyed
this fairly arduous trip during which all members benefited from his quiet
competence and consideration which were the hallmark of his character. Latterly,
he suffered from Alzheimer’s and he and Kath were living in sheltered
accommodation. He is survived by Kath to whom we express our sincere
condolences.
Bill Truscott/Roger High
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Maureen (Mo) Mavis Jones 1934 – 2018
Maureen Adams was born and brought up in Bromsgrove. She attended
Teachers Training College in Sheffield, specialising in Physical Education. Her
first teaching post was in an impoverished area on the north of Birmingham’s city
centre which made a considerable impression on her. She then moved back to
Bromsgrove to teach at her old High School. During this period she met Brian
(Baf) Jones. Baf was a keen climber having spent most of his National Service at
RAF Valley and was already a member of the MAM.
After they married they both obtained teaching posts in Telford where they
remained until they retired. Inevitably physical activity became centred in the
mountains but Mo also concentrated on racket sports being an enthusiastic
squash player and an avid follower of tennis; two weeks every summer when not
actually working were spent on the sofa, eyes glued to the Wimbledon tennis
championships, which she attended on a number of occasions. As time went by
she moved away from PE and taught English, perhaps in part a result of
sustaining a ruptured Achilles tendon which needed surgical repair.
She never professed to be mountaineer; she did a little rock climbing but not
much and was more content with walking. Much of her time in the hills was with
Baf and with the MAM; they were regular attendees on meets, particularly
Scottish ones such as the Easter Meets at Corpach and the summer meets at
Muir cottage.
As time went by she required knee replacement surgery; rehabilitation was slow
and she never regained full flexion of the joint which curtailed her activities
rather; one unexpected and annoying result was that she was unable to pedal
her bike, a source of considerable annoyance. However, she was always content
to be in the hills, especially if she had a book to read and a Times crossword to
complete. Besides teaching English she became interested in the English
language for its own sake; she owned a range of dictionaries and reference
books; she was a reliable source of information when in doubt about things such
as the difference between ‘will’ and ‘shall’ or between ‘fewer’ and ‘less’ and the
deep mysteries of the apostrophe. She served as Secretary to the Glan Dena
Hut Committee for some years and her minutes were always clear and concise.
After they retired Baf and Mo bought a motorhome and toured the country widely,
spending increasing time in Scotland. Eventually they left Telford and moved to
the village of Kinrossie near Perth, a base for walking and many visits to all parts
of the country and to events such as the Braemar Gathering and with a distant
view of Ben Lawers. A slip on ice on her own doorstep resulted in a fractured
femur. No doubt this slowed her down but not enough to stop her looking after
her very large garden. She had always been a knowledgeable gardener,
seeming to know the name of just about every flower you could think of and all
their Latin names as well.
After Baf died she came to feel rather isolated and moved back to Bromsgrove to
be near her relatives. Early in 2018 she developed a terminal illness. Despite
being on her own with no immediate support she managed very well until near
the end. On phoning to ask how she was, the worst she would ever say was
“Well, today’s not been all that good”. She has expressed the wish that her ashes
be scattered on the slopes of Ben Lawers, at the same place as Baf’s.
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Joan Robinson c1921-2015
Joan was married to Bob Robinson in June 1946 and they spent their
honeymoon in the Cairngorms. They stayed in a Ghillie’s cottage near Loch
Morlich on the edge of the Rothiemurchus forest. The accommodation was
remarkable not only for its situation at the foot of the Cairngorms but because full
board was a modest £2.50 each a week. As food rationing in the south of
England was still the norm and they found themselves being treated not just as
honoured guests but as if they were starving inhabitants from the backwoods of
southern England, they felt they really were in luxury. Their climbing (Joan was
then able to walk in the mountains) included traversing a number of the local
major peaks including Braeriach, Cairn Toul and Devil's Point and exploring the
Lairig Ghru.
Early transport included a motorbike period. One of these, a Velocette 350 MAC
was acquired in pieces. After restoration by Bob, they both set out for Italy
carrying all climbing and camping kit. The bike did not respond well to the
severely damaged roads on the Italian/French border which had been purposely
made hazardous by the troops of both the Italian and French armies. Also the
brakes were not up to Alpine standards and severe brake fade descending the
Galibier Pass nearly caused them to come to grief.
Joan’s hill walking was prematurely terminated as a result of polio, which was not
uncommon at that time. In spite of that, her presence on London Section meets
to Glen Dena and Fort William and other activities continued unabated. In due
course she was able to become mobile in the mountains in the saddle of a
motorised tricycle (Dune buggy) which Bob had modified, replacing foot controls
with hand controls, to suit her disability. The Forestry Commission were willingly
persuaded to lend them a key to their forest tracks and they explored the routes
into Loch Ossian and around Glen Spean, Bob trailing her by bike. Thanks to
them, Joan was able to enjoy a mountain experience which would otherwise
have been denied.
Joan's Honda became a feature of great interest also in the Alps and the Massif
Central and Maritime Alps in France. Austrian officialdom was found to be rather
more strict.
From 1967 to 1972 they were based in Washington, various expeditions were
made to the Selkirks, Texas, Bugaboos, etc. some of which Joan accompanied
on horseback. She also joined in a rafting expedition to the Grand Canyon.
Throughout her life there were concerns about her health, in spite of which she
outlasted Bob by a few years, a testament to her indomitable and adventurous
spirit which remained undimmed. She gave up her membership of the MAM only
a couple of years before she died.
Much of the content of this note has been taken from writings about the London
Section, by Bob, which (he wrote) Joan referred to as ‘a vanity-engendered,
premature obituarial memoir’ - Ed.
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